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সম্পাদ ীয় 
২০২০, বছরটা এ দম অপ্রতযাশর্ত ভাগব অযাশিত এ  মহামারী শিগয় এগসগছ আমাগদর 

জীবগি। শ ন্তু এসগবর  'মাস আগ  এই বছগরর এ দম শুরুগতই অশিব শাণ সযাগরর আগদগর্ 

আমরা গুটট গয়  কলজ াটা বাির  গলগজ আমাগদরই মগতা শবজ্ঞাি অিুসশিৎসুগদর এ  

জায় ায় এগি 'সাগয়ন্স ক্লাব' বািাগবাই, এই র্পথ শিগয় কেশল। অবগর্গে, কবগর্ ১৩ই মািশ, 

ল ডাউি ক ােণা হওয়ার শদি গয়  আগ  সাগয়ন্স ক্লাব-এর আিুষ্ঠাশি  উগবাধি সম্পন্ন হয়।  

 

শ ন্তু তারপর কথগ ই  গলজ অশিশদশষ্ট াগলর জিয বি।  আর কযসগবর পশর ল্পিা  রা শছে, 

কস সবশ ছুই বাক্সবন্দী হগয় পগ়ে রইগলা  গলজ কখালার অগপক্ষায়। 

 

তাহগল উপায়? পূজার  গয় শদি আগ  হঠাৎ মগি হগলা, কবর্ শ ছু শবজ্ঞাি-শবেয়  কলখা 

এ সাগথ শিগয় এ টা পূজাবাশে শ ী বার  রা হগল ক মি হয়? বা ী সবার  াগছও এ  থায় 

সম্মশত পাওয়া ক ল। সবাই শমগল কলগ  প়েলাম  াগজ, 'আবতশ'-এর প্রথম প্র াগর্র 

পশর াঠাগমা ততরীগত। 

 

জাশি শবশ্ববযাপী মহামারী, তবু জীবি  খিও কথগম থাগ  িা, কথগম থাগ  িা মািুগের  

সৃটষ্টর্ীলতা। আজ শবজয়া দর্মী।  আজই সবার হাগত আসগব 'আবতশ'। আর্া  শর আমাগদর 

এই সৃটষ্ট সবার ভাগলা লা গব – ভশবেযগত আরও অগি  বছর 'আবতশ' কথগ  যাগব, আমরা িা 

থা গলও। 

 

সবাই ভাগলা থা ুি, সুস্থ থা ুি। 

 

                                                    ক ৌস্তুভ পাণ্ডা, 

                                       শডপাটশগমন্ট অে শেজজক্স, 

                                       কজ ক   গলজ । 
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Aerogel – World's Lightest Solid 
 

~ Atasi Mahanti, 3rd Semester, Dept. of Chemistry, 

J. K. College 

 

Have you ever thought that air can be solid at normal temperature?  

Well, it can be, I mean sort of. Let’s talk about aerogel, which is composed of 

up to 99.98% air by volume with tremendous future application and 

possibility.  

Transparent super insulating silica 

aerogels exhibit the lowest thermal 

conductivity of any solid known. 

Ultrahigh-surface-area carbon 

aerogels power today's fast-

charging supercapacitors. And 

ultra-strong, bendable X-aerogels 

are the lowest-density structural 

materials ever developed. 

Back in 1931, Professor Samuel 

Kistler had a bet with his colleague Charles Learned. The bet revolved 

around jellies. jellies are a combination of liquids and solids; they are mostly 

liquid but embedded in a structure of solid. That solid 3D structure gives the 

jelly it’s rigidity which is just 1% of the whole volume.  So, the bet was to 

remove all the liquid from a jelly and put gas in it without breaking the 3D 

solid structure. 

Normally if you try to remove the liquid from that jelly it will pull on the solid 

structure around them, basically crumpling it from the inside. Samuel Kistler 

solved this problem by replacing one liquid with another by washing it 

thoroughly, and then put it in a high-pressure pot called autoclave, hitting it 

to the new liquid’s critical point. In critical points there is no longer a 

distinction between liquid and gas. Now, if we depressurize the autoclave, 

the liquid cum gas will evaporate without breaking the 3D solid structure 
which is known as Aerogel. 
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The three most common types of aerogels are silica, carbon and metal 
oxides. 

1. Silica aerogels, the most common aerogels are blue for the same 

reason the sky is blue. The blue colour occurs when white light 

encounters the aerogel's silica molecules, which are larger than the 

wavelengths of light. But it's silica that is most often used 

experimentally and in practical applications, not to be confused with 

silicon, which is a semiconductor used in microchips. Silica is a glassy 

material often used for insulation. 

2. Unlike the smoky-blue silica aerogels, carbon-based ones are black 

and feel like charcoal to the touch. What they lack in looks, they make 

up for in high surface area and electrically conductive capabilities. 

These properties make carbon aerogels useful for supercapacitors and 

fuel cells. 

3. Metal oxide aerogels are made from metal oxides and are used as 

catalysts for chemical transformations. They are also used in the 

production of explosives and carbon nanotubes, and these aerogels 

can even be magnetic. When made into an aerogel, iron oxide lends an 

aerogel in its trademark rust colour. Chromia aerogels appear deep 

green or blue. Each type of metal oxide results in an aerogel of a 

slightly different colour. 

Aerogels are still not widely used in the consumer market but it is being used 

in space mission, industry grade insulators etc. Aerogel’s 3D structure 

prevents the heat to be travelled in a simpler way, the free path of heat 

transfer is not a straight path here. As the heat transfers through the much 

Chemical Structure: Depiction of silica 
aerogel 

Scanning electron micrograph of 
gold aerogels 
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more complex 3D structure, makes the aerogel a very good insulator. This is 

called the Knudsen effect. NASA is using it and has a plan to use aerogel for 

insulating the rovers to safeguard the electronics onboard. 

Another interesting use of aerogel is, it is used to capture dust particles from 

comet. Comet tail has an astonishing speed of 2,000 miles per hour average. 

Capturing particles at this speed is hard as they vaporize on touch. But in 

case of aerogel, when they hit, because the aerogel is a very low-density and 

very porous material, the particles actually enter the aerogel. And as they 

travel through the aerogel, they basically break apart the network that 

makes up the aerogel and they lose energy in the process and eventually 

come to a stop. 

Right now, aerogel has a limited application considering its breakable 

nature, but scientists are working on it to make it stronger. It is going to be 

an exciting time for the commercialization of aerogel. 

 

Credits and bibliography: 

1. https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/  

2. Burpo et al 

3. Wikipedia 
4.  https://matmatch.com/  
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Some Hazardous Heavy Metals and 
Their Phytoremediation 

 

∼ Rimi Roy, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Botany, 

Jagannath Kishore College 

 

1. Introduction: 

Heavy metals are generally defined as elements with relatively high 

densities (range from above 3.5 g/cm3 to above 7 g/cm3), atomic weights 

[range from greater than sodium (atomic weight 22.98); greater than 40 

(excluding s- and f-block metals, hence starting with scandium); or more 

than 200, i.e. from mercury onwards)], or atomic numbers (> 20). Nearly all 

heavy metals are located in groups 3 through 16 of the periodic table. Some 

of these heavy metals such as cobalt, chromium, copper, magnesium, iron, 

molybdenum, manganese, selenium, nickel and zinc are essential nutrients 

that are required for various physiological and biochemical functions in the 

living organisms and may result to deficiency diseases or syndromes if not 

in required amounts [WHO, 1996] however in large doses they may cause 

acute or chronic toxicities. Others such as cadmium, lead, and mercury have 

unknown biological function. 

2. Sources of heavy metals: 

These heavy metals are present in earth’s crust in ores and mainly 

distributed in the environment (air, water and soil) through several natural 

processes such as volcanic eruptions, spring waters, erosion, and bacterial 

activity, as well as through anthropogenic activities which include mining, 

fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes, agricultural activities as well as 

feeding [Hirner and Emons, 2004]. In most ores, heavy metals such as 

arsenic, iron, lead, zinc, gold, nickel, silver and cobalt exist as sulphides while 

others such as manganese, aluminium, selenium gold, and antimony exist as 

oxides. Certain heavy metals such as copper, iron and cobalt can exist both 

as sulphide and oxide ores. Some toxic heavy metals and their sources are 

described below. 
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2.1. Arsenic (As) 

Arsenic (atomic number-33; atomic weight-74.9) is notoriously toxic and its 

inorganic forms such as arsenites and arsenates compounds are lethal to 

humans and other living organisms in the environment. Arsenic is 

accumulated through industrial sources such as smelting and 

microelectronic industries. Ground water may be contaminated with arsenic 

through wood preservatives, herbicides, pesticides, fungicides and paints. 

2.2. Lead (Pb) 

Lead (atomic number-82; atomic weight-207.19) is found to be acute toxic 

to human beings when present in high amounts as it is not biodegradable. 

The main sources of lead exposure include drinking water, food, cigarette, 

industrial processes and domestic sources. The industrial sources of lead 

include gasoline, house paint, plumbing pipes, lead bullets, storage batteries, 

pewter pitchers, toys and faucets. Lead is released into the atmosphere from 

industrial processes as well as from vehicle exhausts. Therefore, it may get 

into the soil and flow into water bodies which can be taken up by plants and 

hence human exposure of lead may also be through food or drinking water 

[Ara and Usmani, 2015]. 

2.3. Mercury (Hg) 

Mercury (atomic number-80; atomic weight-200.592) and its compounds 

are cumulative toxins and in small quantities are hazardous to human health. 

Environmental contamination due to mercury is caused by several 

industries, petrochemicals, mining, painting, and also by agricultural sources 

such as fertilizer and fungicidal sprays [Lloyd et al., 1997]. Some of the more 

common sources of mercury found throughout the environment include but 

may not be limited to the household bleach, acid, and caustic chemicals (e.g., 

battery acid, household lye, muriatic acid (hydrochloric acid), sodium 

hydroxide, and sulfuric acid), instrumentation containing mercury (e.g., 

medical instruments, thermometers, barometers, and manometers), dental 

amalgam (fillings), latex paint (manufactured prior to 1990), batteries, 

electric lighting (fluorescent lamps, incandescent wire filaments, mercury 

vapor lamps, ultraviolet lamps), pesticides, pharmaceuticals (e.g., nasal 

sprays, cosmetics, contact lens products), household detergents and 
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cleaners, laboratory chemicals, inks and paper coatings, lubrication oils, 

wiring devices and switches, and textiles. 

3. Health effects of heavy metal toxicity in humans 

Heavy metals can affect severely on human health and can damage vital 

organs such as brain, kidney, lungs, liver, etc.  Long-term exposure to heavy 

metal can progressively lead to muscular, physical and neurological 

degenerative processes that are similar to diseases such as Parkinson’s 

disease, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy and Alzheimer’s disease. 

Also, chronic long-term exposure of some heavy metals may cause cancer. 

The 

various health effects of some heavy metals are emphasized below. 

3.1. Arsenic (As) [Martin and Griswold, 2009] 

a) Acute toxicity can lead to the destruction of blood vessels, gastro-

intestinal tissue and can affect the heart and brain. 

b) Chronic toxicity (arsenicosis) causes pigmentation and keratosis, cancer 

of skin, lung, liver, colon, bladder and kidney. 

c) Short-term exposure to arsenic can cause nausea and vomiting, pricking 

sensation in hands and legs, abnormal heart beat, reduced production of 

erythrocytes and leukocytes and damage blood vessels. 

d) Long-term exposure can lead to the formation of skin lesions, pulmonary 

disease, neurological problems, peripheral vascular disease, diabetes 

mellitus, hypertension and cardiovascular disease. 

3.2. Lead (Pb) [Martin and Griswold, 2009] 

a) Acute toxicity can cause headache, loss of appetite, abdominal pain, 

fatigue, sleeplessness, hallucinations, vertigo, renal dysfunction, 

hypertension and arthritis. 

b) Chronic toxicity can result in birth defects, mental retardation, autism, 

psychosis, allergies, paralysis, weight loss, dyslexia, hyperactivity, muscular 

weakness, kidney damage, brain damage, coma and may even cause death. 

c) Short-term exposure results to the impairment of intellectual 

development of children less than 5 years of age.  
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d) Long-term exposure can cause oedema, can disrupt the intracellular 

second messenger systems and alter the functioning of the central nervous 

system. 

3.3. Mercury (Hg) 

Mercury can easily combine with other elements to form organic and 

inorganic mercury. Both these forms can cause extremely harmful effects on 

humans. Organic mercury is lipophilic in nature and thus can easily 

penetrate cell membranes. Methyl mercury is highly carcinogenic while 

dimethylmercury is a very toxic compound that can cause the degeneration 

of the central nervous system and death at very low dose [Engwa et al., 

2019]. 

a) Acute toxicity affects the central nervous system and associated with 

declining performance of visual scanning, verbal and visual memory. 

b) Chronic toxicity can lead to erethism, tremor of the hands, memory loss, 

timidity, and insomnia. 

c) Short-term exposure to metallic mercury vapours at higher levels can 

lead to vomiting, nausea, skin rashes, diarrhoea, lung damage, high blood 

pressure, etc. while short-term exposure to organic mercury poisoning can 

lead to depression, tremors, headache, fatigue, memory problems, hair loss, 

etc. 

d) Long-term exposure of metallic, inorganic and organic mercury can 

damage the kidney, brain and developing foetus. Severe mercury poisoning 

can cause Minamata disease. 

4. Phytoremediation of the heavy metals As, Pb and Hg 

Phytoremediation is a technology that uses selected plants to remove the 

contaminants from the environment. The plants can act as either 

accumulator or excluder. The plants are known as accumulators when they 

accumulate high concentration of heavy metals in their aerial tissues, and 

biodegrade or bio-transform them into inert forms in their tissues. Some 

plants can also behave as excluders when they restrict uptake of heavy metal 

into their biomass. Heavy metal uptake by plant through phytoremediation 

utilizes the mechanisms of phytoextraction, phytostabilisation, 

rhizofiltration and phytovolatilization [Erakhrumen and Agbontalor, 2007].  
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a) Phytoextraction: it is the process by which the plant roots uptake/absorb 

heavy metals and translocate them into shoots where these are harvested 

and burned to gain energy followed by recycling of the metal from the ash.  

b) Phytostabilisation: in this process certain plant species are used to 

immobilize the heavy metals in the soil and groundwater through 

absorption and accumulation in plant tissues (mainly roots), or precipitate 

heavy metals within the root zone preventing their migration in soil, as well 

as their movement by erosion and deflation. 

c) Rhizofiltration: it is the adsorption or precipitation onto plant roots or 

absorption into and sequestration in the roots of contaminants that are in 

solution surrounding the root zone by constructed wetland for cleaning up 

communal wastewater. 

d) Phytovolatilization: it is the process that occurs as growing trees and other 

plants take up water along with the contaminants. Some of these 

contaminants can pass through the plants to the leaves and volatilize into 

the atmosphere at comparatively low concentrations. 

4.1. Plants that can be used for uptake of Arsenic (As) 

There are several plants that have shown successful uptake/accumulation of 

As in their tissues. Plants such as Pteris vittata, Azolla caroliniana and A. 

filiculoides can accumulate As in their all tissues while Oryza sativa, Populas 

alba, P. nigra and P. tremula are few plants that can uptake As in roots only. 

Salix alba can accumulate As both in roots and leaves [Tangahu et al., 2011]. 

4.2. Plants that can be used for uptake of Lead (Pb) 

Like As, Pb can also be accumulated by certain plants in specific tissues. 

Several species of Brassica such as B. napus, B. campestris, B. juncea, B. 

oleracea are found to accumulate Pb in their roots and shoots. Helianthus 

annuus and Nicotiana tabacum also absorb Pb in roots and shoots. Few 

species such as Amaranthus hybridus, A. paniculata, Sorghum bicolor and Zea 

mays can accumulate Pb only in their roots while Paulowniu fortunei can 

absorb Pb in both roots and leaves [Tangahu et al., 2011]. 

4.3. Plants that can be used for uptake of Mercury (Hg) 

There are certain plants that can accumulate Hg in their tissues. Plants like 

Eichornia crassipes, Pistia stratiotes, Colocasia esculenta and Oryza sativa can 
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uptake Hg only in their roots. Brassica juncea and Helianthus tuberosus can 

absorb Hg in both roots and shoots. While Salix viminalis is observed to 

accumulate Hg in their roots, shoots and leaves (whole plant tissues) 

[Tangahu et al., 2011].  
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The Dark Era of Medicine 
 

∼ Satyaloke Chattopadhyay, 3rd semester, Dept. of Chemistry, 

J.K. College, Purulia. 

 

Presently, we are gradually witnessing the dawn of the rising era of 

biochemistry after the technological era. We have often heard that health is 

the greatest wealth for the mankind and so we are more focused on our 

survival. The fact being that we are not the only living species over this 

planet it calls for a fight of survival. 

 

Yes, today we need to be equipped both in quality and quantity since our 

opponents threatens our very existence. These opponents are none other 

than our very familiar pathogenic bacteria. We have been introduced to the 

bacterial world in 1676 by Anton Van Leuwenhoek in his self-designed 

microscope. His observations were published in the Royal Society of London. 

Surprisingly the knowledge of the bacteria went lull for about a century. The 

first pathogenic bacteria were discovered by Louis Pasteur in around 1860-

64.  However, the first antibiotic was discovered by Sir Alexander Fleming in 

1928 and its first application was done a decade later by Florey and Chain. 

So, it clearly suggests that we did have a lagging start! 

 

Bacteria can thrive everywhere be it in symbiotic, parasitic or in pathogenic 

forms. These micro-organisms are so resistant that they survive in acidic hot 

springs and even in the radioactive substances. According to WHO, each year 

over 33000 people are victims of the bacteria alone. It has become a matter 

of increasing concern. 

 

Any local survey will show that almost every single individual from infants 

to the elderly have been exposed to the antibiotics directly or indirectly! We 

use antibiotics extensively not only in medicines but also in farms, poultry 
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products and even in packed foods. As a result, our body is already being 

administered with antibiotics. The B-lymphocytes or the memory cells are 

being introduced to these antibiotics. Therefore, when we are affected with 

certain bacteria our body immunity fails to prepare its immediate antibody 

providing a wider exposed time for the bacteria to mutate and propagate. 

 

Let’s take an example; at MIT, the researchers infected mice with E. coli 

bacteria, and then treated them with a common antibiotic called ciprofloxin. 

In doing so, they found that the drug directly affected the tissues of the mice, 

which in turn changed the metabolites of those cells released during the 

process of metabolism. And these changes were counterproductive, with the 

metabolites actually working to make the E. coli more resistant to the 

antibiotic. At the same time, the drugs can make the immune system less 

effective in overall; immune cells called macrophages were found to be less 

effective at fighting off infection, because the antibiotic chokes out their 

respiration. 

 

Bacteria mutate at an alarming rate. With every mutation, the more potent 

bacteria become, the more they affect our immunity and lesser are our 

chances of survival. Another important factor is the use of broad-spectrum 

antibiotics which kill a huge number of both pathogenic and non-pathogenic 

(helpful bacteria) without discrimination. This affects our immunity, 

weakening us for future bacterial attacks. 

 

Thus, we are giving a boost to the superbugs (certain bacteria that have 

turned resistant to all kinds of antibiotics). The first case of superbug in 

India was found in CMC Vellore, during September 2018. Bacteria named 

Staphylococcus auras was found to have affected about 21% of the patients. 

So, it justified to say that we are gradually pushing ourselves into the “dark 

era of medicine”. And if this continues, then that day is not far when we will 

have no drugs to treat people who will be affected by the bacteria and people 

will die even with minor injuries and wounds! 
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This brings us to a very important conclusion; are we misleading our path in 

the field of medicinal sciences? Are we in the attempt of surviving against 

certain diseases, making the lives of the upcoming and future generations 

even more threatening? Isn’t it really worth a thought? 
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Coral Reef 
 

∼ Poulami Singh, 3rd Semester, Dept. of Zoology 

                                                                                             J. K. College 

 

Introduction: 

Coral or Coral Animal is a ridge or mould like structure which is found mostly 

in tropical seas (marine water). The coral species that build reefs are known 

as ‘hard’ corals because they extract calcium carbonate from seawater to 

create a hard, durable exoskeleton that protects their soft, sac-like bodies. 

Other species of corals that are not involved in reef building are known as 

‘soft’ corals. They are colonial ‘Cnidarians’. They are made of Calcium 

Carbonate or horny skeleton and by the other reef organisms.  

Coral reefs only occupy 0.1% of the area of ocean but they support 25% of 

all marine species on Earth. Fishes and other organism take shelter, find 

food, reproduce and bring up their young ones in the nooks and crannies 

formed by the corals. The colony of the corals grows in size by budding of 

the polyp and form ‘Coral Reef’. The reefs only grow 10-200 mm each year. 

Coral Polyps in the initial stage are divided into new polyps and so on. By 

this, they grow into colonies and these colonies are several meters in 

diameter. The polyp colonies are attached to the seafloor and become so 

large and heavy that they are only disturbed by storms.  

 

Coral Reefs Coral Polyps 
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Components of Coral Reefs: 

There are some components in the formation of coral reefs. They are stony 

corals, Millepora sp., Tubipora sp., Heliopora sp., Alcyonaria sp., Gorgonians 

sp., Foraminifera sp., Coralline algae and branching algae, etc. The coral reefs 

are also inhabited by a number of sponges, anemones, sea-urchins, 

starfishes, crabs, snails, bivalves, etc. 

                                               

Importance of Coral Reef: 

1. It cannot be denied that the coral and the coral reefs played a great and 

significant role in geological history. They protect the coast from the erosive 

actions of the sea waves. 

2. Coral reefs inhibit around 25% of marine species which include about 

1 million species of plants and animals. 

3. The corals act as natural recycling agent for carbon dioxide from sea 

and atmosphere. 

4. The reefs serve as a source of food and medicine and act as storage 

bank of genetic resources. 

5. The corals secrete limestone or calcium carbonate during their life 

cycle, which help to expand the sea area. 

Condition for Coral Reef Formation: 

The Reef building corals require many conditions to form a coral reef. These 

are – 

Coralline alga Sea Urchin 
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i) Temperature: Coral reefs require warm water and generally a 

temperature between 25°-29°c for best development. They can’t 

develop below 18°c. Different corals living in different regions can 

withstand various temperature fluctuations. 

ii) Depth of the sea: The depth of the sea is also an important factor for 

the growth of the coral reefs. They grow in shallow water and the 

depth is important because of the entry of the sunlight for 

photosynthesis. 

iii) Sunlight: The sunlight is very essential for photosynthesis of 

microscopic, single celled algae ‘Zooxanthellae’ (Symbiodinium 

microadriaticum), present in the endoskeleton of the reef building 

cnidarians. Zooxanthellae photosynthesize and pass some of the 

food they make from the sun’s energy to their hosts, and in 

exchange, the coral animal gives nutrients to the algae. They are 

found in Millepora sp., Tubipora sp. and Heliopora sp. They help to 

secrete of CaCO3. It has been shown by experiment that the reefs 

fail to grow in shaded places and even die if they kept in darkness.                                                 

And there are many other conditions like clear water, salinity, waves and 

currents, nutrients etc. 

 

Types of Coral Reef: 

Coral Reefs are mainly of three types. They are –    

• Fringing Reef: Coral reefs that surround the shore of an island or might 

extend to a continent, are called Fringing Reef.  

It extends from the coast region more or less 400 meters or quarter 

mile as platform. The seaward facing side is commonly called edge or 

Mushroom Coral Spiral Wire Coral Black Coral 
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font. The upper part of the reef front there is an emergent portion, 

called reef crest. The seaward side of the coral reef crest can reduce 

the impact of the waves. It can reduce up to 97% of the wave action. 

e.g.: - Gulf of Kachchh including Pirotan Island (India), Ningaloo Reef 

(Australia). 

 

• Barrier Reef: Barrier reefs are almost like fringing reef but they are 

located some distance from the shore and grow in deep water than 

fringing reef. 

The stretch of the water, separating the barrier reef from land, may be 

half a mile to 10 miles or more in width and 20 to 100 meters deep, it’s 

called a Lagoon. A number of small channels which cut across the 

barrier reefs and connect the lagoon with the open sea, through this 

fresh, cold water pass into the lagoons. 

e.g.: - On the West Coast of Andaman and Nicobar Islands (India), Great 

Barrier Reef of Australia (Australia). 
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• Atoll: It is a ring like or horse-shoe shaped coral reef which surrounded 

by lagoon but not an island. 

Here the lagoon varies from a few hundred meters to 90 km in 

diameter and 20 to 90 meters in depth. Atolls generally arises first as 

fringing reed around volcanic islands. But after the seafloor sinks or 

rises, the reef sinks down. Atoll is called coral island and the term 

‘Atoll’ is derived from the language of Maldives, where a district is 

called Atolu. 

e.g.: - Lakshadweep Island in Arabian Sea (India), Tubbataha Reef 

(Philippines). 

 

                       

In addition to the above-mentioned principal types, there are some other 

minor types may be discussed. These are: 

• Table Reef or Platform Reef: Table reefs can form where the seabed 

rises close enough to the surface of the ocean to enable the growth of 

zooxanthellae, reef-forming corals and the continental shelf, as well as in the 

open ocean.  

• Patch Reef: Common, isolated, comparatively small reef outcrop, 

usually within a lagoon, often circular or irregular and surrounded by sand 

or grass of the sea. 

• Apron Reef: A shore reef resembling a fringing reef but more sloped 

from the shore area. The initial stage of a fringing reef. 

• Bank Reef: Isolated, flat-topped reef larger than a patch reef and 

usually on mid-shelf regions and linear or semi-circular in shape. 
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Conservation of Coral Reefs: 

The corals are destructed by so many circumstances like excessive siltation, 

industrial disposals, salinity changes, severe tropical storms, emersion at 

low tide, excessive exploitation for commercial purposes by different 

agencies, feeding activities of multi-armed starfish (Acanthaster planci), 

global warming, ozone depletion, earth movements and tsunamis. 

• Due to the industrial discharges the coral reefs in the sea coast with a 

huge number of invertebrates and the vertebrates are threatened. 

• Natural vegetation such as mangrove trees live along waterways and 

shorelines remove sediments from water. 

• Every rainfall carries the fertilizer, silt, pesticides, and agrochemicals 

into coastal waters which are responsible for the death of reefs. 

• Reducing carbon dioxide emissions from human activities can also 

help improve overall coral reef health. 

• Removal of larger corals used in white cement factories for making 

cement is a common practice in many countries including India.                              

• Some tourists handle or even stand on living corals. The collection of 

corals making of ornaments makes a great damage to the reefs in some 

places. That must be stopped. 

A lack of awareness among people and also lack in technical knowledge are 

the main hindrances for the conservation of coral reefs.  

 

For the protection of the reefs various programmes may be introduced: 

▪ The conservation message should be conveyed to a wide audience 

through multimedia. 

Fluorescent Coral Maze Coral Pillar Coral 
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▪ Education is the basis of sound conservation; a lot of effort should be 

put into it. 

▪ To protect the coral reefs an underwater part should be started in 

which a law prohibiting fishing and coral collecting are introduced. 

Corals in Relation to Human: 

• In Medicine: The chemical compounds from corals are useful in the 

medicine of Cancer, AIDS, pain and other forms of diseases. 

• Jewellery:  The colour of coral reef is used in making of necklaces and 

other jewellery. 

• Construction: Coral reefs on land 

provide lime for use as building 

blocks called ‘Coral Rag’. The 

coral rag is an important local 

building material in places such 

as East African coast. 

• Climate Research: The annual 

growth bands in deep sea 

bamboo corals and other may be 

among the ocean’s first 

organisms to display the effect of 

ocean getting acidified. 

• Aquaculture: Coral Aquaculture or coral farming or coral gardening is 

the cultivation of corals for commercial purposes or coral restoration. 

  

Reference: 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coral_reef#:~:text=A%20coral%20reef%20is%20an,wh

ose%20polyps%20cluster%20in%20groups. 

• https://www.livescience.com/40276-coral-reefs.html 

• https://ocean.si.edu/ocean-life/invertebrates/corals-and-coral-reefs 

• https://wwf.panda.org/our_work/our_focus/oceans_practice/coasts/coral_reefs/ 

• https://www.britannica.com/science/coral-reef 

• https://www.biologydiscussion.com/animals-2/phylum-cnidaria/coral-reefs-

definition-types-and-distribution-skeleton/32665 

• http://www.seasky.org/sea-gallery/sea-gallery-07-01.html 
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Birds’ Behavioural Study 
 

~ Sushrita Das Modak, 3rd semester, Dept. of Zoology, 

J. K. College 

 

Background: 

It’s no wonder that humans have a passion for Birding. They can find 

themselves looking for over 10,000 bird species all around the world. Bird 

watching is a fascinating hobby. However, it requires a little bit of patience 

and time. Studying bird behaviour can help you find out more about the way 

birds relate to one another and live within their environment.  

Ethologists created ethograms which is a list of behaviour with a description 

or definition of each one. They form a hypothesis about the causes and rates 

of a particular behaviour.  behaviours can be divided into two groups: states 

ongoing behaviours that can be timed, and events are behaviours that 

happen so fast that they would be hard to time. Ethologists count the number 

of times an event occurs.  

For example, reading a book is a state and we could time how long someone 

spends reading a book; sneezing is an event, and we could count how many 

times a person sneezes. 

Behaviour: 

Some birds’ behaviour is instinctive and other is learned.  behaviour includes 

caring for itself, feeding, and interaction with others. Birds view people as 

part of their flock and therefore act accordingly. A dominant bird may 

develop ‘bad’ behaviour such as biting or screeching. It may feel it needs to 

defend its territory against disliked people and attack them. Such behaviour 

by birds can be avoided by keeping the top of the bird’s head level with your 

chest. Do not allow it to perch above you or on your shoulder as this 
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encourages dominant behaviour. Bird  behaviour can often be interpreted, 

much like a foreign language. 

 

Tongue clicking is an invitation to interact. Grinding of the beak indicates 

contentment. Panting is a sign that a bird is overheated or perhaps 

uncomfortable. A sharp flick of the wings demonstrates annoyance. 

Preening is an important part of bird behaviour by garden birds may 

include dust baths and splashing around in water. Many birds maintain a 

minimum distance between themselves and their neighbours. It can be seen 

in the spacing of a flock of swallows perched on a wire. In the breeding 

season most species maintain territories, defending areas ranging from the 

immediate vicinity of the nest to extensive areas in which a pair not only 

nests but also forages.  

• Sound: 

Auditory signals, like visual ones, are almost universal among birds. 

The most familiar vocalization of birds is that usually referred to as 

‘song’. Song is the best-known noise that birds make. Bird songs are 

the bird sound that are melodious to the human ear. Male birds sing a 

lot in the spring and 

sometimes all year round. 

Companion Calling is the 

second voice of the birds. 

These are the sounds that 

birds make to keep track of 

their flock mates or 

‘spouses’.  
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The third voice is Juvenile begging, and it’s usually heard in the springtime 

when baby birds have turned into hungry teenagers.  

The fourth voice, Aggression also sounds gruesome but it does not indicate 

a predator in the area. 

Alarm, the fifth voice – look at the lawn, the park, the forest or the field 

where all the birds are singing and feeding. The actual noise the bird makes 

may not be very different from its companion call, but the emotion behind it 

will feel agitated rather than calm. 

• Nesting: 

Most bird nests lie somewhere in the middle, with the majority 

building cup-shaped nests using some combination of mud, twigs and 

leaves and feathers. Some 

species lay their eggs 

directly on the ground or 

rocky ledges. All birds 

incubate their eggs, 

except megapodes 

(mound builders), which 

depend on the heat 

generated by decaying vegetation or other external sources, and brood 

parasites such as cuckoos and cowbirds, which lay their eggs in the 

nests of other species. Murres and the king and emperor penguins 

build no nest but incubate with the egg resting on top of the feet. In 

most birds a fluid-filled and highly vascularized brood patch on the 

abdomen is developed, it directly contacts the eggs during incubation. 
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• Feeding habits: 

Bird feeding behaviour may change due to temperature, season and 

time of day. This is especially evident in feeding behaviour of garden 

birds. In winter they are more likely to make use of bird feeders due to 

lack of natural food sources. Swifts, swallows and nightjars have wide 

gapes for catching insects on the wing; some woodpeckers can reach 

wood-boring grubs, whereas others can catch ants by probing anthills 

with their long, sticky tongues; thrashers dig in the ground with their 
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bills. Herons have 

spear like bills and 

trigger mechanism in 

the neck for catching 

fish, while kingfishers, 

terns and boobies 

plunge into the water 

after similar prey. 

Many kinds of birds 

that feed on plant 

material, most use 

seeds, fruit, or nectar. Leaves and buds eaten by fewer species. 

Bird behaviour is intricate and fascinating, whether you are observing the 

behaviour of garden birds, birds in the wild or your own beloved pet.  

 

References: 

https://www.birds.com/bird-care/ behaviour/ 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ornithology 

https://www.britannica.com/animal/bird-animal/Behaviour 

https://nature-mentor.com/bird- behaviour/ 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_feeding 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_vocalization 
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A Brief Sketch of Set 
 

~ Rahul Das, 5th semester, Dept. of Physics, 

J. K. College 

We have been taught since childhood about our home, our neighbourhood, 

our country, our neighbour country etc. We all have a home with a boundary. 

Beyond the boundary is the outside world. Mathematics simplifies this 

knowledge logically. Mathematics says, “A set is a well-defined collection 

of distinct objects viewed as a single entity”. What does it mean? Suppose, 

we are talking about a village and huts in it. So, the village is a set and the 

huts is its distinct points or objects. Each point in this set (village) represents 

the huts. Now each hut has its neighbour huts around it and up to a certain 

distance. Like this, every point in a set has its neighbourhood points. As the 

village has a boundary, sets may have their boundary also. Therefore, Set is 

a collection of objects. We need this basic information to go through the 

discussion bellow.  

Set: A set is a well-defined collection of distinct objects viewed as a single 

entity.  

A is a set of some numbers. 

Neighbourhood: 

What we know about neighbourhood? The people around us. But here is 

something to think about that we never say people live a mile away from me 

is my neighbour. So, there is a range and a particular definition of 

neighbourhood that varies with the type of set. If we take a Set of all real 

numbers then a point (X0) of this Set must be a real number. And if δ is a 

given positive number  then the set of all points in the open interval (X0 – 

δ, X0 + δ) is called a δ-neighbourhood (δ-nbd) of X0", where δ is as small 

number as you can imagine. I think something is squeaking. Yes, next –  
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Open interval: 

Now what is open interval? We all have learned in class 11 or 12 about open 

interval. But what actually is open interval? 

Let us assume pictorially.  

 

 

                                                                               

                             

 

 

Let us imagine a disc of radius a. Condition applied that the existence of the 

disc at any distance from ‘a’ to infinite is zero. Now imagine an ant is moving 

on it. The ant can not go beyond the distance ‘a’ but this is also right that he 

is not bounded or closed. How? The ant can go as close to the edge as it wants. 

So, the ant is open to go closer to the edge. This primary idea of an open Set 

will help to go through the next discussion. 

S is called an open Set if all its point are interior points. 

Interior point: 

Now what is interior point? Let’s 

see pictorially. 

What we see here is a Set and 

points. Now a point, suppose, ‘x’ is 

called an interior point of the Set if 

there exists some neighbourhood 

which lies entirely within the Set. 

So, the point in the red circle is an 

interior point because for that 

point we can find some neighbourhood which lies entirely within the Set. But 

the range of the neighbourhood must be as small as you can imagine. 

Otherwise this will be against the definition.  

Now, the Set of all interior points of a given Set is called the interior of 

that Set. 
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Boundary point:  

If we see the same picture on the previous page the blue circled point. The 

neighbourhood of that point contains the Set as well as the outside (which is 

not the Set S is called complement of Set S denoted by Sc). If every 

neighbourhood of a point of a Set S contains points of S as well as points 

which belong to the complement Sc of S is called a boundary point. That 

point may or may not itself be a point of that Set. How?  

e.g. Simple idea you are heating water in a bowl. From room temperature to 

100°C it will just increase its temperature without boiling. Just after giving 

the latent heat, it will start boiling. Here from room temperature to 100°C, 

all the points (temperature) are a single entity, means that all the points are 

in a Set. So here the temperature 100°C is a boundary point as well as the 
member of the Set. 

e.g. Another way you are giving voltage against a Zener diode. Simply 

increasing the voltage what you will see? Just reaching the Zener voltage the 

current sharply increase and gives you a constant voltage. Here in the Set of 

voltage the Zener voltage is a boundary point is not the member of the Set. 

 

Zener Diode characteristics graph: 

But this example is theoretical. If we see 

practically it includes some higher 

voltages than the Zener voltage. The 

current starts increasing sharply but 

never increases as much as comparable 

to infinite. So here we see that the 

neighbourhood of the boundary point 

(Zener voltage) contains the members 

of the Set as well as the complement. 
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Exterior Point: 

A point is called an exterior point of a Set S if there 

exists some neighbourhood of that point which lies 

entirely outside S i.e., which lies entirely in the 

complement Sc of S. 

e.g. Take that water boiling example and the 

temperatures greater than 100°C will be the 

exterior points of that Set. 

Limit Point:  

There is a difference between boundary point and limit point. A point may 

or may not be a point of a Set, but is called an accumulation point or limit 

point of that Set if every neighbourhood excluding the point contains at least 

one member of that Set. 

This implies ξ is a limit point of Set S if every deleted neighbourhood of ξ 
contains a point of S.  

e.g. In the above two examples of boiling water and Zener diode the first 

example of boiling water the point 100°C is a boundary point. But if we see 

a little deep the temperature never crosses the 100°C while boiling. That 

means its neighbourhood is not any exterior point but only the members of 

the Set. So basically, this example is not an example of boundary point but a 

limit point. 

Closed Set:  

i) A Set is closed if it contains all its points of accumulation (or limit 

points) 

ii) A Set S is closed if its complement with respect to the Set is an open 

Set. i.e. if S is closed then Sc is open 

e.g. Take the same boiling example but this time from ice melting point to the 

boiling point. While melting it will never decrease its temperature bellow 

0°C and while boiling it will never increase its temperature over 100°C. So, 
from 0°C to 100°C all the temperature is in a Set and the Set is a closed Set. 
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Conclusion:  

In the above discussion I have tried to simplify some basic ideas of Set and 

kept the discussion short through simple examples. Not only in physics, the 

idea of Set works everywhere. Hope this knowledge will help us in our higher 

studies.  

Reference:  

I. “An introduction to Analysis Differential Calculus” R.K. Ghosh & K.C. 

Maity 
II. Google.  
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Bioterrorism 
 

~ Subhrasri Roy, 3rd semester, Dept. of Zoology 

 J. K. College 

 

We live in an age when bioterrorism, ‘the illegal use of some 

microorganisms or toxins obtained from biological agents to produce death 

or disease in human population, domestic animals or plants’, is intended to 

create a fear among the human population and the government. 

Introduction 

Nowadays diseases have long been the deadliest enemy of humankind. 

Bioterrorism is one of the dangerous attacks, in which biological agents are 

used by extremists as weapons against human population. The effects of 

bioterrorism can affect the public health care system. This act is intended to 

intimidate governments. 

In India, there has not been any registered case of bioterrorists. For this 

reason, we need to raise more concern about the dangers of this biological 

terrorism before it becomes an unpreventable challenge to our health care 

system and population. 

Biological weapons and Bioterrorism                                                     

Bioterrorism, in which the biological agents like viruses, bacteria or their 

toxins are used among human beings to achieve death or disease. They are 

also used on food grains and domestic animals. The biological agents are 

typically found in nature but they can increase their capacity to be spread in 

environment and cause of disease or death. 

The CDC (Centre for Disease Control) categorizes these agents as – 

• Category A – This high-priority agent can compose a risk to national 

security, can be easily transmitted and disseminated. 

I. Anthrax. 
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II. Smallpox. 

• Category B – These agents are moderately easy to disseminate and 

have low mortality rates.  

I. Q Fever. 

II. Brucellosis. 

• Category C - These agents are emerging pathogens that might 

be engineered for mass dissemination because of their availability or 

the ability to cause a major health impact. 

I. Nipah virus. 

Anthrax Smallpox 

Coxiella Burnetii, the bacteria that 
causes Q Fever 

Brucellosis bacteria 
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II. Hantavirus 

These agents are the choice of many terrorists because they are 

extremely hard to be detected. In those categories of using nuclear or 

radiological agents under bioterrorism are not found naturally and 

they cause death by their effects and reaction with human system by 

causing not only death, but also immobilizing the human body. 

The human body can't recognize the presence of those agents through 

their senses and for this reason the biological weapons for terrorist 

could be a great choice for terrorism. They can kill people without 

giving human body a little bit of hint of that they are in a contact with 

the agents of death. These biological weapons can also spread through 

air, food and water into environment that also make them to be the 

choice of the terrorists. The threat of bioterrorism is a matter of grave 

concern. Although the attack of bioterrorism is difficult to predict and 

the upshots of a successful attack could be a great loss of population 

and economics and it can’t be ignored. 

 

Biological warfare and Bioterrorism; a historical perspective 

Because of the use of microorganisms as biological weapons, the threats of 

terrorism are increased. Biological agents may be more dangerous and of 

potential than conventional and chemical weapons. Biological weapons are 

not just a 21st century concern; humans have used these infectious agents for 

hundreds of years – 

Early use of Biological warfare: -  

Nipah virus Hantavirus 
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• 1346 – Siege of Caffa; Plague. 

• 1763 – French and Indian war; Smallpox. 

• WWI – German program; Anthrax and Glanders. 

• 1925 – Geneva protocol bans Biological weapons. 

• WWII – Japanese program; Anthrax, Plague, Cholera and Shigella. 

• 1941 – George W. Merck named U.S. Civilian Head of Chemical    

Service, later changed to War Research Service. 

• 1946 – U.S. announces its involvement in bioweapons research. 

• 1969 – Nixon eliminates offensive biological warfare program. 

• 1972 – Biological weapons convention. 

• 1979 – Accidental release of B. anthracis spores at Bioweapons 

Research Centre, Sverdlovsk, U.S.S.R. 

• 1989-92 – scientists from the former U.S.S.R. involved biological 

weapons research defect to the west. 

• 1984 – Rajneesh cult members contaminate salad bar with 

Salmonella typhimurium in Oregon 

• 1992 – Ricin attack planned by Minnesota militia. 

• 2001 – Anthrax releases in FL, DC, NY, NJ. 

 

Developing a response 

Although there are many challenges before us, some of the necessary 

activities are already underway and other programs still need to be 

developed and implemented. Experts agree that the core capacities of the 

public health system must be increased to detect and track and contain 

infectious disease. 

• Upgrading current public health capacities; this can rapidly detect and 

investigate unusual disease or symptoms. 

• To improve detection; it is necessary that health care workers must be 

trained to concede unusual disease or symptoms which may be result 

of a bioterrorism attack. 

• Developing emergency plans of a surge of patients in the nation’s 

hospitals. We must enhance systems to support mass medical care and 

develop innovative strategies to deliver both protective and treatment 

measures. 
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• Federal resources may also be necessary to support emergency 

planning efforts to bring the health care system fully on board. 

• Access of essential vaccine and drugs; a large event of a bioterrorism 

attack may require a rapid access of vaccines, drugs which may not be 

available in the locations. 

 

 

Reference 

https://www.slideshare.net/doctorrao/bioterrorism-7510003 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioterrorism 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4921253/                       
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Sequence এবং বাস্তব জীবগি Sequence -

এর  ায শ ারীতা 
                                     

  ~ সৃজির্া মুখার্জ্জী   মম েসেমাা,  ণডণর্ ডবাাণ  

েি   েক  কেলি 

 

‘Mathematics’ র্ব্দটট এগসগছ শি  র্ব্দ ‘Mathema’ কথগ  যার অথ শ হগলা Science, 

Knowledge, Learning।  

অযাশরস্টটল  শণতগ  বগলগছি, ‘The science of quantity’। বাস্তব জীবগি আমাগদর 

প্রগয়াজগির তাশ গদই সংখযা, আ ৃশত, শিহ্ন — এর বযবহার, ধম শ, পারস্পশর  সম্প শ শিগয়  শণত 

িাম  কক্ষত্রটট  গ়ে উগঠগছ। কছাটগবলায় আমরা সবাই সহজ  ণিা শর্গখশছ, 

6 + 2 = 8 
আমরা সবাই আগর টু ব়ে হগল অগপক্ষা ৃত জটটল  ণিা শর্খলাম – 

2x + 3y = 1     5x + 4y = 2 
তাহগল x এবং   y-এর মাি  ত? 

এখি, আশম  শিগতর এ টট শিশদশষ্ট শবেয় ‘Sequence’  িী এবং বাস্তব জীবগি এটট িীভাগব  াজ 

 গর তা দু-এ টট উদাহরগণর মাধযগম সহজ ভাগব আগলািিা  রার কিষ্টা  রশছ - 

‘Sequence’ এর বাংলা অথ শ হগলা ‘ক্রম’। 

শিশদশষ্ট ক্রগম এবং শিয়গম কযগ াগিা শ ছুগ  তাশল াভুক্ত  রা হগল কসই তাশল া ক  বলা 

হয়  Sequence বা ক্রম। এবার স্বাভাশব  ভাগবই আমাগদর মগি প্রশ্ন আসগব এই ক্রমমর শিয়মটট 

টঠ  শ র ম হগব? 

এটট এ টট উদাহরগণর মাধযগম কবাঝার কিষ্টা  রশছ – 

আমরা সমস্ত স্বাভাশব  সংখযাগ  তাশল াভুক্ত  রলাম, তাহগল ক্রমটট  হগব  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

…} 

এখাগি আমরা কদখগত পাজচ্ছ কয  Sequence  এর প্রশতটট  element  মাগি সংখযাগুশল পূব শবতী 

সংখযা কথগ  এ   গর বৃজি কপগয় ক্রমবধ শমামে শবস্তার  রগছ  অথ শাৎ এটটই হল 

এই Sequence টটর শিয়ম বা  rule ।  

 

আবার মগি  শর  শ ছু মািুেগ   তাশল াভুক্ত  রলাম কযখাগি  তাগদর ক্রমবধ শমাি বয়গসর 

ক্রমািুসাগর পরপর সাজাগিা হগয়গছ, তগব এখাগি এ টট   rule  রাখা হল  কয পরবতী জগির 

বয়স পূব শবতী জগির কিগয় দুই বছর কবশর্  হগত হগব। 

এই  শিয়ম অিুযায়ী  মািুেগুশলগ  তাশল াভুক্ত  রগল আমরা কয তাশল াটট পাগবা  কসটট 

এ টট  Sequence । এই Sequence-এ যশদ প্রথম জগির বয়স 1 yr. হয় তগব শবতীয় জগির 

বয়স হগব 1 + 2 = 3 yrs.। এই ভাগব আমরা n-তম বযজক্তটটর বয়স  ত  হগব তা সহগজই  িিা 

 রগত পারব।  n-তম বযজক্তটটর বয়স হগব (2n - 1) 

এখাগি n  এর স্থাগি যশদ 1 বসাই তাহগল বয়স আসগব 1 yr., 2 বসাগল বয়স আসগব 3 yr. । 
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আমরা আগর টট উদাহরণ এর শদগ  কিাখ রাখব – 

এ শদি আমরা আটজি বিু শমগল  ুরগত ক লাম।  ুরগত  ুরগত সবারই খুব শখগদ পাওয়ায় 

সামগির এ টট করস্টুগরগন্ট কখগত ঢু লাম। কসখাগি কদখলাম এ টট  গর কিৌগ া কটশবল রাখা 

হগয়গছ এবং প্রশতটট কটশবগল িারটট  গর বসার কিয়ার এ সাগথ রাখা হগয়গছ। কযগহতু আমরা 

আটজি সবাই এ সাগথ বসগত িাই, আমরা 

অিয আগর টট কটশবল এগি আগ র এ টট 

কটশবগলর সাগথ পার্াপাশর্ জগু়ে শদলাম। শ ন্তু 

কদখলাম এবার ছয় জগির বসার কিয়ার 

এ সাগথ রাখা যাগচ্ছ। তখি আগর টট কটশবল 

এগি আগ র দুটট কটশবগলর সাগথ পার্াপাশর্ 

জগু়ে শদলাম। এবার কদখলাম আটজগির 

বসার কিয়ার এ সাগথ রাখা যাগচ্ছ। 

 শিগতর ভাোয় এটট যশদ প্র ার্  শর তাহগল 

- 

ধশর , কটশবগলর সংখযা, (x) = n 

অতএব, কিয়াগরর সংখযা, (y) = 2n + 2 

অথ শাৎ যখি  n = 1, তখি y = 4 

n = 2 হগল y = 6 

এভাগবই আমরা মািুগের সংখযা কদগখ  ণিার মাধযগম  কমাট  ত সংখয  কিয়ার, কটশবল লা গব 

তা আগ  কথগ ই   ণিা   গর শিগত পাশর । 

 

কস্টশডয়াম  বা অশডগটাশরয়ামগুশলগত এই Sequence এর শিয়গমই কিয়ারগুশল সাজাগিা থাগ  

। 

প্রথম সাশরগত যশদ িারটট কিয়ার রাখা থাগ , পগরর 

সাশরগত  হয়গতা দুটট কিয়ার কবশর্ রাখা হল অথ শাৎ 

ছয়টট কিয়ার রাখা হল । এই ভাগবই ক্রমবধ শমািভাগব 

কিয়ারগুশল সাজাগিা থাগ । এখাগি Sequence টট 

হগব – {4, 6, 8, …, 2(n + 1)} 
 

আক্র টট উগেখগযা য Sequence হল 

‘Fibonacci sequence’। শবখযাত 

 শণতজ্ঞ Fibonacci-এর িামািুসাগর এই 

Sequence-এর িাম রণ হয়। Fibonacci 

sequence-এর প্রশতটট element-ক  Fibonacci 

number বলা হয়। Fibonacci number ক  শিশহ্নত  রা হয় fn বারা। এই Sequence-টটর 

তবশর্ষ্টয হগলা এর মগধয থা া প্রশতটট সংখযা পূব শবতী দুটট সংখযার কযা েল। এই Sequence-টট 

শুরু হয় 0 এবং 1 শদগয়। 

অতএব, Sequence-এর element-গুশল হল  0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, … 
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খরগ াগর্র জিসংখযা বৃজির  ণিাগত Fibonacci sequence-এর শিয়ম  ায শ রী হয়। 

ধশর, প্রথম মাগস প্রথম কজা়ো খরগ ার্ A-এর জন্ম হল । কির্ীে মাক্স A জিগি সক্ষম হল, 

এগ  A’ ধরশছ । রৃ্র্ীে মাক্স  এটট শবতীয় কজা়ো খরগ াগর্র  জন্ম শদল, এগ  B  ধরলাম। তৃতীয় 

মাগস এখি দুটট খরগ ার্ কজা়ো রগয়গছ A' এবং B। এইভাগব িতুথ শ মাগস B জিগি সক্ষম হগলা 

এবং B’  খ্রক্গা  মজাড়ার জন্ম কদে। আবার A’ চরু্থ ত  মাক্স আগর টট িতুি খরগ ার্ কজা়োর 

জন্ম কদগব, ধশর, C । অতএব িতুথ শ মাগস শতিটট খরগ ার্ কজা়ো  পাগবা: A', B', C । 
 

এই ক্রমািুসাগর n-তম মাগস খরগ ার্ কজা়োর সংখযা হগব:  

[(n - 2) মাগস খরগ ার্ কজা়োর সংখযা + (n - 1) মাগস জীশবত খরগ ার্ কজা়োর সংখযা] 

 

এই Fibonacci sequence-এর শিয়ম 
অিুযায়ী  াগছর প্রশতটট পাতা এবং  াগছর 

ডাল  শবস্তার লাভ  গর। এমিশ  আমাগদর 

Human Body Structure-ও 

Fibonacci Sequence-এর rule 
অিুসরণ  গর। 

কিক্বাোকচ পযাটাে তটট িীভাক্ব উদ্ভিদগুকে 

প্রিৃর্পক্ে বৃদ্ভি পাে র্ার জেয এটট এিটট 

দুদতান্ত মক্েে, সুর্রাং এটট মবাটাকেিা 

মযাক্থক্মটটিা প্রিক্ের জেয উপযুক্ত । 

কিক্বাোকচ মক্েে িীভাক্ব িাজ িক্র, আমরা এিটট  াখ্া কদক্ে শুরু িকর, এবং এিটট কেকদতষ্ট 

সমে পক্র এটট দুটট ম াট  াখ্াে কবভক্ত হে: এিটট প্রধাে এবং এিটট চারা । পরবর্ী সমেিাক্ে 

চারা গা টট পূর্ ত বেক্স বাড়ার মক্র্া এিই আিাক্র 

থাক্ি, যখ্ে মূে  াখ্াটট আবার দু'ভাক্গ কবভক্ত হে । 

পাক্ র  কবক্র্ কিক্বাোকচ গাক্ র োেকদক্ি িাক্ো 

সংখ্যাগুকে কেক্দত  িক্র ময প্রকর্ কেকদতষ্ট সমে ধাক্প 

ির্গুকে  াখ্া রক্েক্  । সংখ্যার এই ক্রমটট কিক্বাোকচ 

কসক্িাক্েন্স কহসাক্ব পকরকচর্, এবং পরবর্ী সংখ্যাটট 

পূব তবর্ী সংখ্যাদুটটর মযাগিে ।  

 

Fibonacci number -এর সাহাক্যয আমরা এিটট Square আিঁক্র্ পাকর । 

প্রথক্ম আমরা দুটট 1-unit length side-এর square কেোম । এই দুটট square-এর টিি 

উপক্র আমরা আক্রিটট 2-unit length-এর square আিঁক্র্ পাকর । 

এবার (2 + 1) = 3-unit length side-এর এিটট Square আমরা পাক্  আিঁক্র্ পাকর । 

কেক্চ  কবটটর মাধযক্ম আক্রা সহজভাক্ব বুঝক্র্ পারক্বা – 
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আমরা যকদ Fibonacci কসকরক্জর 

দুটট ধারাবাকহি সংখ্যার অেুপার্ 

গ্রহর্ িকর, (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ...) 
র্াহক্ে আমরা কেম্নকেকখ্র্ সংখ্যার 

কসকরজটট মদখ্ক্র্ পাব: 

 

 

 

1/1 = 1; 2/1 = 2; 3/2 = 1 · 5; 5/3 = 1 · 666 ...; 

8/5 = 1 · 6; 13/8 = 1 · 625; 21/13 = 1 · 61538 … ... 

অেুপার্টট এিটট কেকদতষ্ট মােক্ি কির্ িক্র, যাক্ি আমরা Golden ratio or golden 

number বক্ে থাকি । এর  মাে প্রাে 1.618034 । 

 

কিক্বাোকচ এই ক্রমটট কচদ্ভত্রর্ িক্রক ক্েে ‘কবক্োদেমূেি গকর্র্’ সমসযার সমাধাে কহসাক্ব, 

র্খ্ে কর্কে এটটক্ি কবক্ ষ গুরুত্ব মদেকে । মিবে 1877 সাক্ে গকর্র্কবদ এেওোেত েিুাস এই 

অেুক্রক্মর উপর এিাকধি গুরুত্বপূর্ ত গক্বষর্া প্রিা  িক্রক ক্েে, যা কর্কে দাকব িক্রক ক্েে ময 

কর্কে ‘কেবার আবাকচ’ (কিক্বাোকচর মেখ্া বই, 1202 সাক্ে েযাটটে ভাষাে প্রিাক র্ হে)-মর্ 

মপক্েক্ ে; মেখ্ক্ির সম্মাক্ে কর্কে এক্ি ‘কিক্বাোকচ কসক্িাক্েন্স’ োমিরর্ িক্রে । 

পরবর্ীিাক্ে এই সম্পকিতর্ অধযেেগুকে বহুগুক্র্ বৃদ্ভি পাে এবং এই অেুক্রক্মর অসংখ্য 

অপ্রর্যাক র্ ববক ষ্টয আকবষৃ্কর্ হক্েক ে, এর্টাই ময 1963 সাে মথক্ি ‘কিক্বাোকচ বত্রমাকসি’ 

োক্ম এিটট জাে তাে প্রিাক র্ হক্র্ শুরু িক্র । 
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কসগাক্রট, র্ামাি এবং ওরাে সাবকমউিাস 

িাইক্রাকসস (OSMF) 
 

∼ ডা. দদবদীপ মণ্ডল, MDS-Oral Medicine and Radiology, 

SGT University 

কসগাক্রট মসবে ও র্ামাি মযমে গুটখ্া, পােম াো, বখ্কে এইসক্বর মাত্রাকর্করক্ত মসবে এি 

মারাত্মি মরাক্গর সৃটষ্ট িক্র, র্া হে ওরাে সাবকমউিাস িাইক্রাকসস বা OSMF. 

 

• কী হয় এই দরাগে? 

আমাক্দর দুই গাক্ের মভর্ক্রর কদক্ি অকর্করক্ত 'মিাোক্জে ' মপ্রাটটে জমা হক্র্ থাক্ি এবং 

মসখ্াে মথক্ি ধীক্র ধীক্র আমাক্দর ‘গাে' র্ার সাধারর্ ধম ত ও েমর্া হাকরক্ে  ক্ত হক্র্ থাক্ি 

এবং ধীক্র ধীক্র মুখ্ সাধারর্ভাক্ব মখ্াোর ময িাজ মসটা বাধাপ্রাপ্ত হে এবং আমরা মুখ্ খু্েক্র্ 

পাকর ো। অক্েিক্েক্ত্র (১.৫ মথক্ি ১৫  র্াং ) এই মরাগ মথক্ি পরবর্ীিাক্ে িযােসার 

মরাক্গরও সূত্রপার্ হক্র্ পাক্র। 

 

আমরা এখ্ে এই মরাক্গর িারর্, েের্, সংকেপ্ত কববরর্ এবং র্ার প্রকর্িার িী র্া আক্োচো 

িরব।  

 

• দরাগের লক্ষণ –  

মূের্ঃ কর্েটট েের্ প্রাথকমিভাক্ব মদখ্া যাে - 

   ১. মযক্িাক্ো ঝাে জার্ীে খ্াবাক্র মুক্খ্ জ্বাো বা প্রদাহ।  

  ২. মভর্ক্রর গাক্ের সাধারর্ মগাোকপ রক্ের পকরবর্তে।  

  ৩. মভর্ক্রর গাক্ে হার্ কদক্ে অক্েিসমে Band বা উঁচু অংক্ র প্রিা  বা অক্েিসমে হার্ 

কদক্ে চামড়ার মক্র্া খ্সখ্ক্স ভাব অেুভূর্ হওো যা সাধারর্র্ মসৃর্ হক্ে থাক্ি। 

এর সাক্থই ধীক্র ধীক্র মুখ্ মখ্াোর সাধারর্ মাপ (৪০ কমকম) িমক্র্ থাক্ি। এিই সাক্থ গো বা 

শ্বাসোেীর িাক্ ও মসৃর্র্া হাকরক্ে  ক্ত খ্সখ্ক্স ভাব অেুভূর্ হে।  

িের্ঃ অক্েি সমে খ্াবার মগোর সমে গোে বযথা বা জ্বাো অেুভব হে ও দ্ভজভ সঞ্চােক্ের 

সমসযা পকরেকের্ হে। অক্েিক্েক্ত্র গোর স্বক্রর পকরবর্তেও েের্ীে। মুখ্ ো মখ্াোে খ্াবার 

টিি িক্র খ্াওো যাে ো বক্ে ওজে িমক্র্ মদখ্া যাে।   

আমাক্দর মদক্  মূের্ঃ ২০-৪০ ব ক্রর মােুক্ষর মক্ধযই এই মরাগ হওোর প্রবর্র্া েের্ীে।  
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• দরাগের কারণ   

শুধুমাত্র ময কসগাক্রট বা ধুম্রপাে বা র্ামাক্ির মসবক্ের িক্েই ময এই মরাগ হে,র্া েে। 

Autoimmunity (Immune Cell গুক্ো যখ্ে কেক্জর  রীক্রর পক্েই েকর্ির), 

কভটাকমে B, C এর Iron এর ঘাটকর্ বা অকর্করক্ত ঝাে স্বাক্দর খ্াবার গ্রহর্ দ্ভজেগর্ 

িারর্ও দােী এই মরাক্গর মেক্ত্র। র্ক্ব কবকভন্নরিম পরীোকেরীো মথক্ি প্রমাকর্র্ ময 

সুপাকর বা পােপার্া বা এইসক্বর মসবেই অক্েিাংক্  এই মরাক্গর সূত্রপাক্র্র মূে 

িারর্।  

যারা র্ামািজার্ পদাথ ত ও সুপাকর দুই এিসাক্থ মসবে িক্র থাক্ি র্াক্দর মেক্ত্র এই 

মরাগ হওোর সম্ভাবো প্রবে। 

মিাোক্জে মপ্রাটটক্ের অপকরকমর্ বর্কর হওো এবং র্া  রীর মথক্ি যথাযথ শি শত িা 

হওয়া মূলত সৃটষ্ট  গর িািাশবধ সমসযার। 

সুপাশরর মগধয িািার ম রাসায়শি  পদাথ শ থাগ  কযমি অযাল ািগয়ড,  পার, ফ্ল্যাশবিগয়ড 

যা মুখ হ্বগরর ত্বগ র সামযাবস্থার পশরবতশি  টায় এবং িেস্বরূপ ক ালাগজি কপ্রাটটি 

োইগরাসড (িশিসমূগহর মত ততশর হওয়া) হগয় যায়।  

অযাল ািগয়গডর মগধয িার প্র ার প্রধাি অযাল ািগয়ড –  

(১) অযাশরগ াশলি,  

(২) অযাকরক্িকেে, 

(৩) গুভাকসে, 

(৪) গুভাক্িাকেে – এরাই মূের্ দােী। 

• চিচকৎসা    

(১) প্রথমর্ঃ মযক্িাক্ো প্রিার ধূমপাক্ের অভযাস বজতে িরা। 

(২) কিদ্ভজওক্থরাকপ 

(৩) ড্রাগ মথরাকপ:  

িটটতক্িাক্েরক্েেস - ইন্ট্রাকেসোে Injection – মুখ্ মখ্াোর মেক্ত্র সহােি এবং মুক্খ্র জ্বাো 

জ্বাো ভাব িমাক্োর মেক্ত্র সাহাযয িক্র।  

(৪) Natural Compound:  

              - Lycopene 

              - Aloe vera 

              - Curcumin 

(৫) জিসগিতিতা বাড়াক্ো এবং সুপুকর, পাে যথা সম্ভব িম মসবে িরা। 
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Infinitely Big Expectations from 
Infinitely Small Particles 

 

~ Abhinaba Banerjee, 5th semester, Dept. of Chemistry,

J. K. College 

“Nanotechnology is an idea that most people simply don’t believe.” 

                                -Ralph Markley 

What will happen if I drop a pen? Gravity, right? But what will happen if I 

drop a nanoparticle? For answering this, let me introduce what a nano-

particle is. Nano means 1 billionth. To help us imagine nanosized, let me take 

a baseball bat which has about 1-meter length and divide it by 100 we will 

get to the size of our fingertips which is about 1 cm. Now if we again divide 

it by 10 and we will get to the size of a needle eye which is only 1 mm 

(.001m). Now again if we divide it by 10 and we will get to the diameter of a 

human hair, which might be around 100 micrometres. This is possibly the 

lowest division that we could see from the naked eye. Now divide it with 10, 

three times We will get to the size of a virus, about 100 nm. Now we are in 

nanoscale right? Now last time take one and divide it by 100 this time. We 

will get to the size of 1 nm, half of a size of the DNA. we are talking about that 

small particles.  

 

But why are we so obsessed about making things smaller? That’s not only 

because smaller means lighter, smarter, faster - but also because the physical 

and chemical properties of things changes dramatically in nanoscale. In 

nanoscale, gravity becomes negligible and less important with respect to 
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inter- and intramolecular forces. They show quantum effect. For example, 

the gold ring in your finger. Its golden. But gold (Au) nanoparticles could be 

red, green or blue. Not only just the colour, but also the chemical properties 

of gold changes in nanoscale. In short, science has a different game in 

nanoscale. 

Let me give you another surprising fact of a nanoparticle called Graphene, 

which is going to be used in every field in near future. But what is graphene? 

Draw a line with graphite pencil in a paper. Now imagine pulling out a layer 

of graphite from that line and repeat it about 1000 times. When a 

monoatomic layer of graphite is left in the paper, that’s called graphene. One 

atom thick graphite is called graphene. And graphene shows same electric 

conductivity as graphite but it is 100 times stronger than steel and its about 
120% stretchable from its length. It’s also more transparent than glass. 

 

We can’t use graphite in electronic devices because its easily breakable. But 

we can use graphene not only in electronic devices but also in multiple 

sectors. There is an increasing use of transparent conductor in smartphone 

technology and graphene could be a good choice. 

Not only in material science, nanotechnology is going to be used widely in 

medical science. There are drugs that can cure cancer, but they are not used 

in cancer treatment. Because they cause a massive side effect in the patient’s 

body. The idea of using nanotechnology in medical sciences by making nano 

robots that can attack exactly where the cell is affected. There is an old movie 

from 70’s as well as a book about nanoparticles and nano robots that travel 

through your blood vessels and repair damaged cells from inside. 
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That’ll be fascinating, right? 

Well, Nanotechnology will 

be at that level one day in 

near future. 

Not only nano-robots but 

also, we can also make nano 

sensors that can detect a 

change in very low concentration in PPM (parts per million) and even in PPB 

(parts per billion). There are bio-markers in our body. Thy are present also 

in our breath. Let me give you an example, acetone is present in our breath 

at a very low concentration. If there are one particle in a million or in 1 ppm 

concentration then you are healthy; but if there are acetone in 2 ppm 
concentration in your breath, then you have diabetes.  

With the help of 

nanotechnology, we can not 

only cure many diseases but 

also detect very precisely. 

Before nanotechnology, 

those were not possible. 

In thinking of 

nanotechnology today, 

what’s most important is 

understanding where it 

leads. If we can reduce the 

cost and improve the quality 

the medical technology then maybe we can reduce the level human suffering. 

Not only in medical science but in all fields it has infinite possibilities in 

future. 
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Imaging the Structure-Function 
Relationship in Heterogeneous Soft 
Nanostructures 

 

~ Jaladhar Mahato, Dept of Chemistry, 

 IIT Bombay 

Email - jaladhar.27@iitb.ac.in/jaladhar.27@gmail.com 

Web: https://www.jaladharmahato.smid.in 

 

The technology has been advanced significantly over the past decades and 

growing at an unbelievably accelerated pace. The nanoscale object with a 

dimension of several nanometers having various exotic tunable properties 

is extensively used for such cutting-edge technology. Here, compared to the 

soft materials (easily deformable materials by thermal stress), the hard-

condensed materials such as graphene, metallic nanoparticle, semiconductor 

nanocrystals, etc. are found to be prevalent for such technological 

application and in the limelight for a long time.1 However, the nature-

inspired soft materials are highly prospective for future technology2. Such 

nanoscale structures are often heterogeneous and challenging to predict its 

property (function) from the constituent building blocks.3 There are a 

plethora of examples in cellular and the extracellular levels where the 

structure determines the function, mediated by the interaction among the 

biomolecules (DNA, RNA, protein, metabolic, etc.). It should be noted that 

there are limited methods that can map the structure as well as the 

corresponding function exclusively arising from such a small nanostructure. 

Needless to say, the advancement of such tools to explore the nanostructure 

often leads to the finding of new physical phenomenon. Recently we have 

developed an optical method that provides insights on how the structural 

aspect can be related to the function of the heterogeneous nanostructure. 

Here in this article, I will describe our developed methods, which can 

potentially address some aspect of structure-function relation and its 

application in three distinct heterogeneous systems. 

mailto:jaladhar.27@iitb.ac.in
https://www.jaladharmahato.smid.in/
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Contrary to the bulk spectroscopic approaches, which provide average 

information of all the constituent molecules, the microscopic methods 

investigate the information exclusively from nanoscale heterostructures. 

These small objects' image has been constructed using a microscope that 

allows us to spatially-resolved such structure. The structure-function 

relation in the soft matter is often quantified by observing the proximity of 

the constituent molecules. The two molecules are in close proximity only 

when there is an interaction among the constituents. This molecular 

interaction among the soft material's components triggers the action 

responsible for that material's specific function. The co-localized signal (due 

to proximity) represents the interacting nature among the constituent 

molecules, and the absence of such a signal depicts the non-interacting 

   

Figure 1: Three different heterogeneous nanostructures. Left: Polymersome (10); 

Middle: Supramolecular block copolymer (15); Right: Phase separated liquid-like 

droplet of α-synuclein(18).  

nature of the molecules. Fluorescence co-localization is one such technique 

that employed fluorescence microscope. Here, the constituent molecule is 

tagged with two (or more) distinct color fluorophores and subsequently 

imaged the emitted photons from such molecules.4 The signals from 

different molecules are separated by some filters and then co-localize such 

signals (Figure 1). It should be remembered that the resolution of optical 

microscopy is limited by the diffraction and is expressed by the famous 

Abbe's formula- 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝜆

2𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩
=

𝜆

2𝑁𝐴
 

where 𝜆 is the wavelength 𝑛 is the refractive index of the medium 𝛩 is light 

collection angle, and 𝑁𝐴 is the numerical aperture (𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩).5 For a good 
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fluorescence microscope, the typical resolution is not lesser than 200nm 

which is much higher than the molecular size (few nm).5 Therefore the co-

localized signal in fluorescence microscopy may arise from molecules far 

apart from each other and hence does not assure the molecular proximity 

and thereby the associated interaction. 

An alternative approach to authenticate the proximity is to probe some 

spectroscopic signature associated with molecular interaction under a 

microscope. In spectroscopy, molecules can be considered as a dipole, and 

any signature of dipole-dipole interaction will suffice to authenticate the 

closer proximity of the molecules. The strength of the dipole-dipole 

interaction strongly varies with distance (𝑟) and is in proportion to the 

inverse of the sixth power of 𝑟 (𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∝
1

𝑟6
).6 The dipole-

dipole interaction condition leads to the transfer of energy from one dipole 

(donor, 𝐷) to the others (acceptor, 𝐴), a phenomenon famously known as 

Föster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET).7 Interestingly, 𝐷 molecules can 

sensitize the nearby 𝐴 molecules if 𝐴 is emissive. The sensitization leads to 

the enhancement of 𝐴 emission and concurrently reduces the 𝐷 emission 

compared to a scenario when 𝐷 − 𝐴 dipolar interactions are absent. It 

should be noted that the sensitization is negligible after a distance of a few 

molecular dimensions, and therefore FRET microscopy can be used for 

functional imaging.8 Our group has applied this concept to investigate 

polymersome's capability to act as potential drug carriers (left image in 

Figure 1). One of the major challenges in biotechnology to deliver drugs to 

a specific target such as a cancerous cell, specific organ, etc. and different 

nanocarriers have been developed for such requirements.9 Polymersome, a 

vesicle with an aqueous core and a hydrophobic outer membrane layer, is 

used to deliver hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs simultaneously.10,11 It has 

been shown that glycopeptide modified small polymersome (<100nm) can 

not only recognize specific receptor lectins but also encapsulate two dyes 

(model for drugs) having different polarities.10 

It should be remembered that if the fluorescence image is used to record the 

interaction, then the sensitized signal is heavily contaminated by the 𝐷 

emission into the 𝐴 channel and the emission from 𝐴 when excited at 𝐷.12 In 

such a situation, it is necessary to subtract the contribution which 

deteriorates the structure-function relation signal. In a recent paper, we 
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have corrected such contributions and applied the method to study the 

directional energy transfer in a supramolecular block copolymer (middle 

image in Figure 1). This supramolecular block copolymer is synthetically 

challenging and has difficulty while learning the mechanism of 

copolymerization.13 The block copolymer with alternate donor and acceptor 

segment has excellent energy conversion and optoelectronics applications.14 

Using our method, we have shown the light-harvesting and energy migration 

across the flanking donor segments over several nanometers.15 

It is always challenging to extract the actual signal responsible for the 

molecular interaction when experiments are done in the conventional 

imaging mode. This is because we cannot completely eliminate the emission 

from only 𝐷 and 𝐴 into from the sensitized signal. In addition, any change of 

spectral signature due to some unknown factors can affect the assessment of 

structure-function relations. Besides, for an unknown number of 

constituents 𝐷 and 𝐴 molecules, the interpretation becomes ambiguous. 

Recently we have developed a method that can avoid these factors and can 

potentially delineate the functional aspect of heterogeneous microscopic 

objects. The method has been applied to study the liquid-liquid phase 

separation (LLPS) of the proteins. LLPS is an important emerging 

phenomenon.16 Here, the component spontaneously demixes into distinct 

fluid phases from an isotropic liquid mixture, contrary to a situation where 

mixing from two components is spontaneous.17 Here, we have studied the 

maturation of pathologically relevant α-synuclein protein (Parkinson 

diseases) inside a phase-separated protein-rich liquid droplet over days 

(right image in Figure 1). We have found that the proximities between the 

α-synuclein progressively increases during the liquid to solid transition due 

to the intermolecular interaction. Besides, the interactions are regulated by 

the NAC domain of α-synuclein.18 

I believe that this method will pave the way to probe the structure-function 

relation of materials ranging from synthetic noncovalent polymers, bio-

inspired systems to the cellular media. 

The team includes Dr. Arindam Chowdhury (Department of Chemistry, IIT 

Bombay, Mumbai), Dr. Sayan Sengupta (Department of Chemistry, IISER 

Kolkata, Kalyani), Dr. Subi J. George (New Chemistry Unit and School of 

Advanced Materials (SAMat), JNCASR, Bangalore) and Dr. Samir K Maji 
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(Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering, Mumbai). This is an original 

article. The basis of this method has been discussed refs (15,18) and 

described in detail in an upcoming book series Method in Molecular Biology 

published by Humana Press. 
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Bioleaching 
Recovery of Valuable Metals from Electronic Waste  

 

~ Payel Mahanty, 3rd semester, Dept. of Microbiology, 

 J. K. College 

 
INTRODUCTION:  
 

In 21st century, most of us might not be aware of potential danger caused by 

electronic device we discard as waste. Do we know how the e-waste is 

affecting us and the environment? We live in technologically flooded era 

where we use many devices such as cell phones, computers, television and 

many more have become a part of our lives. But when these devices stop 

working or get damaged, they become a waste and are thrown away. But do 

we know where these discarded electronic wastes are going? Many times, 

these electronic wastes are disposed, improper method are used that can 

cause massive damage to us and the environment. These devices are made 

of toxic substances that include polyvinyl chloride, mercury, lead, chromium, 

beryllium, cadmium, gallium, arsenide etc. Factories send those electronic 

waste to recycle but unfortunately that doesn't happen every time. 

Sometimes, instead of recycling these, factories burn these parts to gain 

previous metal like gold, copper etc. from those electronic devices. During 

this process, harmful substances in the electronic waste such as 

hydrocarbons, brominated dioxide etc. are mixed not only with air, but also 

with soil and water, which ultimately harms us and the entire planet. 

Recycling of e-waste is extremely important for two major reasons: 

• safeguard human health and the environment from toxic pollutants. 

• For economic benefits, as they are rich in many precious and rare 

metals and have higher concentrations of metals than even ores. 

First of all, we need to stop such harmful practices (landfills, open burning 

and incineration – which are not eco-friendly) completely and adopt 

environmentally friendly methods for recycling electronic waste, of which 

bioleaching is a modern method that is environmentally friendly and can 
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benefit us economically. By this method we can extract valuable metals (such 

as copper and gold) from ores or e-waste through the action of 

microorganisms. 

 

RECYCLING METHODS: - 

There are numerous recycling techniques, including pyrolysis, electrostatic 

separation, magnetic separation, hydro-metallurgical separation and bio-

metallurgical separation. 

• Hydro-metallurgical recovery of metals generally consists of three 

steps – leaching, solution concentration and purification and metal 

recovery. It uses chemical properties and relies on leaching ores with 

strong acids and recovering concentrated materials by precipitation 

or solvent. 
• Bio-metallurgical processes, solubilization of metals is based on the 

interactions between metals and microorganisms. This technique 

allows metal recycling by processes similar to that in the natural 

biogeochemical cycles, and is therefore environmentally friendly, with 

low costs and low energy requirements. Bioleaching and biosorption 

are broadly the two main areas of bio-metallurgy for recovery of 

metals. The major microorganisms that play a significant role in the 

recovery of heavy metals from e-waste belong to the acidophilic group 

(pH 2.0–4.0) and help in dissolving the metals from solid phase of 

wastes into the aqueous phase. Bacteria like Acidithiobacillus 

ferrooxidans, Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, Leptospirillum 

ferrooxidans, and Sulfolobus sp., are well known consortia for the 

bioleaching activity while fungi like Penicillium simplicissimum and 

Aspergillus niger also help in metal leaching process. 

• But biological methods have some problems, such as that it is very 

time consuming and complete recovery of metals is not usually 

possible whereas chemical methods (hydrometallurgical) are not 

environmentally friendly and are relatively expensive. A hybrid 

(integrated) technique, combining both chemical and biological 

methods so that they complement each other, would allow the rapid, 

efficient and economical extraction of metals while also being eco-
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friendly. With the help of such processes, valuable metals of high 

purity can be recovered from waste PCBs. Printed circuit boards 

(PCBs) are one of the most important components of electronic 

equipment and it encompass a variety of metals, including the majority 

of the valuable metals, and also most of the toxic components in e-

waste. 

 

The method includes following steps: 

1. Collection of PCBA, physical removal of plastic parts viz. RAM, PCI 

slot, chip slots from PCBA. 

2. Chemical treatment of PCB. 

3. PCBs were cut in different sizes (either 12cm-6cm or 4cm-2.5 cm). 

4. Bioleaching process. 

5. Analysis of metals in leachate by AAS, analysis of Fe2+ and pH of 

leachate.  

• Due to the chemical coating on the PCB, even if the MMC (Mixed 

Microbial Consortium) comes in contact with the PCB, there is no 

leaching. The commonly used material for solder mask is epoxy. Solder 

mask does not allow the bacteria (or Fe3+) to penetrate through it and 

thus the bacteria (or Fe3+) fail to reach the metal. Removal of such 

chemical coating (solder mask) can facilitate use of large pieces of 

PCBs for bioleaching. Considering this, several chemicals were tried to 

remove the coating and it was observed that 10M NaOH gives better 

results. So, PCBs were dipped overnight in a 10M NaOH and then 

washed under running tap water. The washed water was replaced by 

fresh distilled water until the adhered NaOH was removed 

(approximately 4-5 times). This was monitored by determining pH of 
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washed water. Neutral pH washed water confirms the complete 

removal of NaOH. The washed PCBs were then used further. 

 

Removal of chemical coating from PCB, before sodium hydroxide treatment [(a) front 

side of PCB, (b) back side of PCB] and after sodium hydroxide treatment [(c) front side 

of PCB, (d) back side of PCB] 

• The use of PCB pieces instead of using PCB powder for bioleaching is 

quite simple, easier and also saves a cost of powder preparation. After 

complete removal of metals from PCB pieces, these metal free PCB 

pieces can be directly used for further recycling. The dye which is 

present on PCBs prevents access of bacteria to the metals. The dye may 

be green, blue, orange or red in colour. The dye was removed by 10M 

NaOH. In this way on the PCBs were made accessible to the bacteria. 

Hence large pieces of PCBs should be preferred over pulverized PCBs 

so as to simplify the overall recycling (metallic as well as non-metallic 

fraction) process and also to avoid the problem of ‘precipitate 

contamination’. The developed microbial consortium at the end of 
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experiment was used for identification of Acidophiles present in it. By 

using PCR amplicons of 16s rDNA fragments with species specific 

primers, it was confirmed that there is a presence of Acidiphilum sp., 

Leptospirillum sp., Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, Thiobacillus caldus and 

Sulfobacillus in the MMC. Involvement of different microbes for the 

recovery of confirmed that there is a presence of Acidiphilum sp., 

Leptospirillum sp., Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, and Sulfobacillus in the 

MMC. Involvement of different microbes for the recovery of various 

metals present in e-waste.  

CONCLUSION: - 

Environmental pollution from electronic waste needs to be stopped, and 

electronic waste should be recycling this way which is environmentally 

friendly. This can be economically beneficial as well as its cost is relatively 

low. So, this kind of process needs to be improved. 
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The Journey of Maxwell’s Equations: 
The first unifying theory in the history of physics  

 
∼ Kabyik Nandy, 3rd Semester, Dept. of Physics,  

J. K. College 

An extraordinary amount of information about the world—the basic rules 

by which light behaves, current flows, and magnetism functions—can be 

boiled down to four elegant equations. Today, these are known collectively 

as Maxwell’s equations, and they can be found in just about every 

introductory engineering and physics textbook. 

It could be argued that these equations got 

their start 150 years ago this month, when 

Maxwell presented his theory uniting 

electricity and magnetism before the Royal 

Society of London, publishing a full 

report the next year, in 1865. It was this 

work that set the stage for all the great 

accomplishments in physics, 

telecommunications, and electrical 

engineering that were to follow. 

But there was a long gap between the 

presentation and the utilization. The 

mathematical and conceptual underpinnings of Maxwell’s theory were so 

complicated and counterintuitive that his theory was largely neglected after 

it was first introduced. 

Today, we learn early on that visible light is just one chunk of the wide 

electromagnetic spectrum, whose radiation is made up of oscillating electric 

and magnetic fields. And we learn that electricity and magnetism are 

inextricably linked; a changing magnetic field creates an electric field, and 

current and changing electric fields give rise to magnetic fields. 

We have Maxwell to thank for these basic insights. But they didn’t occur to 

him suddenly and out of nowhere. The evidence he needed arrived in bits 

and pieces, over the course of more than 50 years. 

James Clerk Maxwell 

https://royalsociety.org/
https://royalsociety.org/
http://rstl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/155/459.full.pdf+html
http://rstl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/155/459.full.pdf+html
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You could start the clock in 1800, when Alessandro Volta invented the voltaic 

pile, or battery, which provided a source of continuous electric current: 

previously it had only been possible to store electricity in such devices as the 

Leyden jar, which released all its charge in one burst. 

Now that scientists had electric currents, the link between electricity and 

magnetism was waiting to be found. It only needed someone to put a 

magnetic compass near a current-carrying wire and notice that the needle 

was deflected. Amazingly, 21 years passed before Hans-Christian Oersted 

switched on a current while lecturing to a class and happened to glance at a 

compass lying on the bench. He was astonished to see the needle jerk; the 

link was proved. News of Oersted’s discovery spread in no time.  

Soon after, André-Marie Ampère showed that two  parallel current-carrying 

wires could be made to exhibit a mutual attraction or repulsion depending 

on the relative direction of the currents.  

And by the early 1830s, Michael Faraday had shown that just as electricity 

could influence the behavior of a magnet, a magnet could affect electricity, 

when he showed that drawing a magnet through a loop of wire could 

generate current. If electric currents produce magnetism, surely magnetism 

should produce electric currents. Scientists tried many experiments but 

found no currents. It was a further 11 years before Faraday discovered that 

to make a current flow in a wire loop you needed to change the amount of 

magnetic flux passing through it: the faster the change, the bigger the 

current. The same principle is used today to generate the electrical power 

we use in our homes, offices and factories. 

 
 

 

http://www.ampere.cnrs.fr/parcourspedagogique/zoom/courant/formule/index-en.php
http://www.ampere.cnrs.fr/parcourspedagogique/zoom/courant/formule/index-en.php
http://farside.ph.utexas.edu/teaching/302l/lectures/node85.html
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These observations were piecemeal evidence of behavior that no one really 

understood in a systematic or comprehensive way. What was electric 

current really? How did a current-carrying wire reach out and twist a 

magnet? And how did a moving magnet create current? 

A major seed was planted by Faraday, who envisioned a mysterious, 

invisible “electrotonic state” surrounding the magnet—what we would 

today call a field. He posited that changes in this electrotonic state are what 

cause electromagnetic phenomena. And Faraday hypothesized that light 

itself was an electromagnetic wave. But shaping these ideas into a complete 

theory was beyond his mathematical abilities. That was the state of affairs 

when Maxwell came on the scene. 

In the 1850s, after graduating from the University of Cambridge, in England, 

Maxwell set about trying to make mathematical sense of Faraday’s 

observations and theories. In his initial attempt, an 1855 paper called “On 

Faraday’s Lines of Force,” Maxwell devised a model by analogy, showing that 

equations that describe incompressible fluid flow could also be used to solve 

problems with unchanging electric or magnetic fields. 

But his work was interrupted by a flurry of distractions. He took a job in 

1856 at Marischal College, in Aberdeen, Scotland; devoted several years to a 

mathematical study of the stability of the rings of Saturn; was laid off in a 

college merger in 1860; and contracted smallpox and nearly died before 

finally taking a new job, as a professor at King’s College London. 

Somehow, in all of this, Maxwell found the time to flesh out Faraday’s ‘field’ 

theory. Although not yet a complete theory, a paper he published in several 

parts in 1861 and 1862 proved to be an important stepping-stone. 

Building on previous ideas, Maxwell envisioned a kind of molecular medium 

in which magnetic fields are arrays of spinning vortices. Each of these 

vortices is surrounded by small particles of some form that help carry spin 

from one vortex to another. Although he later laid it aside, Maxwell found 

that this mechanical vision helped describe a range of electromagnetic 

phenomena. Perhaps most crucially, it laid the groundwork for a new 

physical concept: the displacement current. 
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Displacement current isn’t really current. It’s a way of describing how the 

change in electric field passing through a particular area can give rise to a 

magnetic field, just as a current does. In Maxwell’s model, the displacement 

current arises when a change in electric field causes a momentary change in 

the position of the particles in the vortex medium. The movement of these 

particles generates a current. 

One of the most dramatic manifestations 

of displacement current is in the 

capacitor, where in some circuits the 

energy stored between two plates in a 

capacitor oscillates between high and low 

values. In this system, it’s fairly easy to 

visualize how Maxwell’s mechanical 

model would work. As discussed earlier, 

changing electric field creates a magnetic 

field, like in Oersted experiment a 

magnetic needle deflects near a current 

carrying wire which confirms the presence of a magnetic field. Now as seen 

in a capacitor when it is connected in a circuit including a battery until 

saturation (when positive and negative charges are accumulating in the 

opposite plates), there is a magnetic field present between the plates. It 

means if you can place a magnetic needle between the plates of the charging 

capacitor it will deflect. But there is no current between the plates so how is 

this possible. Here comes Maxwell’s displacement current to the rescue. 

Actually, using math, it can be shown that ampere’s circuital law is 

incomplete. And Maxwell showed us that there is another term on the right 

side of the equation and the creation of magnetic field is when the positive 

and negative charges are accumulating in the opposite plates of the charging 

capacitor though the direction of the electric field is not changing the 

magnitude is as it is proportional with the amount of charge present which 

is increasing here . In the cases where the original equation worked fine the 

extra term becomes zero bringing in the old equation. If the capacitor 

contains an insulating, dielectric material, you can think of the displacement 

current as arising from the movement of electrons that are bound to the 

nuclei of atoms. These swing back and forth from one side to another, as if 

attached to stretched rubber bands. But Maxwell’s displacement current is 

more fundamental than that. It can arise in any medium, including the 
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vacuum of space, where there are no electrons available to create a current. 

And just like a real current, it gives rise to a magnetic field.  

Now even the most enlightened of his contemporaries thought that the next 

step should be to refine the model, to try to find the true mechanism. But 

perhaps he was already sensing that the ultimate mechanisms of nature may 

be beyond our powers of comprehension. He decided to put the model on 

one side and build the theory afresh, using only the principles of dynamics: 

the mathematical laws which govern matter and motion. Much of the 

mathematics he had developed in earlier papers was still applicable, in 

particular the way of representing electric and magnetic fields at any point 

in space at any time. But to derive the equations of the combined 

electromagnetic field independently of his spinning cell model he needed 

something else. It sometimes happens that mathematical methods conceived 

in the abstract turn out later to be so well suited to a particular application 

that they might have been written especially for it. When he was wrestling 

with the problems of general relativity, Albert Einstein came across the 

tensor calculus, invented 50 years earlier by Curbastro Gregorio Ricci and 

Tullio Levi-Civita, and saw that it was exactly what he needed. Maxwell 

enlisted a method that had been created in the mid-eighteenth century by 

Joseph-Louis Lagrange. 

For Maxwell, the keynote of Lagrange’s method was that it treated the 

system being analysed like a ‘black box’. If you knew the inputs and could 

specify the system’s general characteristics you could calculate the outputs 

without knowledge of the internal mechanism. He put it more picturesquely: 

In an ordinary belfry, each bell has one rope which comes down through a 

hole in the floor to the bellringer’s room. But suppose that each rope, instead 

of acting on one bell, contributes to the motion of many pieces of machinery, 

and that the motion of each piece is determined not by the motion of one 

rope alone, but by several, and suppose, further, that all this machinery is 

silent and unknown to the men at the ropes, who can only see as far as the 

holes above them. This was just what he needed. Nature’s detailed 

mechanism could remain secret, like the machinery in the belfry. As long as 

it obeyed the laws of dynamics, he should be able to derive the equations of 

the electromagnetic field without the need for any kind of model.  

The task was formidable; Maxwell had to extend Lagrange’s method from 

mechanical to electromagnetic systems. This was new and hazardous 

ground, but he was well prepared. From study of Faraday and from his own 
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work he had built up a strong intuition for the way electricity and magnetism 

were bound together and how their processes were, in some ways, similar 

to mechanical ones. His cardinal principle was that electromagnetic fields, 

even in empty space, hold energy which is in every way equivalent to 

mechanical energy. Electric currents and the magnetic fields associated with 

them carry kinetic energy, like the moving parts in a mechanical system. 

Electric fields hold potential energy, like mechanical springs. Faraday’s 

electronic state is a form of momentum. Electromotive and magnetomotive 

forces are not forces in the mechanical sense but behave somewhat similarly. 

For example, an electromotive force acts on an insulating material (or empty 

space) like a mechanical force acts on a spring, putting it under stress and 

storing energy. When it tries to do this to a conductor the material gives way, 

so the force does not build up stress but instead drives a current. With these 

and similar insights, he tried applying Lagrange’s method. In some ways 

electromagnetic systems were nothing like mechanical ones; for example, 

linear electrical forces tended to produce circular magnetic effects and vice 

versa.  

Maxwell hoped to show that such behaviour followed naturally from the 

normal laws of dynamics when they were applied to an electromagnetic 

field. He represented the properties of the whole field mathematically as a 

set of inter-related quantities which could vary in time and space. To solve 

the problem, he needed to find the mathematical relationship between the 

quantities at a single arbitrary point, which could be in any kind of material 

or in empty space. The resulting equations would need to describe how the 

various quantities interacted with one another in the space immediately 

surrounding the point, and with time. 

 Most of the quantities were vectors, having a direction as well as a numerical 

value. The five main vectors were the electric and magnetic field intensities, 

which resembled forces, the electric and magnetic flux densities, which 

resembled strains, and the electric current density, which was a kind of flow. 

One important quantity, electric charge density, was a scalar, having only a 

numerical value. These six quantities were like the ropes and bells connected 

by the invisible machinery inside the belfry. If one could find the equations 

connecting them one would know everything about how electromagnetic 
systems behaved. 

One would be able to ring a tune on the bells without knowing anything 

about the machinery inside. Everything came together beautifully. Maxwell 
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showed that all aspects of the behaviour of electromagnetic systems, 

including the propagation of light, could, in his interpretation, be derived 

from the laws of dynamics. Disinclined as he was to crow about his 

achievements, he could not entirely contain his elation. Towards the end of 

a long letter to his cousin Charles Hope Cay he wrote: 

“I also have a paper afloat, with an electromagnetic theory of light, which, till 

I am convinced to the contrary, I hold to be great guns.” 

Great guns indeed. The essence of the theory is embodied in four equations 

which connect the six main quantities. They are now known to every 

physicist and electrical engineer as Maxwell’s equations. They are majestic 

mathematical statements, deep and subtle yet startlingly simple. So eloquent 

are they that one can get a sense of their beauty and power even without 

advanced mathematical training. When the equations are applied to a point 

in empty space, the terms which represent the effects of electric charges and 

conduction currents are not needed. The equations then become even 

simpler and take on a wonderful, stark symmetry; 

Equation Name Integral Equations Form 

Gauss's Law 

for Static 

Electric Fields 

 

• Electric charge q produces an electric field E 

• The electric field flux passing through any closed 

surface is proportional to the total charge 

contained within that surface 

Gauss's Law 

for Static 

Magnetic 

Fields 
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• The total magnetic flux passing through any 

closed surface is 0. 

• The assumption that there are no magnetic 

monopoles. 

• There are no magnetic flow sources, and the 

magnetic flux lines always close upon 

themselves. 

• Also called the law of conservation of magnetic 

flux 

Faraday's Law 

of Induction 

 

• Changing magnetic flux through a surface 

induces an electromotive force (EMF) in any 

boundary path of that surface. 

• A changing magnetic field induces a circulating 

electric field. 

• The voltage accumulated around a closed circuit 

is proportional to the time rate of change of the 

magnetic flux it encloses. 

Ampere's Law 

(with 

Maxwell's 

Addition of 

Displacement 

Current) 

 

• An electric current I or a changing electric flux 

through a surface produces a circulating 

magnetic field around any path that bounds that 

surface. 
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• Electric currents and changes in electric fields 

are proportional to the magnetic fields 

circulating about the areas where they 

accumulate. 

  

Equation Name 
Differential Equations Form 

(Point Functions) 

Gauss's Law 

for Static 

Electric Fields 
 

The electric field produced by electric charge diverges 

from positive charge and converges upon negative 

charge. 

Gauss's Law 

for Static 

Magnetic 

Fields 

 

• The divergence of the magnetic field at any point 

is zero. 

• The assumption that there are no magnetic 

monopoles. 

Faraday's Law 

of Induction 
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A circulating electric field is produced by a magnetic 

field that changes with time. 

Ampere's Law 

(with 

Maxwell's 

Addition of 

Displacement 

Current) 

 

A circulating magnetic field is produced by an electric 

current and by an electric field that changes with time. 

 

With the addition of this concept, Maxwell had the basic elements he needed 

to link measurable circuit properties to two, now out-of-use, constants that 

express how readily electric and magnetic fields form in response to a 

voltage or a current. (Nowadays, we formulate these fundamental constants 

differently, as the permittivity and permeability of free space.) 

Much as a spring constant determines how quickly a spring rebounds after 

it’s stretched or compressed, these constants can be combined to determine 

how fast an electromagnetic wave travels in free space. After others had 

determined their values using experiments on capacitors and inductors, 

Maxwell was able to estimate the speed of an electromagnetic wave in 

vacuum. When he compared the value to existing estimates of the speed of 

light, he concluded from their near equality that light must be an 

electromagnetic wave. 

Actually, the differential equations (3) and (4) work together to give us these 

waves. We can get an idea of what happens simply by looking at the 

equations. A changing electric force wraps itself with a magnetic force; as 

that changes it wraps itself in a further layer of electric force and so on. Thus, 

the changes in the combined field of electrical and magnetic forces spread 

out in a kind of continuous leapfrogging action. In mathematical terms, 

equations (3) and (4) are two simultaneous differential equations with two 

unknowns. It is a simple matter to eliminate E and B in turn, giving one 

equation containing only B and another containing only E. In each case the 

solution turns out to be a form of equation known to represent a transverse 

wave travelling with speed c. The E and B waves always travel together: 
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neither can exist alone. They vibrate at right angles to each other and are 

always in phase. Thus, any change in either the electrical or magnetic fields 

sends a combined transverse electromagnetic wave through space at a speed   

equal to the ratio of the constants mentioned earlier. His system of equations 

worked with jewelled precision. Its construction had been an immense feat 

of sustained creative effort in three stages spread over 9 years. The whole 

route was paved with inspired innovations but from a historical perspective 

one crucial step stands out is the idea of displacement current. It is these 

displacement currents that give the equations their symmetry and make the 

waves possible. Without them the term 
𝜕𝑬

𝜕𝑡
 in equation (4) becomes zero and 

the whole edifice crumbles. 

Maxwell completed the last key pieces of his electromagnetic theory in 1864, 

when he was 33 (although he made some simplifications in later work). In 

his 1864 talk and the paper that followed, he left the mechanical model 

behind but kept the concept of displacement current. Focusing on the 

mathematics, he described how electricity and magnetism are linked and 

how, once properly generated, they move in concert to make an 

electromagnetic wave. 

This work is the foundation of our modern understanding of 

electromagnetism, and it provides physicists and engineers with all the tools 

they need to calculate the relationships among charges, electric fields, 

currents, and magnetic fields. 

But what should have been a coup was actually met with extreme skepticism, 

even from Maxwell’s closest colleagues. One of the most vocal skeptics was 

Sir William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin). A leader of the British scientific 

community at that time, Thomson simply didn’t believe that such a thing as 

displacement current could exist. 

His objection was a natural one. It was one thing to think of a displacement 

current in a dielectric filled with atoms. It was quite another to imagine it 

forming in the nothingness of a vacuum. Without a mechanical model to 

describe this environment and without actual moving electric charges, it 

wasn’t clear what displacement current was or how it might arise. This lack 

of a physical mechanism was distasteful to many physicists in the Victorian 

era. Today, of course, we’re willing to accept physical theories, such as 
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quantum mechanics, that defy our everyday physical intuition, so long as 

they are mathematically rigorous and have great predictive power. 

Maxwell’s contemporaries perceived other big shortcomings in his theory. 

For example, Maxwell postulated that oscillating electric and magnetic fields 

together form waves, but he didn’t describe how they move through space. 

All waves known at this time required a medium in which to travel. Sound 

waves travel in air and water. So, if electromagnetic waves existed, physicists 

of the time reasoned, there must be a medium to carry them, even if that 

medium couldn’t be seen, tasted, or touched. 

Maxwell, too, believed in such a medium, or ether. He expected that it filled 

all of space and that electromagnetic behaviour was the result of stresses, 

strains, and movements in this ether. But in 1865, and in his later two-

volume Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, Maxwell presented his 

equations without any mechanical model to justify how or why these 

mystical electromagnetic waves could possibly propagate. For many of his 

contemporaries, this lack of a model made Maxwell’s theory seem grievously 

incomplete. 

Perhaps most crucially, Maxwell’s own description of his theory was 

stunningly complicated. To write the equations economically, we need 

mathematics that wasn’t fully mature when Maxwell was conducting his 

work. Specifically, we need vector calculus, a way of compactly codifying the 

differential equations of vectors in three dimensions. 

Maxwell’s theory today can be summed up by four equations. But his 

formulation took the form of 20 simultaneous equations, with 20 variables. 

The dimensional components of his equations (the x, y, and z directions) had 

to be spelled out separately. And he used some counterintuitive variables. 

Today, we are accustomed to think and working with electric and magnetic 

fields. But Maxwell worked primarily with another kind of field, a quantity 

he called electromagnetic momentum, from which he would then calculate 

the electric and magnetic fields that Faraday first envisioned. Maxwell may 

have selected that name for the field—today known as magnetic vector 

potential—because its derivative with respect to time yields an electric 

force. But the potential does us no favors when it comes to calculating a lot 

of simple electromagnetic behavior at boundaries, such as how 

electromagnetic waves reflect off a conductive surface. 

https://archive.org/details/ATreatiseOnElectricityMagnetism-Volume1
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The net result of all of this complexity is that when Maxwell’s theory made 

its debut, almost nobody was paying attention. 

 But a few people were. And one of them was Oliver Heaviside. Heaviside 

was in his early 20s and working as a telegrapher in Newcastle, in northeast 

England, when he obtained Maxwell’s 1873 Treatise. “I saw that it was great, 

greater and greatest,” he later wrote. “I was determined to master the book 

and set to work.” The next year, he left his job and moved in with his parents 

to learn Maxwell. 

It was Heaviside, working largely in seclusion, who put Maxwell’s equations 

in their present form. In the summer of 1884, Heaviside was investigating 

how energy moved from place to place in an electrical circuit. Is that energy, 

he wondered, carried by the current in a wire or in the electromagnetic field 

surrounding it? 

Heaviside ended up reproducing a result that had already been published by 

another British physicist, John Henry Poynting. But he kept pushing further, 

and in the process of working through the complicated vector calculus, he 

happened upon a way to reformulate Maxwell’s score of equations into the 

four we use today. 

The key was eliminating Maxwell’s strange magnetic vector potential. “I 

never made any progress until I threw all the potentials overboard,” 

Heaviside later said. The new formulation instead placed the electric and 

magnetic fields in centre. 

One of the consequences of the work was that it exposed the beautiful 

symmetry in Maxwell’s equations. One of the four equations describes how 

a changing magnetic field creates an electric field (Faraday’s discovery), and 

another describes how a changing electric field creates a magnetic field (the 

famous displacement current, added by Maxwell). 

This formulation also exposed a mystery. Electric charges, such as electrons, 

have lines of electric field around them that radiate from the charge or into. 

But there is no source of magnetic field lines: In our known universe, 

magnetic field lines are always continuous loops, with no start or end.  

This asymmetry troubled Heaviside, so he added a term representing a 

magnetic ‘charge’, assuming that it had just not yet been discovered. And 

indeed, it still hasn’t. Physicists have since conducted extensive searches for 
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such magnetic charges, also called magnetic monopoles. But they have never 

been found. Still, magnetic current is a useful artifice for solving 

electromagnetic problems with some kinds of geometries, such as the 

behaviour of radiation moving through a slit in a conductive sheet. 

If Heaviside modified Maxwell’s equations to this degree, why don’t we call 

them Heaviside’s equations? Heaviside answered this question himself in 

1893 in the preface to the first volume of his three-volume 

publication, Electromagnetic Theory. He wrote that “he [Maxwell] would 

have admitted the necessity of change when pointed out to him, then I think 

the resulting modified theory may well be called Maxwell’s.” 

Mathematical elegance was one thing. But finding experimental evidence for 

Maxwell’s theory was something else. When Maxwell passed away in 1879, 

at age 48, his theory was still considered incomplete. There was no empirical 

evidence that light is composed of electromagnetic waves, aside from the fact 

that the speed of visible light and that of electromagnetic radiation seemed 

to match up. In addition, Maxwell did not specifically address many of the 

qualities electromagnetic radiation should have if it makes up light, namely 

behaviours like reflection and refraction. 

Physicists George Francis FitzGerald and Oliver Lodge worked to strengthen 

the link to light. Proponents of Maxwell’s 1873 Treatise, the pair met the year 

before Maxwell’s death at a meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science in Dublin, and they began collaborating, largely 

through the exchange of letters. Their correspondence with each other and 

with Heaviside helped to advance the theoretical understanding of 

Maxwell’s theory. 

As historian Hunt outlines in his book, The Maxwellians, Lodge and 

FitzGerald also hoped to find experimental evidence to support the idea that 

light is an electromagnetic wave. But here they didn’t have much success. In 

the late 1870s, Lodge developed some circuitry that he hoped would be 

capable of converting lower-frequency electricity into higher-frequency 

light, but the effort fizzled when Lodge and FitzGerald realized their schemes 

would create radiation of too low a frequency to be detected by eye. 

Nearly a decade later, Lodge was performing experiments on lightning 

protection when he noticed that discharging capacitors along wires 

produced arcs. Curious, he changed the wire lengths and found that he could 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/semiconductors/materials/the-hunt-for-the-magnetic-monopole
https://archive.org/details/electromagnetict01heavrich
http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100647840
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realize spectacular sparks. He correctly deduced that this was the action of 

an electromagnetic wave in resonance. He found that with enough power, he 

actually could see the air becoming ionized around the wires, a dramatic 

illustration of a standing wave. 

Now confident that he was generating and detecting electromagnetic waves, 

Lodge planned to report his astounding results at a meeting of the British 

Association, right after he returned from a vacation in the Alps. But while 

reading a journal on the train out of Liverpool, he discovered he’d been 

scooped. In the July 1888 issue of Annalen der Physik, he found an article 

entitled “Über elektrodynamische Wellen im Luftraum und deren Reflexion” 

(“On electrodynamic waves in air and their reflection”) written by a little-

known German researcher, 

Heinrich Hertz. 

Hertz’s experimental work on 

the subject began at the 

Technische Hochschule (now 

the Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology) in Karlsruhe, 

Germany, in 1886. He noticed 

that something curious 

happened when he discharged 

a capacitor through a loop of 

wire. An identical loop a short 

distance away developed arcs across its unconnected terminals. Hertz 

recognized that the sparks in the unconnected loop were caused by the 

reception of electromagnetic waves that had been generated by the loop 

with the discharging capacitor. 

Inspired, Hertz used sparks in such loops to detect unseen radio-frequency 

waves. He went on to conduct experiments to verify that electromagnetic 

waves exhibit light-like behaviours like reflection, refraction, diffraction, and 

polarization. He performed a host of experiments both in free space and 

along wires. He moulded a meter-long prism made of asphalt that was 

transparent to radio waves and used it to observe relatively large-scale 

examples of reflection and refraction. He launched radio waves toward a grid 

of parallel wires and showed that they would reflect or pass through the grid 

depending on the grid’s orientation. This demonstrated that electromagnetic 

waves were transverse: They oscillate, just as light does, in a direction 

Heinrich Hertz used the coil [left] and the antennas [right] 
to produce and detect  electromagnetic radiation outside 

the visible range. 
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perpendicular to the direction of their propagation. Hertz also reflected 

radio waves off a large sheet of zinc, measuring the distance between 

cancelled-out nulls in the resulting standing waves in order to determine 

their wavelengths. 

With this data—along with the frequency of the radiation, which he 

calculated by measuring the capacitance and inductance of his circuit like 

transmitting antenna—Hertz was able to calculate the speed of his invisible 

waves, which was quite close to that known for visible light.  

Maxwell had postulated that light was an electromagnetic wave. Hertz 

showed that there was likely an entire universe of invisible electromagnetic 

waves that behave just as visible light does and that move through space at 

the same speed. This revelation was enough, by inference, for many to accept 

that light itself is an electromagnetic wave. 

Eventually scientists accepted that waves could travel through nothing at all. 

And the concept of a field, at first distasteful because it lacked any 

mechanical parts to make it work, became central to much of modern 

physics. 

There was much more to come. But even before the close of the 19th century, 

thanks to the persistent efforts of a few dedicated enthusiasts, Maxwell’s 

legacy was well established. 
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Entropy: Journey from Order to 
Disorder 

                                  

 ∼ Dishani Pal, 5th semester, Dept. of physics 

J. K. College 

Murphy’s Law states, “Anything that can go wrong, will go wrong.” 

This pithy statement references the annoying tendency of life to cause 

trouble and make things difficult. Problems seem to arise naturally on their 

own, while solutions always require our attention, energy and effort. Life 

never seems to just work itself out for us. If anything, our lives become more 

complicated and gradually decline into disorder rather than remaining 

simple and structured. 

Why is that? 

Murphy’s Law is just a common proverb that people toss around in 

conversation, but it is related to one of the great forces of our universe. This 

force is so fundamental to the way our world works that it permeates nearly 

every endeavour we pursue. It drives many of the problems we face and 

leads the ordered/structured pattern to a disorder. It is the one force that 

governs everybody’s life: Entropy. 

So what is Entropy? It is basically a thermodynamic quantity representing 

the unavailability of system’s thermal energy for the degree of disorder or 

randomness in the system. In fact, you can think of it as nature’s tax. 

Just to make you friendly with this term let me consider a car moving 

randomly (assuming the car leaves a dotted line in its path) in a room as a 

system, which we’re observing from outside the room. I start my observation 

with the starting of the car (dotted line). As time passes by, the dotted line 

increases in the room. But simultaneously, the charge of the battery 

decreases with time. So if there is no external power loss, the used charge 

provides the car the energy to move (work done) and to draw the dotted line 
(Entropy). 
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Now I can easily say that these imaginary dotted lines are representing 

entropy (S) which is caused by the unavailable energy and the movement of 

the car is caused by the free energy. 

So, the total amount of lost energy = (free energy + unavailable energy), 

which is basically the 1st law of thermodynamics. 

Now I’m going to discuss briefly about these two new terms – Free Energy 

and Unavailable Energy. The energy of the system that converts into useful 

work done is called the Free Energy. Now we know that a real engine can’t 

convert the total given energy into work, so the difference between the given 

energy and the work done (free energy) is basically called the Unavailable 

Energy. 

And there are two types of free energy – Gibb’s Free Energy and Helmholtz 

Free Energy. Gibb’s free energy comes to use when the work is done by the 

system at constant temperature (T) and constant pressure (P), whereas the 

Helmholtz free energy is used to calculate the work done by the system at 

constant temperature (T) and constant volume (V).  

Coming back to entropy, now let me consider an insulated glass vessel filled 

with gas molecules as a system, keeping the volume unchanged. The energy 

is not given from outside the system, let the thermal energy (Heat) is 

produced inside the system. Volume is constant so the heat energy can’t 

produce external work, for that the total energy converted into unavailable 

energy. The system is insulated so the thermal energy (heat) can’t escape 

outside, so it increases pressure and the collision between the molecules 

inside the vessel. Just for equal distribution of pressure and heat through the 
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entire system, randomness (entropy) of the gas molecules increases inside 

the vessel.  

 

 

 

For this distribution heat flow must be occurred in the direction of the high 

heat content zone to the low heat content zone. Here the content heat 

amount offers a physical quantity that expresses the subjective sensation of 

hot and cold, this quantity is called Temperature. And this heat flow 

regulates temperature and vice versa – interesting, right? 

By this observation I can easily say that at constant volume, temperature (T) 

and entropy (S) is increasing simultaneously with increasing energy or as 
Unavailable Energy (𝜕𝑄): 

𝜕𝑄 = 𝑇𝜕𝑆 

So, at constant volume (v),  

the unavailable energy (𝜕𝑄) = total energy (𝜕𝑈) 

Now I can say, 

T =  
𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑆
 =  

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑆
     

or,  
1

𝑇
 = 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑈
                 [Maxwell’s equation] 

So, at infinite entropy temperature is zero. The total energy is used as 

unavailable energy and the system can’t perform any work.  

Here’s the crucial thing about entropy: it always increases over time. 
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It is the natural tendency of things to lose order. Left to its own devices, life 

will always become less structured. Sand castles get washed away. Weeds 

overtake gardens. Ancient ruins crumble. Cars begin to rust. People 

gradually age. With enough time, even mountains erode and their precise 

edges become rounded. The inevitable trend is that things become less 

organized. 

The 2nd law of thermodynamics states that entropy of a closed system will 

never decrease. 

Hence, the entropy of the universe is always increasing (tends to Maximum). 

So, at the maximum entropy universe can’t perform any work. There will be 

no heat flow (equilibrium) and same temperature everywhere. The same 

kind of equilibrium state will also happen with all other forms of energies, 

since no more work can be extracted from the universe at that point – it’s 

effectively dead, especially for humankind. This predicted extremum 

condition of universe known as Heat Death.  

We can explain entropy with several stories from our daily life. Suppose, a 

person is lost in an unknown place, where he went home to home asking for 

help but nobody aware about the appropriate location of the address which 

he wanted to know. Now with respect to time, the number of homes which 

he already visited is increasing. It is similar to entropy the total entropy of 

the universe is increasing continuously. Now the present location assumed 

as in the starting we count homes till he reaches to the new location. The 

count is with respect to the starting point, called standard state. The count 

become different if the starting point is different. Similarly entropy also 

changes with respect to standard state. Generally we are concerned only 

with change in entropy. Hence the entropy of the assumed standard state 

will cancel out in taking the difference.  

The great British scientist Arthur Eddington claimed, “The law that entropy 

always increases holds, I think, the supreme position among the laws of 

Nature. If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is 

in disagreement with Maxwell’s equations—then so much the worse for 

Maxwell’s equations. If it is found to be contradicted by observation—well, 

these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is 

found to be against the Second Law of Thermodynamics I can give you no 

hope; there is nothing for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.” 
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Not only that, entropy can control the sensation of hot and cold. Assuming a 

high heat content zone (high temperature), it will produce a certain 

sensation of heat, but if we take a larger entropy, the same temperature can’t 

produce that much hotter sensation. Because the unavailable energy is equal 

to T∂S and to make the unavailable energy constant for a particular system, 
T and ∂S have to counter each other. 

We can say that entropy of the universe increases with time and can never 
be decreased, we can compare them with each other.  

Quoting the great physicist Stephen Hawking, I’ll end this discussion here, 

“The increase of disorder or entropy with time is one of the examples of what 

is called an arrow of time, something that distinguishes the past from the 

future, giving a direction to time.” 

 

Reference: 

‘Thermal Physics’ by Joon Chang Lee 
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পশরযায়ীর ইচ্ছামৃতুয 
 

~ Adarsha Mukherjee, 5th semester, Dept. of Computer Science 

J. K. College 

 

পশরযায়ী  থাটটর সাগথ আমরা প্রায় স গলই পশরশিত। এই  থাটট শুিগল প্রথগমই আমাগদর পাশখগদর

 থাই মগি পগ়ে। শ ন্তু আজ আমামদর আগলািয শবেয়টট এগ বাগরই আলাদা। আজগ কয

পশরযায়ীটটর  থা বলগত িগলশছ, কসটা হে েশ়েং। আমাগদর মাথার ওপগর আ াগর্ আমরা অগি 

েশ়েং-ই কদখগত পাই, শ ন্তু Wandering glider (Pantala flavescens) িাগমর ৫

কসশন্টশমটাগরর এই েশ়েংটট শবগশ্বর

সবগথগ কবশর্ দরূত্ব  ুগর কব়োগিা

insect traveler। তাছা়োও

এটটগ highest flying 

dragonfly-ও বলা হগয় থাগ ।

শহমালগয়র ৬০০০ শমটারউপগর এর

মাইক্গ্র াে মরিেত  রা হগয়গছ।

এইরিম আচরক্ের জেয এই 

েশ়েংটটক্ি Globe Skimmer বা

Globe Wanderer-ও বলা হগয়

থাগ । িীগের কর্ে কথগ পুগরা

বে শা াল জগু়ে প্রায় কসগেম্বর

অগটাবর পয শন্ত Wandering 

Glider-ক আমাগদর কদগর্ কবর্ ভাগলা পশরমাগণই কদখগত পাওয়া যায়। এর ম এ টট েশ়েং

আমাগদর িারপাগর্  ুগর কব়োয় অথি আমরা অগিগ ই তাগদর শিশি িা। ক মিই বা কদখগত হয়

তারা িীভাগবই বা শিিগবা তাগদর এইসব অগি প্রশ্নই মাথায় আসাটাই স্বাভাশব । ৫

কসশন্টশমটাগরর হলগদ-সবুজ রগের এই েশ়েংটটর কিাখ লালগি-বাদামী রগের হয়, এগদর ডািা

সাধারণত ৬ ৫ কসশন্টশমটার কথগ ৭ কসশন্টশমটার পয শন্ত হয় এবং ডািাগত লাল বা হেুদ রগের এ টট

দা থাগ । সাধারণত এরা খ্াবার কহক্সক্ব মর্া প্রজাপশত মথ এমিশ শিগজর প্রজাশতগদরও মখ্ক্ে 

মিক্ে।

আন্টা শটট া এবং ইউগরাগপর শ ছু জায় া বাগদ এটট কটক্সাস  ািাডা ইজিয়া সাউথ আশি া-সহ

প্রায় পগুরা পশৃথবী  ুগর কব়োয়। আমাগদর মগি প্রশ্ন আসগতই পাগর এই মাইক্গ্র াক্ের প্রগয়াজি শ 

Wandering Glider-এর প্রজিি শডম পা়ো এবং বংর্শবস্তামরর জিয স্বচ্ছ জগলর প্রগয়াজি –

তাই প্রশতবছর এরা সযা াঁতগসাঁগত জায় া ও বে শা াগলর কখা াঁগজ শবশভন্ন কদগর্র আিাগি  ািাগি প্রায়

৩৫০০ মাইল পয তন্ত উগ়ে কব়োয় । এই কখা াঁজ চোিােীে পগথই মৃতুয হয় অগিগ র বাশ গদর মৃতুয
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হয় প্রজিগির পগরই। মসভাক্ব মদখ্ক্র্ মগক্ে এগ ‘ইচ্ছামৃতুয’ বলা কযগতই পাগর। আর তাই কতা

র্ীত াগলর পর এগদর আর কদখগত পাওয়া যায়িা। আমাগদর কদগর্ও র্ীত াল প্রায় িগলই এগসগছ

তাই এবার িতুি প্রজগন্মরা িগল যাগব বে শার আর্ায় সঙ্গীর আর্ায়। শিগজর অজস্তত্ব রক্ষার

তাশ গদ ঝা াঁপ শদগব এই সুইসাইড শমর্গি। আবার কদখা  রার জিয আমাগদরও অগপক্ষা  রগত হগব

বে শা াগলর। 
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Lithium-ion Batteries: A Brief 
Description 
 

~ Muskan Begom, 3rd semester, Dept. of Chemistry,  

J.K. College 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Three scientists have been awarded the 2019 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 

the development of lithium-ion batteries – John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley 

Whittingham and Akira Yoshino. 

Lithium-ion batteries consisting of LiCoO2 and graphite are popular 

worldwide as power sources for mobile phones, laptop computers, and other 

electronic devices. Graphite and LiCoO2 are called lithium insertion 

materials. In other words, the lithium-ion battery consists of two lithium 

insertion materials. The combination of two lithium insertion materials is 

essential for the basic function of the lithium-ion battery. 

 

Design of Li-ion batteries: 

This metal case holds a long spiral comprising thin sheets pressed together: 

• A Positive electrode 

• A Negative electrode 

• A separator 

Inside the case these sheets are submerged in an organic solvent that acts as 

the electrolyte. Ether is one common solvent. 

 

The separator is a very thin sheet of micro perforated plastic. As the name 

implies, it separates the positive and negative electrodes while allowing ions 

to pass through. 

- the positive electrode is made of Lithium cobalt oxide, or LiCoO2.  
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- The negative electrode is 

made of carbon. 

When the battery charges, 

ions of lithium move 

through the electrolyte 

from the positive 

electrode to the negative 

electrode and attach to the 

carbon. During discharge, 

the lithium ions move back 

to the LiCoO2 from the 

carbon. 

 

Working method: 

A battery is made up of an anode, cathode, separator, electrolyte, and two 

current collectors (positive and negative).  

• Anode & cathode store the Lithium.  

• The electrolytes carry positively charged Lithium ions from the anode 

to the cathode and vice versa, through the separator.  

• The movement of the lithium ions creates free electrons in the anode 

which creates a charge at the positive current collector.  The electrical 

current then flows from the current collector through a device being 

powered (cell phone, computer, etc.) to the negative current collector. 

The separator blocks the flow of electrons inside the battery. 

 

 

Charge-Discharge: 

While the battery is discharging and providing an electric current, the 

anode releases lithium ions to the cathode, generating a flow of 

electrons from one side to the other. When plugging in the device, the 

opposite happens: Lithium ions are released by the cathode and 

received by the anode. 
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Advantages of Li-ion batteries: 

They’re generally much lighter than other types of rechargeable batteries of 

the same size. 

1. The electrodes of a lithium-ion battery are made of lightweight lithium 

and carbon. 

2. Lithium is also a highly reactive element, meaning that a lot of energy 

can be stored in its atomic bonds.  

3. This translates into a very high energy density for lithium-ion 

batteries. A typical lithium-ion battery can store 150 watt-hours of 

electricity in 1 kilogram of battery. A NiMH (nickel-metal hydride) 

battery pack can store perhaps 100 watt-hours per kilogram, although 

60 to 70 watt-hours might be more typical. A lead-acid battery can 

store only 25 watt-hours per kilogram. Using lead-acid technology, it 

takes 6 kilograms to store the same amount of energy that a 1-

kilogram lithium-ion battery can handle. That’s a huge difference. 

4. They hold their charge. A lithium-ion battery pack loses only about 5 

percent of its charge per month, compared to a 20 percent loss per 

month for NiMH batteries. 

5. They have no memory effect, which means that you do not have to 

completely discharge them before recharging, as with some other 

battery chemistries. 
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6. Lithium-ion batteries can handle hundreds of charge-discharge cycles. 

 

Disadvantages of Li-ion battery: 

That is not to say that lithium-ion batteries are flawless. They have a few 

disadvantages as well: 

• They start degrading as soon as they leave the factory. They will 

only last two or three years from the date of manufacture whether you 

use them or not. 

• They are extremely sensitive to high temperatures. Heat causes 

lithium-ion battery packs to degrade much faster than they normally 

would. 

• If you completely discharge a lithium-ion battery, it is ruined. 

Lithium-ion batteries have also been in the news lately. That’s because these 

batteries have the ability to burst into flames occasionally. It’s not very 

common — just two or three battery packs per million have a problem — 

but when it happens, it’s extreme. 

Lithium-ion batteries are popular because they have a number of important 

advantages over competing technologies: 

Now some questions arise –  

• How do they burst into flame? 

If the battery gets hot enough to ignite the electrolyte, you are going to 

get a fire.  

When a fire like this happens, it is usually caused by an internal short in 

the battery. Recall from the previous section that lithium-ion cells contain 

a separator sheet that keeps the positive and negative electrodes apart. If 

that sheet gets punctured and the electrodes touch, the battery heats up 

very quickly. You may have experienced the kind of heat a battery can 

produce if you have ever put a normal 9-volt battery in your pocket. If a 

coin shorts across the two terminals, the battery gets quite hot. 

In a separator failure, that same kind of short happens inside the lithium-

ion battery. Since lithium-ion batteries are so energetic, they get very hot. 
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The heat causes the battery to vent the organic solvent used as an 

electrolyte, and the heat (or a nearby spark) can light it. Once that 

happens inside one of the cells, the heat of the fire cascades to the other 

cells and the whole pack goes up in flames. It is important to note that 

fires are very rare. Still, it only takes a couple of fires and a little media 

coverage to prompt a recall. 

 

• And is there anything you can do to prevent the problem or help 

your batteries last longer?  

Now that we know how to keep lithium-ion batteries working longer, let’s 

look at why they can explode. Lithium-ion battery packs are expensive, so 

if you want to make yours to last longer, here are some things to keep in 

mind: - 

▪ Lithium ion chemistry prefers partial discharge to deep discharge, so 

it’s best to avoid taking the battery all the way down to zero.  

▪ Since lithium-ion chemistry does not have a ‘memory’, you should not 

harm the battery pack with a partial discharge. If the voltage of a 

lithium-ion cell drops below a certain level, it’s ruined.  

▪ Lithium-ion batteries age. They only last two to three years, even if 

they are sitting on a shelf unused. So, do not ‘avoid using’ the battery 

with the thought that the battery pack will last five years. It won’t. Also, 

if you are buying a new battery pack, you want to make sure it really 

is new. If it has been sitting on a shelf in the store for a year, it won’t 

last very long. Manufacturing dates are important. 

▪ Avoid heat, which degrades the batteries.  

Conclusion: 

Lithium-ion batteries are common in consumer electronics. They are one 

of the most popular types of rechargeable battery for portable 

electronics, with one of the best energy-to-weight ratios, high open circuit 

voltage, low self-discharge rate, no memory effect and a slow loss of 

charge when not in use. 

Compared with traditional battery technology, lithium-ion batteries 

charge faster, last longer and have a higher power density for more 
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battery life in a lighter package. When you know a little about how they 

work, they can work that much better for you today. Lithium-ion is the 

fastest growing and most promising battery chemistry. 
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A Short Discussion on the Special 
Theory of Relativity 

 
~ Shreya Mahato, 5th semester, Physics,  

J. K. College 
 

In 1905, Albert Einstein revolutionized the world of science showing how 

measurements of time and space are affected by motion between an 

observer and what is being observed, by his theory of relativity. Relativity 

connects space and time, matter and energy, electricity and magnetism – 

links that are crucial to our understanding of the physical universe.  

Imagine you are inside a moving train and want to find its length. All you 

need is a measuring tape and a friend who will take one end of the tape and 

put it at the front and you take the other end to the end of the train – and 

now you have the length of the train. But what if you need to find the length 

from the outside? Well, you will need more than a measuring tape but it’s not 

hard to determine the length of a distant object. Nevertheless, the length you 

get measuring from the outside is shorter than the one from the inside. To 

understand how this unexpected difference arises, we have to analyse our 

process of the measurement when motion is involved. 

When we say something is moving, what we mean is that its position relative 

to something is changing. A train moves relative to a tree, the earth moves 

relative to the sun and so on. In each case, a frame of reference is part of 

the description. To say that something is moving always implies a specific 

frame of reference. An ‘inertial frame of reference’ is one in which Newton’s 

first law of motion holds, that is the system is at rest or moving with a 

constant velocity. 

Suppose you were inside a moving train; you will see trees outside moving 

backwards. But you know trees cannot move so you draw the conclusion you 

are the one who is moving. Now what if you didn’t have that knowledge of 

your surroundings? Imagine you were in a vacuum in space and there is not 

anything that will determine if you are at rest or moving. Then you see your 

friend move past you. From your perspective you were at rest and your 

friend was moving with a constant speed. But from her perspective, she was 

the one at rest and you moved past her! So, who’s right? 
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This question is actually meaningless as all constant velocity motion is 

relative. There is no universal frame of reference, no such thing as ‘absolute 

motion’ or ‘absolute rest’.  

The theory of relativity deals with the consequences of the lack of a universal 

frame of reference. To deal with this problem, Einstein brought out two 

postulates:  

❖ The laws of physics are the same in all inertial frames of refence. 

❖ The speed of light in vacuum is the same in all inertial frames of 

reference. 

As we can see, the first postulate eliminates the need of a universal frame of 

reference. Say, you and your friend are watching a bird flying above you. The 

only difference between the two of you is you are at rest while your friend is 

moving. Obviously the two of you will observe the bird’s motion differently. 

But the postulate says that you should have the same data. So, how do we fix 

this? 

This is where the Galilean transformation comes in. Galilean 

transformations are a set of equations in classical physics that relate the 

space and time coordinates of two systems moving with a constant speed 

(much smaller than the speed of light) relative to each other. You take the 

data that you measured, put them in the equations and out comes the data 

that your friend has! What these 

equations basically do is transform one frame of reference to another, 

proving that the laws are invariant under Galilean transformations. But 

these equations have one limitation. They fail to work when the speed 

becomes closer or equal to the speed of light. So, the Galilean 

transformations need to be modified. A Dutch physicist named H. A. Lorentz 

did it and hence deduced the Lorentz transformations. 
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In the reference frame 𝑆, which is stationary, the coordinates are defined as 

x, y, z, t. in another frame 𝑆′, which moves at a velocity v relative to 𝑆 and an 

observer defines the moving coordinates as x’, y’, z’ and t’. The coordinate 

axes are parallel and mutually perpendicular in both frames. The relative 

motion is along the xx’ axis and at t = t’ = 0, the origins of both frames are (x, 

y, z) = (x’, y’, z’) = (0, 0, 0). 

Following these conditions, according to Lorentz transformations, the 

transformations of the coordinates will be, 

𝑡′ = 𝛾(𝑡 − (
𝑣𝑥

𝑐
)) 

𝑥′ =  𝛾(𝑥 − 𝑣𝑡) 

𝑦′ = 𝑦 

𝑧′ = 𝑧 

where, 

𝛾 ≡
1

√1 − (
𝑣2

𝑐2)

 

These equations are known as the Lorentz transformation equations. 

• Time dilation: 

Now the second postulate might raise some eyebrows. Suppose I turn on a 

searchlight just as you fly past in a spaceship at a speed 2 x 108 m/s. We both 

measure the speed of light waves from the searchlight using identical 

instruments. We both get the same value that is 3 x 108 m/s. Looks like this 

contradicts the Newton’s law of motion. 

Einstein took care of this hiccup with a little tweak. He concluded that the 

faster you move through space, the slower you move through time. This 

phenomenon is known as time dilation. Let us take two identical clocks. In 

each clock, a pulse of light is reflected back and forth between two mirrors. 

Whenever the light strikes the first mirror, a recorder marks a tick. Now one 

clock is placed at a laboratory on the ground and the other one is in a 

spacecraft that moves at speed v with respect to the ground. You watch both 

clocks and as predicted, you don’t find the ticks simultaneous. Through some 
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calculations, the relation between the time interval t’ of ticks of the moving 

clock and t of the ticks of the stationary clock is related by, 

t' = 
𝑡

√1−(
𝑣2

𝑐2)

            where c is the speed of light. 

Therefore, time on the spacecraft slows down by a factor of √1 −
𝑣2

𝑐2
. 

o Suppose, on her 21st birthday, an astronaut takes off in a rocket ship at 

a speed of (12/13)c. After 5 years have elapsed on her watch, she turns 

around and heads back at the same speed to re-join her twin brother, 

who stayed at home. For the travelling twin, she has aged 10 years and 

arrives at home being 31 years old. However, for her brother, the 

moving clock has been running slow by a factor,  

= 
1

√1−(
12

13
)

2
 = 

13

5
 

The time elapsed on the stationary clock is (
13

5
) × 10 = 26, and her 

brother will be 47 years old. He is now 16 years older than his twin 

sister! Although the traveling twin may die later than her brother, she 

will not have lived any longer – she has just done it slower. During the 

flight, all her biological processes – metabolism, pulse, thought, speech 

– are subject to the same time dilation that affects her watch. 

The so-called twin paradox arises when you try to tell the story from 

the point of view of the traveling twin. She sees the earth fly off at  
12

13
𝑐, 

turns around after 5 years and return. From her point of view, it would 

seem she’s at rest, whereas her brother is in motion, and hence it is 

him who should be younger at the reunion. But the truth is there’s 

really no paradox here and this analysis is simply wrong. The traveling 

twin experiences acceleration when she turns around to head home, 

but her brother does not. To put it in a fancier language, the travelling 

twin is not in an inertial system – more precisely, she’s in one inertial 

system on the way out and a completely different one on the way back.  
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• The relativity of simultaneity: 

The relative character of time as well as space has many implications. 

Notably, events that seem to take place simultaneously to one observer may 

not be simultaneous to another observer in relative motion and vice versa.  

Imagine you are standing in a railway station. There are two lamp posts on 

either side of you, at equal distances. You have one switch for both of them. 

Now just as a train passes by from your left to right, you flip the switch on 

and see that the lamp posts light up simultaneously. As the posts are at equal 

distances, the light coming from them hit your eyes at the same time. But a 

passenger inside the train says that this is not the case at all. He will see the 

light from the right post first and then a moment later, from the left. This 

happens because the train is moving from left to right, he is going towards 

the right post and away from the left post. Therefore, light from the right post 

is the first to reach him. If x1 and x2 was the position of the two lamp posts 

and you saw them light up at time t, then, for the passenger inside the train 

moving with a constant velocity v will see them light up at, 

𝑡1 =
𝑡 − (

𝑣𝑥1

𝑐2 )

√1 − (
𝑣2

𝑐2)

 

and at, 

𝑡2 =
𝑡 − (

𝑣𝑥2

𝑐2 )

√1 − (
𝑣2

𝑐2)

 

So, what you mean by a simultaneous event is meaningless to him. In fact, it 

will be meaningless to any other person in a different frame of reference. 

Therefore, two events that are simultaneous in one inertial system are not, 

in general, simultaneous in another. 

 

• Lorentz contraction: 

Now imagine we have a lamp fixed on one end of a moving car and a mirror 

on the other end. So, how long does it take to complete one round trip? The 
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answer is ∆𝑡 = 2
∆𝑥

𝑐
, where ∆x is the length of the car (measurements made 

on the car). But to an observer on the ground, the motion of the car also 

comes into play. If ∆t1 is the time for light signal to reach the front end and 

∆t2 is the return time then 

∆𝑡1 =
∆𝑥′ + 𝑣∆𝑡1

𝑐
 ,        ∆𝑡2 =

∆𝑥′ − 𝑣∆𝑡2

𝑐
 

∆x’ is length of the car measured from rest frame. 

 

So, the round-trip time is 

∆𝑡′ =  ∆𝑡1 + ∆𝑡2 =  2
∆𝑥′

𝑐
∙

1

1−(
𝑣2

𝑐2)
 

We know from time dilation formula, 

∆𝑡 =
∆𝑡′

√(1 −
𝑣2

𝑐2)

 

Therefore, 

∆𝑥 =
∆𝑥′

√1 − (
𝑣2

𝑐2)

 

So, the length of the car is not the same when measured by an observer on 

the ground, as it is when measured by an observer on the train. It is 

somewhat shorter. So, we can conclude that moving objects are shorter. This 

phenomenon is called Lorentz contraction. 

This again raises a paradoxical situation. For the observer on the car, it is the 

objects on the ground that are shortened. Again, both the observers are 

right! How so? 
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Suppose you want to find a stick’s length. You simply take a ruler and take 

the readings on both ends. But what if the stick was moving? Then you would 

have to take the both readings at the same instant of time or the stick will 

move in the meantime and the data will be wrong. But, because of the theory 

of simultaneity, two observers disagree on what it means by ‘the same 

instant of time’. An observer on the ground reads the two ends at the same 

instant in his system. But the person on a moving train says that he read the 

front end first, then waited a moment before reading the back end. Naturally, 

his reading came out shorter, in spite of the fact that he was using an 

undersized meter stick (to the moving observer), which would otherwise 

have yielded a number too large. Both observers measure the lengths 

correctly from their perspective and each find other’s stick to be shorter. Yet 

there is no inconsistency, for they are measuring different things, and each 

considers the other’s method improper. 

o We can again use our imagination and create another paradox. The 

barn and ladder paradox is created when a farmer tries to fit a ladder 

in a barn that is shorter than the ladder. So, he tells his daughter to run 

with it as fast as she can, therefore Lorentz-contracting the ladder to a 

size the barn could easily accommodate. But his daughter says, from 

her perspective the barn would contract and make the situation worse. 

So, again the question, who’s right? 

 

And again, they’re both right. When you say ‘the ladder is inside the 

barn’, you mean that all parts of it are inside at an instant of time, 
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wherein comes the relativity of simultaneity. There are two relative 

events here: 

1. Back end of ladder makes it inside 

2. Front end hits the far wall 

Farmer says 1 happens before 2 but daughter says the opposite. But in 

the end the ladder will be inside the barn or won’t. But in this case, 

there is a new element to consider: the ladder is being stopped. 

Suppose the farmer grabs the back end of the ladder and slams the door 

shut. Assuming it remains intact, the ladder will now stretch out to its 

length. The front end keeps going, even after the back end has stopped! 

In truth, the whole notion of a ‘rigid’ body loses its meaning in 

relativity, for when it changes its speed, different parts do not, 

generally, accelerate simultaneously.  

But the question still remains whether the ladder is inside or not. The 

answer is indeterminate. When the front end hits the far side of the 

wall, something has to give and the farmer is left with either a broken 

ladder inside the barn or the intact ladder poking through a hole. In any 

case, he is unlikely to be pleased with the outcome. 

But let’s talk about practicality here. We cannot yet attain a speed that is, in 

any way, close to the speed of light. Most of the events mentioned above are 

only thought experiments, they can’t be proved in a laboratory. But that 

shouldn’t stop us from trying, learning, seeking. As Einstein said, “The 

important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for 

existing. One cannot help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of 

eternity, of life, of the marvellous structure of reality. It is enough if one tries 

merely to comprehend a little of this mystery each day.” 

 

Reference: 

‘Introduction to Electrodynamics’ by David J. Griffiths 
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Generating Electricity from 
Wastewater by the Help of Microbes 

 

~ Samsun Khatoon, 3rd semester, Dept. of Microbiology, 

 J. K. College 

 

When we say microorganisms the only thing that pop up into our minds are 

harmful viruses and bacteria, don’t they? But there are many 

microorganisms that help us in different ways. One of the special areas is 

wastewater treatment. But the biggest problem with wastewater treatment 

was the high cost of electricity, which was very difficult to provide. A lot of 

researches were done to solve this problem. 

Michael Cressé Potter initiated this subject in 1911. Potter managed to 

generate electricity from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, but that work received 

very little coverage. In 1931, Barnett Cohen created microbial half-fuel cells; 

when connected in series, they were capable of producing over 35 volts with 

only a current of 2 milliamps. A study by Del Duca et al. used hydrogen, 

produced by the fermentation of glucose by Clostridium butyricum as the 

reactant at the anode of a hydrogen and air fuel cell. Though the cell had 

functioned, it was unreliable due to the unstable nature of hydrogen 

production by the microorganisms. This issue was resolved by Suzuki et al. 

in 1976, who produced a successful MFC (Microbial Fuel Cell, a device which 

used bacteria to directly produce electricity from wastewater) design a year 

later. Then Bennetto's work, which was started in the early 1980s, helped in 

building an understanding of how fuel cells operate. He was seen by many as 

the topic's foremost authority. In May 2007, the University of Queensland, 

Australia completed a prototype MFC as a cooperative effort with Foster's 

Brewing. The prototype, a 10L design, converted brewery wastewater into 

carbon dioxide, clean water and electricity. As a result, there is no need to 

expend energy from outside for wastewater treatment and this method can 

be also an alternative energy source in the future, and efforts are underway 

in many places. 
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This is very interesting as it is little new towards most of the people. It is also 

very important to know that how unsuitable water becomes suitable for 

human consumptions without consuming any external energy. Waste water 

is an energy-rich source for growth of various anaerobic and facultative 

bacteria. This waste water allows the bacteria to penetrate deeper into 

sediment, where they can use electrochemical process to survive where 

there is no oxygen. And this is where the role of microbial fuel cell begins.  

 

A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a bio-electrochemical device that is generally made of an 

anode that is suspended in wastewater and connected by mean of conducting wire to 

cathode which is placed in an oxygen rich environment. The anode and cathode are 

separated by a membrane which called PEM (Protons Exchange Membrane), so that no 

oxygen can reach the anode and thus slow down the process 

The bacteria are already present in wastewater where many organic 

compounds are also present. Those organic compounds that they feed and 

metabolize such as glucose, which act as electron donor and release 

electrons (e-), protons (H+) and carbon dioxide (CO2). 

C2H4O2 + 2H2O = 2 CO2 + 8e- + 8H+ 

Those electrons pass from the anode to the cathode through wire connected 

between them. Here the current is generated and those electrons are cut off 

from contact with oxygen. Protons are simply passed through the PEM. And 

this is where the pure water is made and goes out. 

2O2 +8H+ +8e- = 4H2O 
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"Killing two birds with one stone" 

This lexical sentence is very applicable here, because by adopting this 

method here we are having benefits in two ways. The first is that, 

wastewater is being purified and the second is that, electricity is being 

created which we can also use as an alternative energy source: thereby 

reducing the operational cost by conventional wastewater treatment. 
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Numbers: Illusion or Real 
 

∼ Akash Kumar, 3rd semester, Dept. of Mathematics, 

J. K. College 

 

“Mathematics is the queen of science & number theory is the queen of 

mathematics” 

— C. F. Gauss 

Primitive man's consciousness of numbers may well have arisen from a 

desire to be aware of the important things in his life. How many books, balls, 

friends do I have? How long was the Nepal Earthquake? These questions 

focus attention on the counting numbers 1,2,3, … Although the abstract 

concept number came much later than the practical use of the idea. That two 

books & two friends have something in common – namely ‘two-ness' – is by 

no means obvious, and is not appreciated by very young children who 

nevertheless can distinguish between one book and two books. 

To these counting numbers, other societies added other numbers, each 

according to its needs. As an example, we (Indians) invented ZERO. Fractions 

were introduced to handle division of materials into parts. Negative 

numbers made their appearance; giving first the system of integers: . . ., -3, -

2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .; and the negative fractions, leading to the ‘Rational 

Numbers’; p/q for integers p, q – for example, (
2

3
) , − (

10

13
) , (

25

343
). Greek 

Geometry and the need of the calculus led to the ‘Real Numbers' – including 

numbers like √2 which can’t be represented as rational numbers. Attempts 

to solve algebraic equations gave rise to the mysterious ‘Complex Numbers’ 

by insisting that ‘-1’ should have a square root and assuming that it did. 

At each stage in this development there were vast intellectual battles as to 

whether these new things really ‘were' numbers. 

As it happens, all these numbers fit together into a grand scheme. 

Counting numbers → whole numbers → Fractions & Integers → Rational 

numbers → Real numbers → Complex Numbers 
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The arrows here mean that the number system at the head of the arrow 

contains all the numbers of the system at the tail, together with some extras. 

None of the numbers in any of these systems have any existence in the real 

world. I have yet to meet the ‘number 2’ in my travels. I have come across 2 

cows, and as much as I could establish at the time their behaviour was 

consistent with the numerical properties of that number, but I have never 

met the number itself. Certain properties of the real world can be described 

using numbers. But different physical situations need different 

mathematical descriptions. To count how many books, we need only 

counting numbers; to weigh our gold we need fractions. A Greek geometer 

wanting to know the length of the hypotenuse of an isosceles right-angled 

triangle needed numbers like √2. A Renaissance mathematician solving a 

cubic equation found a use for √-1. 

There are many important mathematical systems which are not called 

‘numbers’, as a result of historical accident & human psychology; but which 

arise in circumstances just as practical as those systems which are called 

numbers. They often have properties in common with numbers & can even 

be used to investigate them. The distinction between the numerical & the 

non-numerical is as arbitrary as the belief that ‘numbers are God given' is 

illusory. 
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Action: A Beautiful Way to Look into 
the World 

 

∼Koustav Panda, 5th Semester, Dept. of Physics  

J. K. College                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

As we know, the physical laws of nature aren’t simply made to describe the 

reality, they indeed are reality. There really exist some forces and fields 

influencing the movement of an object, right? 

But what if I tell you physics is just a model idea to describe any phenomena, 

like mechanics of a particle? Does it really make any sense? We know we can 

describe the motion of an object by Newton’s laws of motion: how an object 

moves by the forces that are present in each moment. 

Now I’m going to tell you something different but very interesting because it 

messes completely with our intuition about how the past affects the future 

and it extends right down to the fundamental building blocks of physics. 

But before we dive into that, I want to tell you a particular scenario. As per 

the picture shown below, you want to get from your house to college in the 

fastest time possible. What path would you take? 

 

Most of you will say it’s the straight line since it’s the path that takes the least 

amount of time. 

Now what if we make the problem a little harder and say that your home is 

on a nice smooth concrete and your college is sitting in a muddy puddle, 

where your car will move slower compared to on the concrete. Is the fastest 

path still the straight line? 
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Common sense will tell you that if you go further on the concrete you can 

spend less time in the slow mud and save time overall. However, spending 

more time on the concrete makes the total distance you travelled longer. So, 

to go from home to college in the shortest amount of time, there seems to be 

a trade-off between creating the shortest possible path and minimizing the 

time spent in the slow mud, which results in a path something in-between of 
this. 

So, what does all of this have to do with fundamental laws of physics? Instead 

of you driving a car, imagine a particle of light and instead of you travelling 

through concrete and mud, light is travelling through air and water. Water is 

denser than air, so light travels slower in water. Now, the question is, what 

path will light take?  

In 1662, Pierre de Fermat, a French mathematician, gave a statement known 

as ‘Principle of least time’. It states that out of all possible paths that it might 

take to get from one point to another, light takes the path which requires the 

shortest time. So, light is basically making the same trade-off between total 

distance travelled and time spent in the slower water, by bending around the 

boundary – just like you did it with your car.  It was initially controversial 

because it seems the ray of light already ‘knew’ the quickest path or 

‘intended’ to take that path – this spooky thing kinda freaks you, right? We’ll 

come back to this but so far, we’ve looked at lights and seen how it takes the 

path that minimizes travel time. 

In 1744, Pierre Louis Maupertuis, a French mathematician and physicist, 

said, 

“Nature is thrifty in all of its actions.”  

Or simply we can say that nature is lazy. There’s some quantity that nature 

always wants to minimize. Imagine throwing a ball that will go up and come 
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down in an arc and it will do this every time. But how does it know to take 

the same path every time? 

 

Why doesn’t it take some random wibbly-wobbly imagined path? The reason 

is that the ball is lazy, it wants to take the path of least resistance and waste 

as little energy as possible.  

So, what is this quantity that matter wants to minimize every time? Well, it’s 

a number that physicists call the ‘Action’. 

So, what is this ‘action’ thing looks like? The action for a particular path is 

found by taking the kinetic energy from speed at every point on the path and 

subtracting the potential energy of the object, along the entire path. And 

guess what, you’ll find that this action is minimum for the true path the 

object takes. Mathematically, we can define action like this, 

S = ∫ (Kinetic Energy – Potential Energy) dt 

Hence, as in the previous example, the ball thrown up in a gravitational field 

does rise faster first and then slow down. This is because we must have the 

‘least difference’ of kinetic and potential energy on the average. Because the 

potential energy rises as we go up in space, we’ll get a lower difference if we 

can get as soon as possible up to where there is a high potential energy. Then 

we can take that potential energy away from the kinetic energy and get a 

lower average. So, it is better to take a path which goes up and gets a lot of 
negative stuff from the potential energy. 
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On the other hand, you can’t go up too 

fast, or too far, because you will have 

too much kinetic energy involved – you 

have to go very fast to get way up and 

come down again in the fixed amount of 

time available. So, you don’t want to go 

too far up, but you want to go up some. 

So, it turns out that the solution is some 

kind of balance between trying to get more potential energy with the least 

amount of extra kinetic energy – trying to get the difference as small as 

possible. 

Now consider a system where you have a 

ball rolling on a frictionless table. So, here 

the potential energy isn’t relevant, it’s only 

the kinetic energy. According to Newton’s 

first law, as we all know, the ball should get 

go in a constant velocity. Why doesn’t it 

move in a path with sudden speed ups and 
slowdowns (the dotted path)?  

Well, if it is moving in a constant velocity, its kinetic energy is always K.E. = 

½ mv2, but if the ball speeds up and down, then its average kinetic energy on 

that new path is < K.E > = ½ m< v2 >. But it always turns out that the average 

of the square of the velocity, < v2 > is always greater than v2. So, we can see 

that if the object is going to minimize its action, it is always going to go at a 

constant velocity.   

Therefore, we can see that the action depends on the kind of system that the 

particle is travelling along – maybe in a gravitational field, in an empty space, 

attached to a spring, in planetary motion etc.  

The ‘Principle of Least Action’ was one of my personal favourite physicists, 

Richard Feynman’s favourite idea – and one of the curious things about it is 

wondering how the ball or the object knows which is the path of least action? 

Does it sniff out all of the neighbouring paths? Well, here comes the idea of 

quantum mechanics. In the case of light, when we put blocks in the way, so 

that photons could not sniff out all the paths, we found that they couldn’t 

figure out which way to go and we got the phenomenon of ‘Diffraction’ 
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(Diffraction is defined as the bending of waves around the corner of an 

obstacle or through an aperture into the region of geometrical shadow of the 

obstacle/aperture). Hence, the light essentially spreads out taking every 

possible path – the particle doesn’t just take the right path, it takes all the 

possible trajectories.   

Let’s consider all possible trajectories x(t) of a particle moving through a 

time-independent potential with endpoints fixed at (𝑥1, 𝑡1) and (𝑥2, 𝑡2). An 

infinite continuum of such trajectories is possible, each with classical action 

S[x(t)]. Feynman posits that the contribution to the ‘propagator’ (the 

propagator is a function that specifies the probability amplitude for a 

particle to travel from one place to another in a given time, or to travel with 

a certain energy or momentum) from a particular trajectory is, 

𝜑(𝑥1, 𝑡1; 𝑥2, 𝑡2) = ∑𝑒
𝑖

ℏ
 𝑆 

That is, every possible path contributes with equal amplitude to the 

propagator, but with a phase related to the classical action.  

 

Basically, the exponential term is a unit vector and points in a certain 

direction whose angle is determined by the magnitude of the (S/ℏ) quantity 
and it swings around between 1 and -1, i and - i.  

Well, now we know that the constant  ℏ is the minimum quantity of action 

that an object can have – as the action is quantized in a quantum mechanical 

world. But in classical systems, the action of the system is so much bigger 
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than ℏ. Now we see from the action-probability diagram, if there’s some path 

that minimizes the action, then the action doesn’t change very much around 

the minimum. If I consider a whole bunch of paths near the minimum, we 

just add them up like the equation suggests. Now if we consider a classical 

system with 1023  particles, the value of the action is proportional to   1023 ℏ . 

So, we can say 1023 paths are very close to the minimum, hence, they all add 

up in a same way like adding up a whole bunch of vectors all going in the 

same direction, as the equation suggests. Hence, the probability will be 

proportional to the number of all the different paths I take. But if I’m not at 

the minimum, the action is changing if I change the path. So basically, I’m 

adding up a bunch of paths but because the direction of the vector depends 

on the magnitude of the action, that means I’m adding up a lot of vectors that 

are pointing in different directions. There’s a theorem that says if you’re 

wandering randomly and you take N steps, the distance you ever make it way 

from the centre is proportional to the square root of the number of steps you 

take*. So now, you can see, the probability of the classical path is 

proportional to N but the probability of the quantum paths (all of the paths 

which have much bigger action) is √𝑁 . So, we can say, 

𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 / 𝑃𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 = N/√𝑁 = √𝑁 ≈ 1012 

That means the classical path is some million times more probable than any 

other paths and therefore you can see, for classical systems how quantum 

mechanics basically says that every path can be taken but the classical path 

is the one that will be taken many million times more frequently. 

This again reminds me of Pierre Louis Maupertuis’s statement that nature is 

thrifty in all of its action, because in quantum mechanics the particle takes 

all the probable paths, but the easiest one is the one that’s the most 

significant and that’s how quantum mechanics implements the least action 

principle in a very effective way – every path is possible but the paths that 

are more probable than others, minimize the action. 

(* ‘Random Walks’: 

https://www.mit.edu/~kardar/teaching/projects/chemotaxis(AndreaSch

midt)/random.htm ) 

 

Reference: 

1. The Feynman Lectures on Physics vol. 2 

https://www.mit.edu/~kardar/teaching/projects/chemotaxis(AndreaSchmidt)/random.htm
https://www.mit.edu/~kardar/teaching/projects/chemotaxis(AndreaSchmidt)/random.htm
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Physics in the LHC 
 

∼ Subhadip Bouri, IIT Kharagpur 

In this article, we explore the experimental setup and design of the LHC, and

the physics observed in it. We start off with a brief introduction to the LHC. 

This is followed by an enumeration of the main detector setups of the LHC, 

with a detailed look at the CMS detector. The major design elements of the 

LHC - dipole magnets and detector components - are also introduced in 

brief. We take a look at the physics of the LHC - the new and old physical 

theories that are currently being analysed by thousands of scientists over 

the world using data from the LHC. 

1 Introduction to the LHC 

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located in a 27 kilometres long tunnel at a 

depth of 175 meters beneath the France-Switzerland border near Geneva, is 

the world’s largest and most powerful collider. Built by CERN between 1998 

and 2008. The initial operations for HEP were at 4 TeV per proton, with the 

beam energy increased to 6.5 TeV in 2015. To meet its luminosity goals the 

LHC operates with a high beam current of approximately 0.5 A, giving rise 

to stored energies of several hundred Megajoules per beam. The two 

colliding proton beams are contained in separate pipes throughout most of 

the circumference, and are brought together into a single pipe at the 

interaction points, which leads to approximately 30 head-on collisions at 

these interaction points. The particle bunches moving in one direction will 

then have long-range encounters with the counter-rotating bunches. We 

explore the major detectors and design elements of the LHC in the 

subsequent sections. 

2  Detectors in LHC 

The LHC has four main detectors, these are: CMS, ATLAS, ALICE and LHCb. 
Let us see some details of CMS. 

The CMS detector 

CMS is one of the two general-purpose detectors at the LHC. This section 

gives a brief overview of the various subdetectors. A complete description 

can be found in reference [1]. 
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Figure 1: Various detectors in LHC 
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Figure 2: Various subdetectors in the CMS experiment. The picture is taken from the 

CMS official website 

The silicon tracker 

This innermost barrel detector is composed of layers of pixels and micro-

strips. It is used to observe charged particles and to measure their 

momentum from the curvature of the tracks in the magnetic field. 

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) 

The ECAL is designed to absorb electrons and photons and to measure their 

energy with good resolution. For electrons from W decays with energies in 

the range 20-60 GeV, the energy resolution is typically 800 MeV in the 

central region. It is composed of PbWO4 crystals, arranged in a barrel, and 

two endcap sections. 

The Hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) 

The HCAL is designed to detect and absorb hadrons in order to measure the 

energy. It is basically a hermetic sampling calorimeter made of several 
layers of brass and plastic scintillator. 

The Superconductive Magnet 

This is a superconductive magnet capable of producing a uniform magnetic 

field of 3.8 T over 12.5 m length and 3.15 m radius. It surrounds the tracker 

and both calorimeters. 

The muon system 

The muon system uses different types of gaseous detectors and is installed 
in the yoke for the magnetic flux return. 

3 Design elements of the LHC 

3.1 LHC dipole magnets 

The LHC employs superconducting dipoles capable of generating a magnetic 

field of 8.3 T. These dipoles use conductors constructed from a niobium-

titanium (Nb-Ti) alloy. The operation requires a current in the order of 10 

kA, for which the NbTi superconductor is cooled to a temperature of 1.9K 

using superfluid helium. The high-field superconducting magnets rely on 

Type II superconductors, wherein magnetic flux can penetrate the volume. 

A change in the magnetic field will give rise to screening currents, which 

flow throughout the volume without any attenuation. 
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When the magnetic field is changing with time, the current flow between  

 

Figure Particle flow reconstruction in the CMS experiment 

Adjacent filaments give rise to an additional magnetization  To minimize 

this, the filaments are wound as twisted pairs in the superconducting cable. 

Additionally, the wires are fully transposed, i.e. the wires exchange places 

with each other along the length so that no flux is enclosed. Keeping in mind 

the space constraints in the LHC tunnel, a ‘two-in-one’ magnet is used where 

the two magnetic volumes are inside a common cryostat. The beam pipes 

containing the proton beams are in the centre, surrounded by their 

respective dipole bending magnets. The superconducting cable is held in 

place by non-magnetic collars of steel, able to withstand up to 400 tonnes of 

magnetic force per meter of the dipole. Under normal operating conditions, 

each of the dipoles stores 6.93 MJ of energy. The total energy stored in the 

two beams at normal operation is sufficient to destroy parts of the 

experimental setup. To keep this in check, beam monitors are installed in 

the machine, which operates kicker magnets to deflect the beams above a 
threshold out of the ring towards a beam dump. 
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 Detector components 

Tracker: High-precision silicon detectors, immersed in a large magnetic 

field form a superconducting magnet to reconstruct trajectories of charged 

particles, using which the momenta can be computed. These detectors can 

be used to measure momenta of electrons, muons, taus, and charged 

hadrons. 

 

Figure 4: Elements of the LHC superconducting magnet: 

 a) Filaments b) Strands c) Cable d) Main dipole 

2. Calorimeter: The work of a calorimeter is twofold. First, it provides high 

precision measurements of photons and electrons. The second aim is to 

measure the energy of hadrons and reconstruct hadronic jets. 

Each type of calorimeter is further divided into small cells, which enables the 

reconstruction of the transverse and longitudinal energies. This effectively 

separates electrons, which deposit nearly all their energy in a small region 

of the EM calorimeter, and hadronic jets, which produce deeper and wider 

showers. To reconstruct the missing transverse momentum, it is essential 

that the calorimeter covers a solid angle nearly equal to 4𝜋. 

3. Muon spectrometer: The trajectories of the muons are measured in large 

wire chambers. The muon trajectory in the presence of a magnetic field can 

be used to determine the muon momenta. The momenta of the muons can 

be measured independently in the tracker and combined with the 
measurement in the muon spectrometer to get the best precision. 
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Figure 5: Cross-section of LHC dipole 

 

 

Figure 6: Longitudinal and transverse views of a detector 
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4 Discoveries in LHC 

By the early 20th century there was a nagging problem in the physics 

community in the world: How to explain the radioactivity? Over the six 

decades LHC is working to understand the fabric of nature. Some famous 

discoveries are here that have changed the trajectory of Physics. 

4.1 Higgs Boson 

Higgs boson and its discovery 

Like every field, the Higgs field is also associated with a particle, that is 

known as Higgs Boson. Higgs boson is the visible manifestation of the field, 

as a wave of the ocean. 

On 4 July 2012, the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s Large Hadron 

Collider announced they had each observed a new particle in the mass region 
around 125 GeV. 

In our world, we assume that every particle has mass. But in the Electroweak 

Theory, the theory which combines the Electromagnetic and Weak forces 

says that the force carriers should not have masses. We know that W and Z 

bosons have masses though photon does not have any mass. In 1964 Higgs, 

Englert and Brout independently proposed a solution. 

Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Electroweak interaction is the unified description of two of the four 

fundamental forces of nature: electromagnetism and weak interaction. 

Above the unification energy (246 GeV) these merge into a single 

electroweak force. After Big Bang when the universe was just born, the 

energy scale was around 1019 GeV (Planck scale); electromagnetic and weak 

force were merged into a single electroweak force. 

What is Electroweak Symmetry? 

Technically, electromagnetism is unified with the weak interactions with an 

SU(2) × U(1) gauge group. This theory describes the formal operations that 

can be applied to the electroweak gauge fields without changing the 

dynamics of the system. These fields are the weak isospin fields W1, W2, and 

W3, and the weak hypercharge field B. This total invariance is known as 

electroweak symmetry. The generators of SU(2) × U(1) group are weak 

isospin (T) and weak hypercharge (Y) respectively. These give rise to gauge 

bosons which mediate the electroweak interactions. Before the Spontaneous 
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symmetry breaking, the gauge bosons are massless. Through the Higgs 

mechanism, this symmetry is spontaneously broken. 

Spontaneous Symmetry breaking 

 

Figure 7: The typical Mexican hat Higgs potential. The minimum of the potential is 

represented by continuum values, hence there is a continuous infinity of degenerate 

vacuum states 

The Higgs field acquires a vacuum expectation value (usually referred to as 

VEV). This puts a degeneracy in the ground state since this condition 

identifies the minimum up to a phase. This breaks the global SU(2) ×  U (1) 

symmetry, as the vacuum state is no longer invariant under these 

transformations. There is a combination of the SU(2) ×  U(1) that remains 

unbroken though. This is the electromagnetic charge Q. 

So, SU(2) ×  U(1) is broken apart from the subgroup generated by charge, 

that is U(1) ( which corresponds to electromagnetism). 

4.2 Missing Supersymmetry 

The hierarchy problem is the question that asks why there is a large 

disparity between gravitation and weak force. More technically, the question 

is why is the Higgs boson so much lighter than the Planck mass? Planck mass 

is 1.22 ×  1019 GeV, while Higgs mass is 125 GeV. 

Planck Scale of Energy 

Planck units are a set of units for measurements defined with the help of 5 

fundamental constants in such a way that they take on the numerical value 

of 1 when expressed in terms of these units. Planck energy is defined as Ep 
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= √
ℏ𝑐

𝐺
 where ℏ , c and G are reduced Planck’s constant, speed of light in 

vacuum and gravitational constant respectively. 

Supersymmetry 

This is a popular theoretical solution to solve the hierarchy problem. The 

extra particles predicted by Supersymmetry would cancel out the 

contributions to the Higgs mass from their Standard-Model partners, making 

a light Higgs boson possible. The new particles would interact through the 

same forces as Standard-Model particles, but they would have different 

masses. If Supersymmetric particles were included in the Standard Model, 

the interactions of its three forces – electromagnetism and the strong and 

weak nuclear forces – could have the exact same strength at very high 

energies, as in the early universe. But unfortunately, there is no evidence for 

Supersymmetry so far in LHC experiments. 

As Confucius said, “It’s very difficult to find a black cat in a dark room, 

especially if there is no black cat.” 

4.3 Beyond the Standard Model? 

After the discovery of the W and Z bosons in 1983, that of the top in 1994, 

the last piece of the Standard Model, the Higgs boson, has been discovered 

and the Standard model is now complete and over-constrained. A global fit 

of the electroweak observables including the Higgs predicts a W mass of 

80.358 ± 0.008 GeV. The predicted W mass can be compared to the world 

average measurement (80.379 ± 0.012 GeV; figure 8) as shown in fig 9. 

Searching for signs of new physics from an inconsistency between the 

predicted and measured W masses requires a reduction of the theoretical 

uncertainty but even more of the experimental uncertainty. Several 

theoretical and experimental arguments sustain the existence of new 

physics beyond the Standard Model. 
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Figure 8: W mass measurement 

by different experiments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Global fit 
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5 Conclusion 

CERN is providing a unique range of particle accelerator facilities that 

enable research at the forefront of human knowledge since its beginning. It 

is performing world-class research in fundamental physics as well as 

uniting people from all over the world to push the frontiers of science and 
technology, for the benefit of mankind. 
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Scissoring the DNA 
 

~ Shibendu Goswami, Dept. of Microbiology 

J. K. College, Purulia 

 

The scientists who pioneered the revolutionary CRISPR-Cas9 gene-editing 

technology, the biggest game-changer in biology in recent years, will win the 

Nobel Prize was never in doubt; it was only a question of when and who 

would get recognised for the work done to develop the tool. The Prize 

awarded to Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer A. Doudna, just eight years 

after they developed the tool, has finally ended the speculation of who would 

win it. But most importantly, this year’s prize for Chemistry has created 

history by honouring an all-women team. It all started when Dr. Charpentier 

discovered an RNA molecule that is part of a bacteria’s immune system – 

CRISPR-Cas – wherein clustered repeated sequences produced by the 

bacteria can remember and destroy viruses by cleaving their DNA. Teaming 

with Dr. Doudna, she recreated the bacteria’s genetic scissors in a test tube 

and simplified the tool to make it easier to programme the system to 

precisely cut specific sites of interest in any DNA, including humans. 

While the tool is most often used to make a cut in the DNA, newer approaches 

are being attempted to add or make minor changes to the DNA. All these 

approaches may at some time in the future make is easy to ‘rewrite the code 

of life’. 

Last year, a Chinese researcher used the tool to modify a particular gene in 

the embryo to make babies immune to HIV infection, which led to 

international uproar. Though no guidelines have been drawn up so far, there 

is a general consensus in the scientific and ethics communities that the gene-

editing techniques should not be used clinically on embryos. 

Unlike in the case of humans, the tool is being extensively used in agriculture. 

It is being tried out in agriculture primarily to increase plant yield, quality, 

disease resistance, herbicide resistance and domestication of wild species. 

The huge potential to edit genes using this tool has been used to create a 

large number of crop varieties with improved agronomic performance; it has 

also brought in sweeping changes to breeding technologies. The gene-

editing tool has indeed taken ‘life sciences into a new epoch’. 
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Uses of Recombinant DNA Technology 

 

~ Antara Chatterjee, 5th semester, Dept. of Botany, 

J. K. College 

 

Introduction: 

Do you know what is DNA fingerprinting and how can it be used? How are 

the techniques used to clone, amplify, and manipulate DNA applied 

commercially in the biotechnology industry? How a murder case is solved by 

recombinant DNA technology? How can plants be engineered genetically?  

Here we discussed about that. Recombinant DNA technology has become so 

prevalent in our society that on any given day it is likely that you will hear or 

read a news article about a new application. Commonly, stories are about the 

use of recombinant DNA in the fields of medicine and agriculture, however, 

biotechnology has also revolutionized such fields as anthropology, forensics, 

conservation and industry.  

The field of molecular genetics changed radically in the 1970s when 

procedures were developed that enable researchers to construct 

recombinant DNA molecules and cloned to those molecules. Cloning 

generates large amount of pure DNA, which can then be manipulated in 

various ways, including mapping, sequencing, mutating, and transforming 

cells. Using recombinant DNA technology to manipulate genes for genetic 

analysis or to develop products or other applications is called genetic 

engineering.  

Types of vectors using in recombinant DNA technology: 

The cloning vectors are used mostly to clone DNA in E. coli. Various types of 

vectors are used in recombinant DNA technology to produce various 

proteins, transforming various organisms, disease diagnosis, sex 

determination of embryos, forensics etc. 

Shuttle vectors have been engineered for the transformation of variety of 

organisms, including other types of fungal cells, mammalian cells in culture 

and plant cells.  
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Expression vectors:  The production of pharmaceutically active proteins by 

the biotechnology industry is done using expression vectors and an 

appropriate host. 

PCR vectors: PCR is a much more sensitive and quicker technique than 

cloning. Starting with just one molecule, PCR can produce millions of copies 

of a DNA segment in just a few hours. In most cases, investigators use PCR to 

amplify much smaller fragments, if possible.  

In forensics applications, for example, it is crucial that DNA used for evidence 

has no chance of being contaminated by DNA from the investigators or 

researchers handling the DNA.  

There are many applications for PCR, including, amplifying DNA for cloning, 

amplifying DNA for subcloning, amplifying DNA from genomic DNA 

preparation for sequencing without cloning, mapping DNA segments, 

disease diagnosis, sex determination of embryos, forensics, and studies of 

molecular evolution. In disease diagnosis, for example, PCR can be used to 

detect bacterial pathogens or viral pathogens such as HIV and hepatitis B 

virus.  PCR can also be used in genetic disease diagnosis.  

In forensics, PCR can be used to amplify trace amount of DNA in samples 

such as hair, blood or semen collected from a crime scene. The amplified 

DNA can be analysed and compare with DNA from a victim and a suspect, 

and the results can be used to implicate or exonerate suspects in the crime. 

This analysis is called DNA typing, DNA fingerprinting or DNA profiling.  

PCR is used for some experiments in which the starting material is RNA. The 

two examples described are reverse - transcription-PCR and real time PCR.  

❖ The RT-PCR technique, like regular PCR, is a very sensitive 

technique. It is used either for testing for the presence of a 

particular RNA, or for roughly quantifying the amount of an 

RNA. For example, some viruses have RNA genomes and 

theoretically RT-PCR could be used to detect whether an 

individual has been infected by the virus. Such tests have been 

developed for HIV, measles virus, and mumps virus.  

❖ Real-time PCR is used extensively to quantify m-RNA levels for 

many genes in a wide range of cells and tissues in many 
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organisms. It is used diagnostically to detect HIV and hepatitis C 

virus.  

 

Molecular analysis of cloned DNA:   

Cloned DNA sequences are resources for experiments designed to answer 

many kinds of biological questions. As part of analysis of genes, following 

two methods are helpful: -  

❖ Southern blotting: The whole process of separating DNA 

fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis, transferring the 

fragments onto a filter, and hybridizing them with a labelled 

complementary probe is called southern blotting.  

The name ‘Southern’ is analysed from a person, name Edward 

Southern, who is the inventor of southern blot analysis. 

Southern blotting method is used for studying SNPs (detection 

of ‘Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms’) that affect restrictions 

sites and is more typically used to study VNTRs (Variable 

Number Tandem Repeats). 

❖ Northern blotting: A technique that is very similar to southern 

blot analysis called northern blotting; is for the study of RNA 

rather than DNA. 

The name is not derived from a person but indicates that the 

technique is related to the southern blotting method. The 

northern blotting technique was developed in 1977 by James 

Alwine. 

Northern blotting techniques can also be used to investigate 

whether an m-RNA is present in a cell type or tissue and how 

much of it is present. This type of experiment is useful for 

determining levels of gene activity, such as during development, 

in different cell types of an organism, in cancer cells vs 

noncancerous cells, or in cells before and after they are subjected 

to various physiological stimuli.  
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Application of molecular techniques: 

❖ Site specific mutagenesis of DNA:  One application of site-

specific mutagenesis is the creation of mutant mice. Since we 

cannot perform mutational studies with humans, researchers 

often attempt to mimic human mutation in mice. Such mouse 

models of human mutations are valuable for furthering our 

understanding of the gene involved and, in the case of disease 

genes, may move us towards diagnosis and cure. 

How could we study the function of a human gene in a mouse?   

Let us assume that we have cloned a human gene, and want to study the 

function of a similar gene in mice. We can easily clone or locate the 

sequenced genomes the equivalent mouse gene because the two genes likely 

have a high degree of similarly. We can characterize the phenotypic defects 

apparent in these knock out mouse, or, if we wish to study the human 

homologous of the gene in model organism, we can replace the mouse gene 

with a transgenic copy of the human gene. This process is called 

humanization, and is done either by modifying the mouse gene or by first 

knocking out the mouse gene and then adding a transgene expressing the 

human gene. 

These transgenic mice can be used for instance to test how the human 

protein would react to a candidate drug, without the concerns that would 

normally be associated with exposing people to a drug that might harm 

them.  

❖ Analysis of protein-protein interactions: One example of the 

use of the two-hybrid system involves studies of interactions 

between human proteins called peroxins which encoded by PEX 

genes; that are required for peroxins biogenesis. The two-hybrid 

system has shown that the PEX1 and PEX6 proteins interact in 

normal individuals, but disruption of that interaction is the most 

common cause of a variety of neurological disorders, such as 

Zellweger syndrome (OMIM 214100). Individuals with Zellweger 

syndrome have lost many peroxisome enzyme functions, they 

have severe neurological, liver, and renal abnormalities and 

mental retardation, and they die in early infancy.  
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DNA typing or DNA fingerprinting: 

No two human individuals have exactly the same genome, base pair (not 

even identical twins) and this has led to the development of DNA typing 

techniques for use in forensics science, in paternity and maternity, and 

elsewhere.  

❖ DNA typing in paternity case: Let us consider an example of 

using DNA typing in a paternity case. In this fictional scenario, a 

mother of a new baby has accused a particular man of being the 

father of her child, and the man denies it.  The court will decide 

the case based on evidence from DNA typing. The DNA typing 

proceeds as follows: - 

DNA samples are obtained from all three individuals involved.  In 

a paternity case, the usual source of DNA is from a blood sample 

or a cheek swab.  The DNA is cut with the restriction enzyme for 

the marker to be analysed, and the resulting fragments are 

separated by electrophoresis, transferred to a membrane filter 

by southern blotting and probed with a labelled monolocus STR 

or VNTR probe. After autoradiography or chemiluminescent 

detection, the DNA binding pattern—the DNA fingerprints; is 

then analysed to compare the samples.  

 

❖ Crime scene investigation: DNA forensics: In crime 

investigations these days it is routine to seek out and analyse 

DNA samples as a means of building a case against, or of 

exonerating, a suspect.  If DNA samples match, probability 

calculations are made. Of course, in court cases, DNA evidence is 

only one type of evidence that is considered. The examples 

include cases in which the DNA evidence helped establish the 

guilt of a suspect, and cases in which it proved a suspected, or 

already convicted, individuals to be innocent.  
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The Narborough Murders: The First Murder Exoneration and 

Conviction Due to DNA Evidence: 

 In 1983 and 1986, two school girls were murdered in a small town of 

Narborough, Leicestershire, England. Both girls had been sexually assaulted, 

and semen samples recovered from bodies indicated the murderer or 

murderers had the same blood type. The prime suspect in the second murder 

had that blood type and eventually confessed to the killing but denied 

involvement in the first murder.  The police were convinced that he had done 

both murders and so they contacted Alec Jeffreys at nearby Leicester 

university to perform DNA typing on samples they had taken. Using southern 

blot analysis with multilocus VNTR probes Dr. Jeffreys showed that the DNA 

semen samples from both murders did not match the police suspect. He 

released the first person in the world to be exonerated of murder through 

the use of DNA typing. The police arrested Pitchfork, his DNA profile 

matched the semen samples profile and in 1988 he was convicted of 

murders. 

Other applications of DNA typing:    

• population genetics studies to establish variability in 

populations. 

• Proving pedigree status in certain breeds of horses for breed 

registration. 

• Conservation biology studies of endangered species to 

determine genetic variability.  

 

Gene Therapy:  

Is it possible to modify the genome to treat genetic disease? Theoretically, 

two types of gene therapy are possible: 

One; Somatic cell therapy, in which somatic cells are modified genetically 

to prevent a genetic defect in the individual receiving the therapy; and Germ 

line cell therapy, in which germ line cells are modified to correct a genetic 

defect. Gene therapy is the curing of a genetic disorder by introducing into 

the individual a normal gene to replace or overcome the effects of a mutant 

gene. For ethical reasons, only somatic gene is being developed for humans. 
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There are few examples of successful somatic gene therapy in humans, but 

there is great hope for treating many genetic diseases in this way in future.  

With time, many other genetic diseases are expected to be treatable with 

somatic gene therapy, including thalassemia, phenylketonuria, cancer. For 

example, after successful experiments with rats, human clinical trials are 

under way for transferring the normal CF gene to patients with cystic 

fibrosis.  

  

Biotechnology: Commercial Products: 

• Tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), used to prevent or dissolve 

blood clots, therefore preventing strokes, heart attacks, or 

pulmonary embolism.  

• Human growth hormone, used to treat pituitary dwarfism.  

• Tissue growth factor - beta, which promotes new blood vessel 

and epidermal growth and thus is potentially useful for wound 

and burn healing.  

• Human blood clotting factor VIII, used to treat haemophilia.  

• DNase, used to treat cystic fibrosis.  

• Recombinant vaccines, used to prevent human and animal viral 

diseases.  

• Human insulin, used to treat insulin dependent diabetes.  

• Genetically engineered bacteria that can accelerate the 

degradation of oil pollutants or certain chemicals in toxic 

wastes.  

• Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), used to treat chronic 

skin ulcers in patients with diabetes.  

Genetic engineering of plants: 

For many centuries the traditional genetic engineering of plants involved 

selective breeding experiments in which plants with desirable traits were 

selectively allowed to produce offspring. As a result human have produced 

hardy varieties of plants (for example; corn, wheat) and increased yields, all 

using long established plant breeding techniques. Now, vectors developed 

by recombinant DNA technology are available for transforming cells of crop 
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plants; this has made possible the genetic engineering of plants for 

agricultural use.  

Application for Plant Genetic Engineering: 

Transgenic plants that are tolerant to the broad-spectrum herbicide 

Roundup TM to illustrate the types of approaches that are possible. Roundup 

contains the active ingredient glyphosate, which kills plants by inhibiting 

EPSPS, a chloroplast enzyme required for the biosynthesis of essential 

aromatic amino acids.  Roundup is used widely to kill weeds because it is 

active in low doses and is degraded rapidly in the environmental by 

microbes in the soil. If a crop plant is resistant to Roundup, a field can be 

sprayed with the herbicide to kill weeds without affecting the crop plant. 

A transgenic, Roundup TM tolerant tobacco plant is made by introducing a 

modified form of the bacterial gene for the enzymes EPSPS that is resistant 

to the herbicide. The gene encoding the bacterial EPSPS was spliced to a 

petunia sequence encoding a transit peptide for directing polypeptides into 

the chloroplasts, and the modified gene was inserted into a T-DNA vector 

and introduced into tobacco by Agrobacterium based transformation. Both 

the native and the modified bacterial EPSPS are transported into the 

chloroplast. When plants are sprayed with Roundup, wild plants die because 

only the native chloroplast EPSPS is present, and it is sensitive to the 

herbicide, but the transgenic plants live because they contain the bacterial 

EPSPS that is resistant to the herbicide.  

• Transgenic plants may also be useful for delivering vaccines.  

• Transgenic plants that express antigens for infection or diseases 

of interest are made so that when the plant is eaten, the 

individual potentially will develop antibodies.  

• The hepatitis B virus surface antigen, the toxin B subunit of 

enterotoxigenic E. coli, or the capsid protein of the Norwalk 

virus. Further research is needed to obtain high levels of antigen 

production in the plants so that sufficient antigen is available 

after eating to mount a protective immune response.  

In the past few years, more and more genetically modified crop plants have 

been brought to market. In addition to increase insect resistance, many of 

these crop plants express a protein called Bt, i.e. Bacillus thuringiensis. When 
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a susceptible insect ingests Bt protein, the Bt protein kills or injures the 

insect.  

In theory, these modified crop plants could allow farmers to decrease their 

reliance on pesticides, without decreasing yield. Other genetically modified 

crop plants have other genetically modified crop plants have been altered to 

increase the production of amino acids or vitamins, with the goal of making 

the crop more nutritious, such as Golden rice. 

Conclusion: - 

Recombinant DNA technology has become so prevalent in our society that 

on any given day it is likely that you will hear or read a news article about a 

new application. Such as Genetic engineering of plants, DNA fingerprinting 

by which paternity case or a murder case can solve or some historical 

controversies and mystery have been resolved. By recombinant DNA 

technology various types of genetic diseases are diagnosed, such as, 

haemophilia, sickle cell anaemia, new-born screening, prenatal diagnosis 

and carrier detection etc.  
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Time Travel: Fact or Fiction 
 

~ Nandini Dutta, 5th semester, Dept. of Chemistry 

 J. K. College, Purulia 

Time travel: moving between different points of time, has been a popular 

topic for science fiction for decades. Franchises ranging from ‘Doctor Who’ 

to ‘Back to the Future’ have seen humans get in a vehicle of some sort and 

arrive in the past or future. Each come with their own time travel theories. 

But is it really that simple? 
The reality, is, however more muddled. Not all scientists believe in the 

possibility of time travel and the topic is highly debateable because this 
attempt would be very fatal to any human who chooses to undertake it. 

WHAT IS TIME? 

Before we jump into the possibility of time travel, let’s first discover Time. 

While most people think time as a constant, physicist Albert Einstein showed 

that time is an illusion; it is relative and it can vary for different observers 

depending upon your speed through space.  To Einstein, time is the fourth 

dimension, often described as a three-dimension arena which provides a 

traveler with coordinates - such as length, width and height and location.  

Physicist John L. Friedman of the University of Wisconsin has also given this 

subject a great deal of consideration: 

“Special relativity implies that people or clocks at rest or not accelerating age 

more quickly than partners travelling on round-trips in which one changes 

direction to return to one’s partner. In the world’s particle accelerators, this 

prediction is tasted daily: Particles traveling in circles at nearly the speed of 

light decay more slowly than those at rest, and the decay time agrees with 

theory to the high precision of the measurements.” 

So, Einstein’s theory of special relativity says that time slows down or 

speeds up depending upon how fast you move relative to something else. 

The answer is given in the following limerick: 

There was a young lady of wight 

Who travelled much faster than light 
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She departed one day 

In a relative way 

And arrived on the previous night. 

Also, under Einstein’s theory of general relativity, gravity can bend time. 

Picture a four-dimensional fabric called Space-time. When anything that has 

mass sits on that piece of fabric, it causes objects to move on a curved path 

and that curvature of space is what we know as Gravity.  

Both the general or special relativity theories have been proven with GPS 

satellite technology that has very accurate timepieces on board. The effects, 

as well as, the satellites’ increased speed above the earth relative to 

observers on the ground, make the unadjusted clocks gain 38 microseconds 

a day. In a sense, this effect, called time dilation, means astronauts are time 

travelers, as they return to Earth very, very slightly younger than their 

identical twins that remain on the planet. 

BUT APART FROM ALL THE DEBATE, ARE THERE WAYS WE CAN 

ACTUALLY TRAVEL THROUGH TIME? 

Well there are some theories. For now, let’s travel through the theories. 

Through the wormhole:

General relativity also provides scenarios that could allow travelers to back 

in time, according to NASA. The equations, however, might be difficult to 

physically achieve.  

One possibility could be 

to go faster than light, 

which travels at 

186,282 miles per 

second in a vacuum. 

Einstein’s equations 

show that an object at 

the speed of light would 

have both infinite mass 

and a length of 0. 

Though this appears to 

be impossible, some 
scientists have extended his equations to be proven logical and right. 
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One of the leading researchers in this area is William A. Hiscock, a professor 

of physics at Montana State University. He stated:  

“How could one build a time machine? The simplest way currently being 

discussed is to take a wormhole and give one mouth of the wormhole a 

substantial velocity with respect to the other. Passage through the wormhole 

would then allow travel to the past.” 

Easily said – but where does one obtain a wormhole? Although the 

theoretical properties of wormholes have been extensively studied over the 

past decade, little is known about how to form a macroscopic wormhole, 
large enough for a human or a spaceship to pass through.” 

So, though Einstein’s equations provide for them, they would collapse very 

quickly and would be suitable only for very small particles. Even if we had a 

wormhole, would nature allow us to convert it into a time machine? Stephen 

Hawking has formulated a “Chronology Protection Conjecture”, which states 

that nature prevents the creation of a time machine. However, this is just a 
conjecture, not proven yet. 

Through black hole: 

Another possibility would be to move a ship rapidly around a black hole or 

to artificially create that condition with a huge, rotating structure. 

Stephen Hawking wrote in the Daily Mail in 2010, “Around and around they 

would go, experiencing just half the time of everyone far away from the black 
hole. The ship and its crew would be travelling through time.” 

Cosmic strings: 

Cosmic strings - narrow tubes of energy across the entire length of the ever-

expanding universe. Cosmic strings are either infinite or they are in loops, 

with no ends. The approach of two such strings parallel to each other would 

bend space-time so vigorously and in such a particular configuration that 

might make time travel possible in theory. 

BUT SUPPOSE WE TRAVEL THROUGH TIME, WHAT KIND OF 

CONSEQUENCES WE HAVE TO FACE?  

Besides all the debates in the physical theories around this topic, time travel 

may also cone with some unique situations. A classic example is the 
‘grandfather paradox’. 

“But every decision for something is a decision against something else.” 
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                                                     (Dark - Netflix; season 1)  

In this situation, a traveler goes back and kills his parents or his grandfather 
- the major plot line in the ‘Terminator’ movies - or otherwise interferes in 

their relationship - think ‘Back 

to the Future’ - so that he is 

never born or his life is forever 

altered. If that were to happen, 

some physicists say, you would 

be not born in one parallel 

universe but still be born in 

another. Others say photons 

prefer self-consistency in 

timelines, which will interfere 

with your suicidal plan. 

But some scientists completely 

disagree with any theories 

whatsoever. The faster-than-light one in particular drew derision from 

American Museum of Natural History astrophysicist Charles Lu. That 

“simply, mathematically, doesn’t work.”  

“Moreover, humans may not be able to withstand time travel at all. 

Travelling nearly the speed of light would only take a centrifuge, but that 

would be lethal. The forces might rip a person apart.”, said Jeff Tollaksen, a 

professor of physics at Chapman University, in 2012. 

SO, IS TIME TRAVEL POSSIBLE? 

“We trust that time is linear, that it proceeds eternally, uniformly, into 

infinity. But the distinction between past, present and future is nothing but an 

illusion. Yesterday, today, tomorrow are not consecutive, they are connected 

in a never-ending circle. Everything is connected.” (Dark- Netflix, Season 1) 

While the possibility of time travel is a highly debatable topic with numerous 

theories, predictions, contradictions, it is still in ‘Dark’ with the field 

constantly changing. 

But seriously, time travel is more than just a mere fantasy, as noted by Gary 

T. Horowitz, a professor of physics at the University of California at Santa 

Barbara: 
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“Perhaps surprisingly, this turns out to be a subtle question. It is not obviously 

ruled out by our current laws of nature. Recent investigations into this question 

have provided some evidence that the answer is no, but it has not yet been 

proven to be impossible.” 

So, what do you think? Will time travel ever be proven to be possible? Will 

humans ever be able to travel through time? Or has time travel already been 

discovered but is not informed to us because of its dangerous consequences?  

Who could be chosen as a traveler? Maybe it’s you.  

There are so many questions and so much mystery around it, right? 

Well, keep finding out. And have a good “Time”. 
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িৃষ্ণগহ্বক্রর  াো 
 

∼ মসৌরভ রাগজায়া়ে, ৫ম কসগমস্টার, পদাথ শশবদযা শবভা ,  

কজ ক   গলজ 

 

প্রায় ৪০০ বছর আগ  শবজ্ঞািী  যাশলশলও কটশলগকাগপর মাধযগম মহা ার্ পয শগবক্ষণ  গর এ  

িতুি যুগ র সূিিা  গরশছগলি। তারপর কথগ ই মহা ার্ সম্পগ শ কবর্ অি শত হগলও তার 

অশত সামািয রহসয ই শবজ্ঞািীরা উদ াটি  রগত সক্ষম হগয়গছি। মহা াগর্র সবগিগয় 

ক ৌতুহল জা াগিা জজশিগসর মগধয ব্ল্যা গহাল  বা  ৃষ্ণ হ্বর হল অিযতম, সমািভাগব 

রহসযময় ও বলা যায়। 

ব্ল্যা গহাল হল মহা াগর্র এমি এ টট অঞ্চল কযখাগি মহা ে শ বল অতযন্ত প্রবল।আমরা সবাই 

জাশি মহাশবগশ্বর সবগিগয় দ্রতুতম সত্ত্বা হল আগলা, কসই আগলা পয শন্ত ব্ল্যা গহাগলর বল শছন্ন 

 রগত পাগর িা। ব্ল্যা গহালমি আমরা মচাক্খ্ কদখগত পাই িা, ব্ল্যা গহাগলর িাগম যা কদখা কযগত 

পাগর তা হল এর িাশরশদগ র সীমািা। 

ব্ল্যা গহাগলর সীমািাগ  বলা হয় Event Horizon বা  টিা শদ ন্ত। ক াগিা বস্তু এর সীমািা 

অশতক্রম  রার সাগথ সাগথই ব্ল্যা গহাগলর অতল হ্বগর হাশরগয় যায়।  টিা শদ গন্তর মধযবতী 

স্থাি কথগ  ক াি আগলা শেগর আসগত পাগর িা । 

শবংর্ র্ত  পয শন্ত ব্ল্যা গহাগলর অজস্তত্ব সম্পগ শ মািুগের কতমি ক াি ধারণা শছল িা। ১৯১৭ 

সাগল  জাম শাি পদাথ শশবদ  াল শ কর্ায়াজশশর্ল্ড আইিস্টাইগির সাধারণ আগপশক্ষ র্াবাদ মাধযগম 

আশবষ্কার  গরি কয ক াগিা ভর ব্ল্যা গহাগল পশরর্ত হগত পাগর যশদ তাগ  যগথষ্ট সং ুশিত  রা 

যায়। এই তগত্ত্বর মাধযগম ব্ল্যা গহাগলর ধারর্া মািুগের সামগি আগস, দী শশদি এই ধারর্া শুধু 

তগত্ত্বর পয শাগয়ই শছল। ১৯৭১ সাগল এই তগত্ত্বর বাস্তব উদাহরণ আমাগদর সামগি হাজজর হয়।  

মহাশবগশ্ব এত শবপুল পশরমাণ ব্ল্যা গহাল  ছশ়েগয় রগয়গছ তা আমাগদর ধারণারও বাইগর। 

শবজ্ঞািীরা কমাট ৪ ধরগির ব্ল্যা গহাগলর ধারণা প্রদাি  গরগছি,  

১. োলা, (Steller) 

২. ইন্টা,েমডিে়ে  (Intermediate) 

৩. সুপা,মযাডসা (Supermassive) 

৪. ডমডনে়েচা, (miniature) 

এরমগধয কস্টলার এবং সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্া গহাগলর ই ধারণা কবর্ী প্রিশলত। 
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কস্টলার ব্ল্যা গহাল : Hypernova explosion (Steller) বা Gama Ray Burst  যখি ক াি 

অশতবৃহৎ িক্ষগত্রর মহা েীয় পতি  গট, তখি এরূপ ব্ল্যা গহাল  সৃটষ্ট হয়। এরা সাধারণত সূগয শর 

কথগ  ১০ কথগ  ২০ গুি কবশর্ বগ়ো হগত পাগর। 

শবশ্ব রহ্মাগণ্ড এরূপ বহু  ৃষ্ণ হ্বর শবশক্ষপ্তভাগব ছশ়েগয় রগয়গছ। শুধুমাত্র আ ার্  ঙ্গা 

ছায়াপগথ ১০ লগক্ষরও কবর্ী কস্টলার ব্ল্যা গহাল  রগয়গছ। 

সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্যা গহাল : এই 

ব্ল্যা গহাগলর িাম কথগ ই প্রাথশম  

ধারণা পাওয়া যায়। এরা আ াগর 

অশত বৃহৎ, শবজ্ঞািীগদর ধারণা 

অিুযায়ী এ  এ টা সুপারমযাশসভ 

ব্ল্যা গহাল সূগয শর তুলিায়  গয়  

শমশলয়ি গুি ব়ে হগত পাগর। 

আ ার্ ঙ্গা ছায়াপগথও 

সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্যা গহাগলর অজস্তত্ব 

আগছ। আ ার্ ঙ্গা ছায়াপগথর 

ক গে থা া সুপার মযাশসভ 

ব্ল্যা গহাগলর িাম Sagittarius A।

ধারণা  রা হয় এই ব্ল্যা গহাগলর ভর 

সূগয শর ভগরর তুলিায় ৪০ লক্ষ গুি ব়ে এবং এর বযাস পৃশথবী কথগ  সূগয শর দরূগত্বর প্রায় সমাি।  

ব্ল্যা গহাগলর সবগিগয় আশ্চয শজি  শবেয় হল এগুশল সমূ্পণ শ অদৃর্য। এখিও পয শন্ত যতসব ছশব 

কদখাগিা হগয়গছ তা সব শবজ্ঞািীগদর  ল্পিায় ও শর্ল্পীগদর শবগর্ে দক্ষতায় ততরী  রা। শবর্াল ায় 

এই মহাজা শত  বস্তু  কিাগখ িা কদখা ক গলও এর অজস্তত্ব অস্বী ার  রার ক াগিা  ারণ কিই। 

 ারণ ব্ল্যা গহাগলর পাশ্ব শবতী শবশভন্ন মহাজা শত  বস্তু কথগ  এগদর অজস্তগত্বর সুস্পষ্ট প্রমাণ 

পাওয়া যায়।  ৃষ্ণ হ্বগরর প্রশতগবর্ী মহাজা শত  বস্তুর উপর তাগদর প্রভাব পয শগবক্ষগণর 

মাধযগম শবজ্ঞািীরা ব্ল্যা গহাল  সম্পগ শ উপাত্ত সংিহ  গরি। তারমগধযই এ টট হল Accretion 

Disk।  

Accretion Disk হল শবশভন্ন ধরগণর িাক্ষজত্র  ধংসাবগর্ে যা ব্ল্যা গহাগলর িারপাগর্  ুরগত  ুরগত 

এ ধরগির বলয় ততশর  গর।  

সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্যা গহাগলর আগর টট র্িাক্ত ারী বস্তু হল Quasar । এগ  ‘আপাতিক্ষত্র’ও বলা 

হয়। এই কজযাশতষ্কটট তশ়েৎগিৌম্ব  র্জক্তর এ টট উৎস যার আগলা খুব উচ্চমাত্রার কলাশহত 

অপসারণ প্রদর্ শি  গর, শবজ্ঞািীগদর মগত এই কলাশহত অপসারগণর  ারণ ‘হাবগলর িীশত’ । 

এগদর উজ্জ্বলতা এর মই কয তা  গয়  হাজার আ ার্ ঙ্গা আ ৃশতর ছায়াপগথর শমশলত 

উজ্জ্বলতার কিগয়ও কবশর্। 
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এ গর্া বছগরর কবশর্ সময় ধগর  গবেণা 

 রগলও শবজ্ঞািীগদর  াগছ 

প্র ৃত ক াি ছশব শছল িা। ২০১৯ সাগলর ১০ই 

এশপ্রল মহা ার্  গবেণার এ  অশবস্মরণীয় 

শদি,  ারণ এই শদি প্রথমবাগরর মগতা ক াগিা 

ব্ল্যা গহাগলর ছশব কতালা সম্ভব হয়। এই

সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্যা গহালটট অশতবৃহৎ ছায়াপথ 

Messier 87 ক গে  অবশস্থত। এই 

সুপারমযাশসভ ব্ল্যা গহালটট অতযন্ত সজক্রয়

অথ শাৎ এই ব্ল্যা গহাল  তার Accretion Disk 

কথগ  প্রশতশিয়ত শবশভন্ন মহাজা শত  বস্তু 

িাস  গর শিগচ্ছ। এর Quasar  

প্রায় ৫ হাজার আগলা বগে শর সমাি । এর ভর সূগয শর ভগরর তুলিায় প্রায় ৬.৫ শবশলয়ি গুি 

কবর্ী ও ব্ল্যা গহালটটর অি ার অংর্ প্রায় সমূ্পণ শ কসৌরজ গতর সমাি। প্রায় ২০০ জি 

শবজ্ঞািীর ২০ বছগরর পশরেগমর েল এই ছশব ।  এত কিষ্টার পগরও ব্ল্যা গহাগলর ছশব অস্পষ্ট 

ভাগব কতালার  ারণ অশতবৃহৎ এই ব্ল্যা গহাল  আমাগদর কথগ  বহু দগূর অবশস্থত, প্রায় ৫ ক াটট 

আগলা বে শ দগূর, আর কসই  ারগণই ব্ল্যা গহাগলর প্রথম এই ছশবগত এগ  এত অস্পষ্ট কদখা যায়। 
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Wildlife in India 
 

~ Priti Mahato, 3rd semester, Dept. of Zoology, 

J.K. College 

 

Wildlife is defined under section 2(37) of the ‘Wild life Protection Act’,1972 

to include any animals either aquatic or terrestrial and vegetation that forms 

a part of any habitat. According to ‘Indian Board for Wildlife’ (IBW), “Wildlife 

is the whole native and uncultivated fauna and flora of a particular country”. 

India has a rich heritage of wildlife. Indian wildlife has a long history and 

tradition of conservation. The Vedas include hymns in praise of animals, the 

Indian mythology is full of reference to several animal like Gods such as 

monkey-headed human, lion-headed Narasinghavatar, Turtle like 

Koormavtar, Snake-like seshnag etc. Some wild animals are so characteristic 

that they become national symbol of their home countries. India’s national 

animal is Bengal Tiger (Panthera tigris) symbolizes power and national Bird 

is Peacock (Pavo cristatus) symbolizes elegance. Similarly, the different 

states of India have different state animals such as West Bengal’s state 

Panthera tigris Pavo cristatus 

Prionailurus viverrinus Halcyon smyrnensis 
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animal is Fishing cat (Prionailurus viverrinus) and State bird is White-

breasted kingfisher (Halcyon smyrnensis). India has 410 species of mammals, 

1349 species of birds and 518 species of reptiles. Elephant (Elephas 

maximus) is the largest Indian mammals found in the forests of Assam, West 

Bengal, Central India, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamilnadu. Rhinoceros 

(Rhinoceros unicornis) is India’s second largest mammal whose number has 

considerably decreased and is now confined to the forests of Assam and 

West Bengal under strict protection. Wildlife plays an important role in 

balancing the environment. It provides a stability to different processes of 

the nature. Wildlife and nature have been largely associated with humans 

for emotional and social reasons. The importance of wildlife can be 

categorized as ecological, economic and investigatory importance as well as 

conservation of biological diversities. Animals have also been highly useful 

to us in providing food, clothing and source of income. Our life is almost 

impossible without the support of wildlife. It plays a very crucial role in our 
life. It also effects Indian cultural asset, sculpture, literature and religion. 

But day by day, wildlife is declining for some reasons. The main reasons are 

habitat destruction, deforestation, poaching, degradation of ecosystem, 

plastic pollution, man-animal conflict etc., while global warming, acid rain 

and holes in ozone layer also affect the wildlife. Multitudinous species have 

died since time began, out of which many became extinct. Sadly, the rate of 

extinction continued to accelerate over the past few years. A lot of 

endangered species fish, reptiles, insects, birds, mammals are disappearing 

Elephas maximus Rhinoceros unicornis 
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fast. By the year 2030, scientists 

report that 25% of all animals, 

birds, and insects may be extinct. 

Wildlife is one of the treasures of 

India. So, protect this Wildlife is 

our responsibility. The Indian 

government has taken many steps 

to protect this wildlife 

biodiversity. Indian government 

also launched various Wildlife 

Protection project. 

Project Tiger (1973) has not only contributed to the conservation of tigers 

but also of the entire ecosystem. 

Project Elephant (1992) aims at conserving elephants and their habitat and 

of migratory routes by developing scientific and planed management 
measures.  

Similarly, another important Wildlife projects are Crocodile Conservation 
Project (1975) and UNDP Sea Turtle Project (1999) 

There are also other ways to preserve Wildlife. There are two basic 

conservation strategies are In-situ or On-site and Ex-situ or Off-site 

conservation. According to the Conservation on Biological Diversity (CBD, 

1992) In-situ conservation means the conservation of ecosystem and natural 

habitat and maintenance and recovery of viable populations of species in 

their natural surroundings. On the other hand, Ex-situ conservation means 

conservation of components of biological diversity outside their natural 

habitat. In-situ conservation has many ways such as Protected Areas 

(include National Park, Wildlife sanctuaries, Conservation reserves, 

Community reserves and Biosphere reserves), Preservation Plot and Sacred 

groves. The three main Ex-situ conservation methods are Botanical Gardens, 

Zoos and more effective Cryo -preservation along with this the other   

methods are Seed Banks, Field Gene Banks, In vitro storage, Pollen Bank, and 

DNA Banks.                                                                

Nandankanan Zoological Park  
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India has 105 national parks (e.g. - Jim Corbet National Park, Uttarakhand; 

Jaldapara National Park, West 

Bengal), 543 Wildlife Sanctuaries 

(e.g. – Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, 

Kerala; Bharatpur Wildlife 

Sanctuary, Rajasthan), 88 

Conservation Reserves, 163 

Community Reserves, 18 

Biosphere Reserves (e.g. – Nilgiri 

Biosphere Reserve, Tamilnadu, 

Kerala, and Karnatak; Sundarban 

Biosphere Reserve, West Bengal), 

72 Zoos   (Alipore zoo, West Bengal; 

Nandankanan Zoo, Odisha), 122 Botanical Gardens (e.g. – Lalbagh Botanical 

Garden, Bengaluru) and 50 Tiger Reserves (e.g. – Buxa Tiger Reserve). 

Wetland (conservation and management) Rules 2010 have been drafted to 

protect of wetland in India. In order to curb the illegal trade of Wildlife and 

that of endangered species, Wildlife Crime Control Bureau has been 

established.  

Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve 

Buxa Tiger Reserve 

Bharatpur Wildlife Sanctuary 

Sundaraban Biosphere Reserve 
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We can encourage people - young and old to respect this world and all its 

wonderful natural resources. If we are to achieve a great degree of 

conservation in the future, we will achieve it as a result of common sense and 

understanding shown by young people. In all these cases there are two sides 

to the story. If we are going to be good, sensible conservationists, we must 
be ready to understand those opposing viewpoints. 

“If we can teach people about wildlife they will be touched. Share my wildlife 
with me. Because human want to save things that they love” 

- Steve Irwin 
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ইক্েিট্রে ও পদ্ভজট্রে 
∼ োর, পদাথ তকবদযা কবভাগ 

মজ. মি. িক্েজ 

সােটা ক ে ১৯২৮ | কবজ্ঞােী কেরাি ইক্েক্ট্রে-মপ্রাটে সম্পকিতর্ এিটা আক্োচো প্রিা  

িরক্েে | ইক্েক্ট্রক্ের অদ্ভিত্ব আক্ , র্ার মথক্ি মপ্রাটে এর ধারর্া িীভাক্ব আো যাে মস বযাপাক্র 

এিটা আিঁক্জা  িষক্েে | কিন্তু কহক্সক্ব এিটা বস্তু এক্স পড়ে – এ মযে এি পদ্ভজটটভ 

ইক্েক্ট্রে যার ভর ইক্েক্ট্রে-এর মক্র্া, কিন্তু ধোত্মি আধােগ্রি! অবক্ ক্ষ এই কসিাক্ন্ত 

মপৌৌঁ াক্ো মগে ময, এই বস্তুটট স্বেজীবী, এর পরমােু এি মসক্িক্ের মিাটট ভাক্গর এি ভাগ মাত্র 

| এখ্ে কচন্তার কবষে হে, ময এইটুিু মাত্র সমে মবঁক্চ থাক্ি র্াক্ি পরীোগাক্র ধরা যাক্ব কি িক্র 

| র্ক্ব এিটা সুকবধার িথা হে ময এটট প্রচে মবক্গ চক্ে | এর পরমােু স্বে হক্েও, মসই সমেটুিুর 

মক্ধয এটট প্রাে এি গজ পথ অকর্ক্রম িক্র | এরপর িসকমি-রদ্ভি কেক্ে পরীো িরক্র্ িরক্র্ 

১৯৩২ সাক্ের ২রা আগষ্ট কবজ্ঞােী অযাোরসে এিখ্াো িক্টাগ্রাক্ি এিটা মরখ্া মদখ্ক্েে, মযটা 

মদক্খ্ কর্কে অেুমাে িরক্েে ময এটা েরু্ে মিাক্োও এি পদাথ ত | এরপর কবজ্ঞােী ব্ল্যাক্িট ও 

ওকিোকেকে র্াক্দর পরীো িারা প্রমাে িরক্েে ময অযাোরসক্ের মদওো র্থযই সটিি – এই 

মূে পদাক্থ তর োম মদওো হে ‘পদ্ভজট্রে’ | িসকমি-রদ্ভির মক্ধয পদ্ভজট্রক্ের অদ্ভিত্ব খু্কঁ্জ পাওো 

মগে | এখি এই রদ্ভির প্রিৃকর্ সম্বক্ে কি ু জাো যাি | মর্জদ্ভিে পদাথ ত কেক্ে পরীো িরক্র্ 

িরক্র্ মদখ্া মগক্  ময এিটট আকহর্ র্কড়ৎবীেে যক্ে মর্জদ্ভিে পদাক্থ তর কবকিরক্র্ স্বর্ তপত্রদুটট 

মুক্দ আক্স | এর িারর্ বযাখ্া িরক্র্ কগক্ে বো যাে ময, কবকিরর্ আধাে প্রস্তুর্ িক্র এবং স্বর্ তপত্র 

ময আধাক্ে আকহর্  ,  র্ার কবপরীর্ আধাে আিষ তর্ িক্র আক্ে এবং েলস্বরুপ স্বর্ তপক্ত্রর 

আধাে প্র কমর্ হে | আেে যর্ মবক  পকরমাক্র্ উৎপন্ন হক্ব, স্বর্ তপত্রদুটট র্াক্দর আধাে র্র্ দ্ররু্ 

হারাক্র্ থািক্ব | প্রথক্ম মর্জদ্ভিে পদাথ ত মথক্ি 

কেগ তর্ র্ীরর্া এইভাক্বই মাপা হর্ | এরপর মদখ্া 

যাে ময আক্ পাক্  মিাক্ো মর্জদ্ভিে পদাথ ত ো 

থািক্েও র্কড়ৎ-বীেে যক্ের পার্া দুটট ধীক্র 

ধীক্র বে হক্র্ থাক্ি | র্খ্ে ভাবা হে ময মাটটক্র্ 

অে পকরমাক্র্ যা মর্জদ্ভিে পদাথ ত কমক্  আক্ , 

র্ার গামা-রদ্ভি র্কড়ৎ-বীের্ যক্ের চারকদক্ির 

বাে ুআেকের্ িরক্ , িেস্বরূপ স্বর্ তপত্রিে আক্ি 

আক্ি বে হক্ে যাক্ে | ১৯১০ সাক্ে এই বযাপাক্র 

কবজ্ঞােীক্দর মক্ে খ্টিা োগে | মদখ্া মগে ময 

র্কড়ৎ-বীের্ যে মি যর্ উপক্রর কদক্ি কেক্ে 

যাওো হে , স্বর্ তপত্র বে হক্ে যাওোর হার র্র্ 

বাড়ক্র্ থাক্ি | কিন্তু মাটট মথক্ি দরূত্ব বাড়ক্ে মর্া 

এর কবপরীর্ ঘটো ঘটার িথা | র্খ্ে কবজ্ঞােীরা অেয এি িেোর আশ্রে কেক্েে | র্ারঁা মক্ে 

িরক্েে, মহািা  মথক্ি পৃকথবীক্র্ এিটা রদ্ভি আক্স,  বােু এই রদ্ভি কি ু পকরমাক্র্ শুক্ষ মেে | 
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র্ারপর যর্ উপক্র ওিা যাে, রদ্ভির র্ীরর্া র্র্ই বাড়ক্র্ থাক্ি | কিন্তু প্রশ্নটা হে – মহািাক্ র 

মিাক্ো কেকদতষ্ট জােগা মথক্ি কি এটা আসক্ ? অেুসোে িক্র মদখ্া মগে ময এই রদ্ভি সবকদি 

মথক্িই আসক্ , সব্সমে আসক্  | এক্িই িসকমি-রদ্ভি বক্ে | িসকমি-রদ্ভির উপর কবকভন্ন 

ধরক্ের পরীো চেক্র্ োগে | যেটটক্ি শবশভন্ন উচ্চর্াে রাখ্া হে – হ্রক্দর মক্ধয, সমুদ্রর্ক্ে 

র্াক্ি োমাক্ো হে | মদখ্া মগে, আেোেক্ের হার ১৫ কিকম উচ্চর্া পয তন্ত বাড়ক্র্ থাক্ি, র্ারপর 

আেকের্ হওোর হার হ্রাস পাে, ২২ কিকম উচ্চর্াে র্া সবক্থক্ি মবক  হে | জক্ের মক্ধযও এই 

রদ্ভির র্ীরর্ার মহরক্ির মদখ্া যাে, র্ক্ব ১০০০ কমটার গভীরর্ােও এই রদ্ভির র্ীরর্া এক্িবাক্র 

কবেীে হক্ে যাে ো | পদাক্থ তর মধয কদক্ে যাওোর সমে এর র্ীরর্া খু্ব িম পকরমাক্র্ হ্রাস পাে, 

আর ধার্ব পদাক্থ তর মেক্ত্র এই রদ্ভির মভদে েমর্া এক্স-রদ্ভি, গামা-রদ্ভির মথক্িও মবক  | 

এরপর আক্োচো িরা যাি িসকমি-রদ্ভির প্রিৃকর্ কেক্ে | এটা কি গামা -রদ্ভির মক্র্াই র্কড়ৎ-

চুম্বিীে িম্পে? মগাড়াে এর রিমই ধারণা িরা হক্েক ে | কিন্তু ১৯২৮ সাক্ে এিটা েরু্ে ধারর্া 

প্রিাক র্ হে | কবজ্ঞােী মবাক্ট ও মিােহরাষ্টর বক্েে ময িসকমি-রদ্ভি হে ইক্েক্ট্রে-সমটষ্ট, এর 

প্রিৃকর্ মমাক্টও গামা-রদ্ভির মক্র্া েে | টিি মসই সমে এিটা প্রশ্ন কবজ্ঞােী-মহেক্ি োড়া 

কদক্েক ে – পৃকথবী কেক্জই এিটা চুম্বি । এর কিৌম্বিকক্ষত্র অগি টা জায় া জগু়ে ছশ়েগয় 

থা গলও এর কিৌম্ব র্জক্ত খুব কবশর্ িয়| চুম্বিজকের্ কবক্েপ মযমে কেভতর িক্র কিৌম্বি দ্ভক্তর 

উপর মর্মশি কিৌম্বিদদক্ঘ তযর উপক্রও কেভতর িক্র | অর্এব, রদ্ভি যকদ আধােগ্রি হে র্াহক্ে 

কসই আধাি পৃকথবীর কেরেক্রখ্ার রু্েোে মমরুক্র্ মবক  পকরমাক্র্ জক্ড়া হক্ব | পৃকথবীর কবকভন্ন 

অোংকর্ পরীো  গর এই ঘটো মদখ্া মগে | এরপর িুক্ে ও অযাোরসে মব  খ্াকেিটা জােগা 

জকু্ড় প্রচে  দ্ভক্ত ােী কিৌম্বিক্েত্র বর্রী িরক্েে আর র্ার উপক্র বসাক্েে উইেসি মমঘ-

প্রক্িাষ্ঠ (এটট এ টট পাটটশ ল শডগটটর যা আয়শিত শবশ রগণর শদ  শিগদশর্  গর) । এগত রদ্ভির 

গকর্পথ প্রক্িাক্ষ্ঠর শভতগরর শদগ  মবঁক্ি মযক্র্ থািে | র্াহক্ে সবগুক্োর সম্বক্ে ভাক্োভাক্ব 

ো বো মগক্েও এটা মবাঝা মগে ময কি ুগুক্ো ির্া কেদ্ভির্রূক্প ইক্েক্ট্রে | কবজ্ঞােী অযাোরসে 

মদখ্ক্েে ময কি ুগুক্ো ির্া উক্টাকদক্ি মবঁক্ি কগক্েক্  - আর ইক্েক্ট্রে যর্টা মবঁক্িক্ , এই 

ির্াগুক্োও র্তটাই মবঁক্িক্  | র্াহক্ে এগুক্ো কি মিাক্ো েরু্ে ির্া যার ভর ইক্েক্ট্রক্ের সমাে 

কিন্তু ধোত্মি আধােগ্রি! এটাও হক্র্ পাক্র ময এগুক্ো কবপরীর্ কদি মথক্ি আগর্ ইক্েক্ট্রে | এ 

কবষক্ে সটিি ধারর্া পাওোর জেয র্ারঁা ওই প্রগ াগষ্ঠ এিটা সীসার চাদর বকসক্ে র্ার উপর-কেক্চ 

মরখ্ার র্ারর্ময মদখ্ক্র্ োগক্েে | অবক্ ক্ষ কর্কে এই কসিাক্ন্ত মপৌৌঁ াক্েে ময এগুক্ো হে 

‘পদ্ভজট্রে’, যা পুক্রাপুকর ইক্েক্ট্রক্ের মক্র্াই, শুধু আধােটা আোদা | এখ্ে পদ্ভজট্রে কি শুধু 

মহাজাগকর্ি রদ্ভি মথক্িই পাওো যাক্ব? ওটাক্ি কি পরীোগাক্র সৃটষ্ট িরা যাক্ব ো? এইসব 

আক্োচোর আক্গ কি ু িথা বলা িরা যাি | মদখ্া মগক্  ময কেকদতষ্ট মবক্গ যকদ েীে-রদ্ভি, 

অকর্ক্বগুকে রদ্ভি, গামা-রদ্ভি মিাক্ো ধার্ব পদাক্থ তর ওপগর  িম্পেসংখ্যা শিগয় পক্ড় র্াহক্ে 

মসখ্াে মথক্ি ইক্েক্ট্রে কেঃসৃর্ হে | প্রকর্ মসক্িক্ে ময র্রঙ্গ এক্স পড়ক্  র্ার িম্পেসংখ্যার 

উপর কেভতর িরক্ব কেঃসৃর্ ইক্েক্ট্রে এর মবগ ,  তার ঔজ্জ্বক্েযর ওপর েে | ির্গুক্ো ইক্েক্ট্রে 

মবক্রাক্ব মসটা কেভতর িরক্ব ঔজ্জ্বক্েযর উপর | এক্স-রদ্ভি, গামা-রদ্ভির িম্পেসংখ্যা মবক , র্াই 

র্াক্দর জেয ময ইক্েক্ট্রেগুক্ো মবক্রাক্ে র্ার মবগ খু্ব মবক  | আইেোইে এর িারর্ মদখ্াক্েে 

এবং এর জেয কর্কে বর্তমাে িাক্ের পদাথ ত-কবদযার এি যুগান্তিারী কসিাক্ন্তর সাহাযয কেক্েে | 

র্াপ, অকর্ক্বগুকে-রদ্ভি, এক্স-রদ্ভি – সবই র্রক্ঙ্গ চক্েক্  । র্রঙ্গ ধারাবাকহি, র্রক্ঙ্গর এিটা 
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অকবদ্ভেন্নর্া আক্  – এই িথা আক্গ বো হর্ | খু্ব উত্তপ্ত িাক্ো দ্ভজকেস মথক্ি মযসব কবকিরর্ 

মবর হে র্ার িারর্ খু্জঁক্র্ কগক্ে প্ল্যাঙ্ক মদখ্ক্েে ময অক্েিগুক্ো ঘটো আক্  যা র্রঙ্গবাদ কদক্ে 

বযাখ্া িরা যাে ো | র্খ্ে প্ল্যাঙ্ক বেক্েে ময ওই কবকিরর্ কবদ্ভেন্নভাক্ব খ্ক্ে-খ্ক্ে কেগ তর্ হে, 

অথ তাৎ  দ্ভক্ত এি এি ‘পযাক্িট’ (মিাোন্টা)-এ বার হে | কিন্তু সব মথক্ি েরু্ে বযাপার হে এই ময 

–  দ্ভক্তর এিি সব জােগাে টিি মেই । িম্পেসংখ্যা প্রকর্ মসক্িে মযখ্াক্ে িম মসখ্াক্ে 

বাদ্ভেেটা ম াট আর মযখ্াক্ে মবক  মসখ্াক্ে বাদ্ভেেটাও বক্ড়া | োে আক্োর জেয যকদ  দ্ভক্তর 

বাদ্ভেেক্ি ১ ধরা হে, র্াহক্ে মবগুকে আক্োর মেক্ত্র ওটা হক্ব ২, অকর্ক্বগুকে আক্োর মেক্ত্র 

ওটা হক্ব ৮, এক্স-রদ্ভির মেক্ত্র ওটা ৮০০০ এবং গামা-রদ্ভির জেয ওটা আক্রা মবক  | এিটা 

মপ্রাটে আর এিটা ইক্েক্ট্রে হাইক্ড্রাক্জক্েই থািুি বা মসাোক্র্ই থািুি – প্রক্র্যি জােগাক্র্ই 

র্াক্দর ধম ত এিই | সুর্রাং  দ্ভক্তর এিি িম্পেসংখ্যা পকরবর্তক্ের সাক্থ সাক্থ পকরবকর্তর্ হে | 

এই কসিাক্ন্তর োম মদওো হে মিাোন্টামবাদ | আইেোইে এই কসিান্তক্ি সাদক্র গ্রহর্ 

িরক্েে এবং বেক্েে ময শুধু রদ্ভি কেগ তমক্ের সমে েে – রদ্ভি যখ্ে এি জােগা মথক্ি অেয 

জােগাে যাে র্খ্েও মস কবদ্ভেন্নভাক্ব যাে | রদ্ভির ওই এি এিটা পযাক্িক্টর োম মদওো হে 

‘মিাটে’ | বােু ূেয মগােক্ির মক্ধয এিটা ইক্েক্ট্রে এক্স ধাক্কা কদক্ে এক্স-রদ্ভি উৎপন্ন িরে – 

এখ্ে এই ইক্েক্ট্রক্ের সমি  দ্ভক্ত মিাটক্ে চাকের্ হে | আক্োর মবক্গ গকর্ ীে এই মিাটে যখ্ে 

ধার্ব পদাক্থ তর উপর পড়ে র্খ্ে ওটা মথক্ি ইক্েক্ট্রে বার হে | বযাপারটাই পুক্রাপুকর উক্ট মগে 

– মিাটক্ের মৃরু্য হে – ইক্েক্ট্রে এর জন্ম হে – মিাটে র্ার সমি  দ্ভক্ত ইক্েক্ট্রেক্ি কদক্ে কদে | 

এক্স-রদ্ভি আকবষ্কাক্রর পর কবকভন্ন পদাথ ত কি হাক্র এক্স-রদ্ভি ম াষর্ িক্র র্া কেক্ে কবজ্ঞােীরা 

অেুসোে আরম্ভ িরক্েে | এক্েক্ত্র এিটা কেেমও মবক্রাে | র্াহক্ে ওই রদ্ভি কেিয় গামা 

রদ্ভির মেক্ত্রও প্রক্যাজয হক্ব | কিন্তু পরীো িক্র মদখ্া মগে ময মবক   দ্ভক্ত ােী গামা-রদ্ভির 

বাদ্ভিে এই কেেম মািম  ো – বাদ্ভেকলর  দ্ভক্ত যকদ দ  েে ইক্েক্ট্রে-মভাক্টর মবক  হে র্াহক্ে 

আর আক্গর কেেম চক্ে ো | কিন্তু মিে চক্ে ো ? প্রক্িাক্ষ্ঠ সীসার পার্ মরক্খ্ প্রবে  দ্ভক্তসম্পন্ন 

গামা-রদ্ভি কদক্ে আঘার্ িরা হে | যেটট  দ্ভক্ত ােী মচৌম্বিক্েক্ত্র অবকির্ | মদখ্া মগে ময এি 

এি িাক্ে রক্েক্  দুটট িক্র মরখ্া | এিটট সৃটষ্ট হক্েক্  ইক্েক্ট্রকির জেয আর অপরটট হক্েক্  

পদ্ভজট্রে এর জেয | মদখ্া মগে, ময বাদ্ভেক্ের  দ্ভক্ত দ  েে ইক্েক্ট্রে-কভাগের মবক  মসটা কদক্ে 

যকদ পদাথ তক্ি আঘার্ িরা হে র্াহক্ে পদ্ভজট্রে উৎপন্ন হে – সাক্থ সাক্থ ইক্েক্ট্রেও মবকরক্ে আক্স 

| এরা মচৌম্বিক্েক্ত্র অবকির্ মমঘ-প্রক্িাক্ষ্ঠ দুকদক্ি মবঁক্ি যাে | র্াহক্ে বো যাে ময এিকজা়ো 

ইক্েক্ট্রে-মপ্রাটে সৃটষ্ট িরক্র্ োক্গ দ  েে ইক্েক্ট্রে-মভাট | এর্কদে পদ্ভজট্রে ধরা পক্ড়কে র্ার 

িারর্ হে ময এর পরমােু খু্ব এই িম | যখ্েই এিটা পদ্ভজট্রে এিটা ইক্েক্ট্রকির ঘাক্ড় এক্স 

পক্ড়, র্খ্েই ইক্েক্ট্রে-পদ্ভজট্রে মজাড় মহাকবশ্ব মথক্ি েুপ্ত হয় এবং র্ার পকরবক্র্ত উৎপন্ন হে 

এি ‘পযাক্িট’  দ্ভক্ত | পুক্রা মহািা  জকু্ড় সবসমে ইক্েক্ট্রে-পদ্ভজট্রে এর জন্ম-মৃরু্য হক্ে আর 

সব তের্ র্ারা মজাড়াে মজাড়াে সৃটষ্ট হক্ে আর মজাড়াে মজাড়াে ধ্বংস হক্ে | প্রথক্ম মক্ে িরা 

হর্ ময পদাথ ত অকবেশ্বর | এই ধারর্াক্র্ ভােে মদখ্া কদে মর্জদ্ভিে পদাক্থ তর আকবষ্কাক্রর পর | 

মসসমে মক্ে িরা হক্র্া ময ইক্েক্ট্রে অটুট | এখ্ে জাো মগে ময এিটা ইক্েক্ট্রে র্ার জকুড়দার 

এিটা পদ্ভজট্রে এর সাক্থ কমকের্ হক্ে এিগুে রদ্ভি  কড়ক্ে কেক্জক্দর মোপ িকরক্ে কদক্র্ পাক্র 

| কবজ্ঞাক্ের দুই র্ত্ব – পদাক্থ তর কের্যর্া ও  দ্ভক্তর কের্যর্া পৃথিভাক্ব ঘা মখ্ে বক্ট, কিন্তু সমক্বর্ 

ভাক্ব কেক্ে এক্দর প্রকর্ষ্ঠা এিটুও বযাহর্ হে ো | 
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Google – The Controlling Supervisor of 
Our Lives 

 

~ Eshika Mahanty, 3rd semester, Dept. of Chemistry, 

J. K. College 

The truth may appear a bit stupendous, it may strike you like lightning – but 

Google knows each and everything about you. Google knows your address, 

the person you talk to the most, the places you visit often, the types of books 

you read, the types of brands you purchase, the types of sites you browse. 

You must be wondering: “How?!” 

Well, do you remember having filled in all the personal details while signing 

up for google mail or any other application such as YouTube, Google Maps, 

play store, Google Drive, Google Photos, etc. belonging to Google? 

Google has all the personal information about you. Google knows each and 

everything about you. Hence, it controls you without being seen by you. All 

the advertisements that pop up when you are browsing, Google is behind 

them. The sale promotional e-mails you receive; Google is behind them. 

Google always knows your exact presence location. Google knows when you 

do bank transactions. Google knows the phone bill payment schedule. Google 

knows how much traffic you will encounter while travelling to a place. 

So, you see how Google controls an average person’s life! 

Your day begins with a wakeup call from google android phone. After jogging 

or gym, you run to the shower, you hit the google news and check the 

headlines, then Gmail for really important professional or personal emails. 

Your first appointment of the day may have moved to a new location, Google 

maps will direct you there. Your boss wants to discuss your group’s 

contributions on a recent project, lean on Google Groups. You’re not even out 

the door yet but you have had a big beginning. You have the rest of the day 

to search for work critical operation on the web, to say nothing of snatching 

a few moments to read an e-book, check your bank accounts’ status, organize 

your medical records, share some memorable pictures on social media and 

then pick up a movie and a well-known restaurant for the evening to have an 

altruistic  leisure. How convenient and a little creepy perhaps. Google wants 
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to own our every waking minute online – at home, while in transit, at your 

workplace, wherever you happen to be. But for us Google appears to be a 

fanatic. It makes connectivity so easily on desktop, laptop or the handiest 

mobile phone. It has been much easier via a little-known business called 

Google Applications that allows us to instantly share Google calendars, 

spreadsheets, memes, presentations, corporate blogs and much more by 

storing them in Google’s enormous data centres. These office-bundled suit 

services make Google money on subscriptions but they are also of a trojan 

horse to pull more people onto the Internet so that Google can make even 

more money from ads. By exploring what kinds of information people 

organize and share, as well as what they search, Google makes users more 

dependent on it to get through the day. As Apps are tied to a Google computer 

OS (Chrome OS), Google mobile computing (Android) and Google’s 

Application friendly web browser (Chrome). it promises or threatens to 

reshape both the tech landscape and the way we work. Would you let Google 

fully own your digital life, every last bit of it? It might sound obvious that 

Google has changed the world in the last 20 years since it was founded on 

Sept.4, 1998. Google is involved in everything – from the development of 

driverless cars to settling disputes with President Donald Trump. When you 

learn to be literate, you learn that there’s data and information that’s 

organized in a logical way in something called a book. And you learn more 

than just what you read. 

Meanwhile, the technology that spread that information became cheaper 

and easier to get. More and more, the answers weren’t merely out there 

somewhere, but actually accessible nearby. Internet search and Google’s 

improvement of the technology is just another step in that direction. 

The only difference here is frequency and quantity. The content of the 

information we’re searching for (health tips, recipes, news) is a continuation 

of a long trend, too. 

By the time Google comes along, the big news there is, that it’s offering a 

different platform and format for getting the kinds of information that 

people have been looking up for 200 years. 

That said, there is something new in the internet-search era — and it’s 

something that’s changing the whole way we interact with information. 
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Imagine you want to know what year John F. Kennedy was elected President. 

If you had an encyclopaedia, you would look at the entry for JFK and find out 

the answer (1960), but you’d also have to skim past JFK’s birth date and birth 

place, and probably lots more. If you had a smartphone and Google, on the 

other hand, you would specifically look up the year he was elected, and the 

year is right there at the top. The more we use services like Google, the more 

our brains organize the world in an index-based fashion. This also means 

people who make a living providing information are increasingly organizing 

their presentation to catch eyeballs looking for specific details in indexes. 

There is whole new literacy that we need if we are going to live in this index 

driven world and we have articulated what the features are of that literacy. 

Information is socially conditioned as is its reception. Haven’t we left our 

legacy or the perpetuation of the values that have been passed down to us 

from our ancestors in the process of keeping pace with this digital world?  

Let us introspect it a bit. Earlier, we used to wait eagerly for the newspaper 

boy every morning. In other words, newspaper was the key to a fresh start 

but newspaper reading habit has almost been abolished from our 

conventional lives. Newspapers appear to be a labyrinth for us where we 

cannot find things so easily. We find it difficult or really troublesome to 

manage. Although it’s quite painful for our eyes but we prefer to seek help 

from Google to unfold what is happening around the world. We don’t even 

remember when we had last dug into our books foraging for some 

information or read a recipe book to cook a special item for our near and 

dear ones instead of searching it on the YouTube. We do not want to toil even 

a bit when it’s possible to gain information with a single click in the blink of 

an eye. It is paramount for us to be careful. The quick google searches, 

hyperlinks, links has made our life sluggish. We cannot deny this fact 

completely even if we want to. The technology we thought we were using to 

make our lives more efficient reshaped our social behaviour and 

relationships. Nowadays, we hardly meet our friends or relatives face to face. 

Instead we do the same on a video call or messages. Is it really sufficient to 

maintain the same cordial relationship?  

Only 20 years ago, Google was reduced to a simple search engine that was 

becoming popular because it was looking for information or web pages 

quickly or accurately. Time plays a weird game. Decades later, Google has 

https://www.google.com/search?q=when+was+kennedy+elected+president
https://www.google.com/search?q=when+was+kennedy+elected+president
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flourished as one of the topmost search engines. Today’s youth is lost in the 

web of Internet. Not only Google but all the search engines should be used in 

minimum way. There should be systematic way to use these search 

engines. They supply stuff of thought but they also shape the process of 

thought. Google controls your life, even if you refuse to believe it. 
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Human Interplanetary Mission: Future 
or Insurance 

 

∼ Rupam Kumbhakar, 3rd Semester, Dept. of Physics, 

J. K. College 

 

After millions and millions of years of evolution, Nature was able to fit a vivid 

sense of memory and a fantastic sense of imagination inside a bone box, and 

we came into existence. From inventing stone wheel to the wireless 

technology, bullet fast transportation system – our civilization has come to a 

great level. And now we are not satisfied in staying only on this planet. 

Human wander is taking us to another planets, dreaming about colonising 

them. Let’s have a glimpse on the marvellous stuff about the interplanetary 

mission, then we will come to a different perspective. 
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This is what space programs look like in short. From predicting of inability 

to go to outer Earth to launching satellites, walking on moon, trying to find 

extra-terrestrial life on other planets and now planning of manned mission. 

Among all the planets in our solar system, the only planet that has always 

captured a great place in scientist’s minds is Mars, as it has many similarities 

to Earth, like -  

• The duration of the day is very similar to Earth’s.  

• Researchers deduce by analyzing photos that there could be water at 

previous times. 

• This planet is the only one (apart from Earth) which is in Goldilocks’ 

zone or habitable zone in our solar system. 

So, naturally it has drawn our attention, and there have plenty of missions 

been happened to know this red planet. 
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Some missions: 

Mars 3 

lander 

(SA 4M 

No.172) 

28 

May 

1971 

Soviet 

Union 

Lander Successful 

The first lander on Mars, 

soft landed on 2 December 

1971. The first partial 

image (70 lines) was 

transmitted. Contact lost 

14.5 seconds after 

transmission start. 

Viking 1 

lander 

20 

August 

1975 

NASA 

United 

States 

   

Lander Successful 

The second lander 

successfully 

returning data, 

deployed 

from Viking 

1 orbiter. 

Operated for 2245 

sols. Landed on 

Mars in 1976 July 

20. 

 

Viking 2 

lander 

9 

September 

1975 

NASA 

United 

States 

   

Lander Successful 

Deployed 

from Viking 

2 orbiter, 

operated for 

1281 sols (11 

Apr 1980). 

Landed on Mars 

in 1976 

September 3. 

These are the first three successful landers of interplanetary mission…but a 

whole new horizon opened up after the rover missions.  
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Sojourner 
4 December 

1996 

NASA 

United 

Sates 

   

Rover Successful 

The first rover on 

another planet, 

operated for 84 

days[12] 

Spirit 

(MER-A) 

10 

June 

2003 

NASA  

 

   

         

Rover         
Successful 

Landed on January 4, 

2004. Operated for 2208 

sols 

Opportunity 

(MER-B) 

8 July 

2003 

 

NASA 

   

       

Rover 
Successful 

Landed on January 

25, 2004. Operated 

for 5351 sols 

Curiosity 

(Mars Science 

Laboratory) 

26 November 

2011 

NASA 

   
    Rover Successful 

Landed on 

August 6, 

2012 

And the near future rover 

Perseverance rover 
30 July 

2020[26] 

NASA 

   

     

Rover 

En 

route 

Proposed landing: 

18 February 2021 

 

These landers, rovers have done and is doing a great job in finding ET life, 

analyzing the atmosphere of the planet, finding water etc. But now, the most 

amazing and historic mission is going to happen, and that is The Manned 

Mission. After successfully going to the moon, now human aspiration is to 

reach to this red planet with crew members, and these are not going to be 

common missions, as there is no coming back…THE DEATH MISSIONS.  

 

 

 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_missions_to_Mars#cite_note-sol86-12
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_missions_to_Mars#cite_note-26
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SpaceX Mars program 

SpaceX Mars program is a development program initiated by Elon Musk 

and SpaceX in order to facilitate the eventual colonization of Mars. The 

program includes fully reusable launch vehicles, human-rated spacecraft, 

on-orbit propellant tankers, rapid-turnaround launch/ landing mounts, and 

local production of rocket fuel on Mars via in situ resource utilization (ISRU). 

SpaceX's aspirational goal has been to land the first humans on Mars by 

2024, but in October 2020 Elon Musk named 2024 as goal for an un-crewed 

mission, with a crewed mission to follow later.  
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SpaceX Mars program 

 

Country 
 

United States 

Organization SpaceX 

Purpose Colonization of Mars 

Status Planned 

Program history 

First flight c. 2024 

First crewed flight c. 2027 

Vehicle information 

Crewed vehicle(s) SpaceX Starship 

Crew capacity ≤ 100 
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Mars One Mission (So far) 

 

Foundations of mission plan implemented 

In 2011, Bas Lansdorp and Arno Wielders laid the foundation to begin the 
Mars One mission plan. The first step included holding discussion meetings 
with potential aerospace component suppliers in the United States, Canada, 
Italy, and the United Kingdom. The mission architecture, budgets, and 
timelines were then solidified after receiving feedback from the supplier 
engineers and business developers. This resulted in a baseline design for an 
achievable mission of permanent human settlement on Mars with existing 
technology. 

 

Selected candidates enter full-time training 

The first teams of candidates were selected and they have started training in 
2018. They will train together until the launch in 2031. The group's ability 
to deal with prolonged periods of time while sequestered in a remote 
location will be the most important part of their training. Thus, they will 
learn how to repair components of the habitat and rover, train in medical 
procedures, and learn to grow food in the habitat. 
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Every group spends several months of each training year in the analog 
outpost to prepare for its mission to Mars. The first outpost simulation 
location, a Mars-like terrain that is relatively easy to reach, will be chosen. A 
second training outpost will be located at a more remote environment like 
the Arctic desert. 

Okay, now let’s forget the boring information. It’s a great news that we, 

humans are pushing our limits, dealing with all the complexities in 

aspiration of establishing ourselves as an interplanetary species. But, is it a 

good thought of going to another planet? No, certainly not. Why I am saying 

this is because I see in every science page, every seminar that these missions 

create hypes among all ages of human beings. But why? We have to 

understand that these are not tour programs, these are just insurances. 

Insurances of what? Insurance of ‘Life on Earth’. Nowadays everybody is 

interested in going to Mars. But think, are you willing to be a refugee? 

Certainly not; but Mars missions are for future refugees! If war or some 

catastrophic disaster comes, only then people should worry about going 

there. Mars is just like that. It’s just a back-up, an insurance. 

Instead of thinking about mars, just look at our own planet. Look, what 

miseries we have created. Look at the difference of how our earth was a 

century ago, and what is its condition now – after destroying animals, trees, 

the nature. So, is this ultimate sign of massive human intellect?  This is high 
time to think about our own mother – the Earth. 
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
 

~ Sudip Ghosh, 3rd semester, Dept. of Chemistry, 

J. K. College 

 

WHAT IS AI?  

The term artificial intelligence was first coined decades ago in the year 1956 

by John McCarthy at the Dartmouth conference. He defined Artificial 

intelligence as the science and engineering of making intelligent machines. 

In a sense AI is a technique of getting machines to work and behave like 

humans. In recent past Al has been able to accomplish this by creating 

machines and robots that are being used in a wide range of fields including 

healthcare, robotics, marketing business, analytics and many more. 

However, many applications are not perceived as Al because we often tend 

to think of Artificial intelligence as robots doing our daily course. But the 

truth is, Al has found its way into our daily lives. It has become so general 

that we don't even realize we use it all the time . For instance, have you ever 

wondered how Google is able to give you such accurate search results or how 

your Facebook feed always gives you content based on your interest? The 

answer to these questions is artificial intelligence.  

Artificial intelligence can be structured along three evolutionary stages or 

you can say that these are three different types of Artificial intelligence. 

I. Artificial Narrow Intelligence 

II. Artificial General Intelligence 

III. Artificial Super Intelligence  

Artificial Narrow Intelligence (ANI) 

'ANI' is also known as weak Al, involves applying artificial intelligence only 

specific tasks like, Alexa works within a limited predefined range of 

functions, there is no genuine intelligence or self-awareness despite being a 

sophisticated example of weak Al.  
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Other examples include face verification on our phones and an autopilot 

feature in cars and social humanoid Sophia which is built at Hanson 

Robotics.  

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) 

Also known as strong Al, it involves machines that process the ability to 

perform any intellectual task that a human can do. But they are not yet 

capable of thinking and reasoning like a human. There are many experts who 

doubt that Al general intelligence will ever be possible? And there are also 

may who question whether it should be desirable?  

I am sure all of you heard Stephen Hawking. He warned us, "Strong Al would 

take off on its own and redesign itself at an ever-increasing rate. Humans who 

are limited by slow biological evolution couldn't complete and would be 

superseded." 

Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) 

ASI is a term referring to the time when the capability of computers will 

surpass humans being. it's presently seen as a hypothetical situation as 

depicted in movies and sci-fi books where machines will take over the world. 

However, tech masterminds like Elon Mask believe ASI will take over the 

world by the year 2040.  

Now before I go further, let me clear that a very common misconception 

people often tend to think that Artificial Intelligence, Machine learning and 

Deep learning are the same since they have common applications for 

example. 

Siri is an application of Artificial intelligence, Machine learning and Deep 

learning. So how these technologies related to each other? Artificial 

intelligence is a science of getting machine to mimic the behaviour of 

humans. Machine learning is subset of Al that focuses on getting machine to 

make decisions by feeding them data. On the other hand, Deep learning is a 

subset of machine learning that was the concept of neural networks to solve 

complex problems.  

However, Al is not restricted to only Machine learning and Deep learning it 

covers a vast domain of fields including natural language processing, object 

determination, computer vision, robotics and so on.  
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Now we know the difference between Al, Deep learning, Machine learning. 

Let’s take a look how an Al is used in a real world.  

From spotting the eight planets of solar system to composing sonnets and 

poem – the application of Artificial intelligence has covered all possible 

domain in market.      

• Social media: -  

 

a) Facebook:  

Al used for face verification, where Machine learning and Deep learning 

used to detect facial features and tag your friends.  

b) Twitter: 

Al is being used to identify hate speech and terroristic languages in tweets. 

It makes use of Machine learning, deep learning and natural language 

processing to filter out offensive content. 

c) Google search engine:  

When you typing a search term and Google makes recommendation for you 

to choose from that is an Al inaction Prediction of searches is based on data 

that google collect about you (like location, age, and other personal 

information). By using Al, the search engine attempts to guess what you 

might be trying to find. 

d) Virtual assistants (Siri, Alexa, Cortana, Google assistant): 

These virtual assistants of Al cannot only search things on web, it also 

responds your calls and book appointments for you with a human touch 

also. It can do anything that is connected to your internet on your demand. 

 

• Self-driving cars: - 

Another famous application of Al is self-driving cars. Al implements 

computer vison, Image Detention, and Deep learning to build cars that can 

automatically detect objects and drive around without human 

intervention. Elon musk talks a ton about how Al is implemented in 

Tesla's self-driving cars’ autopilot features.  
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So, I can go on about the various Al applications since the emergence of Al in 

1950's. We have had an exponential growth in its potential. As Al is benching 

out every aspect of our lives, is it possible the one day Al might take over our 

lives and if it is possible how long will this take? Well it may be sooner than 

you think. It is estimated that Al will take over the world within the next 30 

years. By then, I hope we will develop some sort of teleportation machine 

that help us escape our very own creation. 


